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The Odd Fellows of this 19th district will
told a held day at Windemere Park, Unity,
[uly 4th, There will be a parade in the morni ng and the Belfast and Waterville Cantons
vill lead. Music will be furnished by an Odd
fellows’ band. At noon there will be a dinner,
vith beans baked in the ground. Grand Maser Ellery Bowden of Winterport will make an
iddress and for amusement there will be a
>ase ball game between the Unity and Belfast
^ )dd Fellows.
«

Primrose Chapter, Order of the Eastern
>tar. held their last meeting for the season in
liasonic Hall, Friday evening, June 19th. The
legrees were impressively conferred on three
Sunwill arrive next
Miss ti-'ia a. Burgess
:andidates, the worthy matron, Mrs. Julia A.
Heights, Mass., /ickery, gave an
jjf morning from Arlington
interesting report of the
at her cottage, Flowanna.
] neeting of the Grand Chapter in Portland and
tospead the jummer
underwent a successful
lira. Jessie C. Pattee reported in a most intery;f pert Annis
Dr. Ttpley’s hospital Monday
esting manner recent visits to two Massachuape-ati
The beautiful ceremony of
quite comfortable at this writ- letts chapters.
lorDing am
Obligation Night was impressively carried out
Waterville
>y the officers. After the close of the meetjiSi t;:ph Friend arrived from
light!') attend the wedding of her ; ng ice cream and cake were served in the
Shute. ! >anquet hall. The tables were placed in the
>eo. Hibbard, to Miss Nina
:orm of a star, and a huge cake, in star shape,
5je v.;; turn home today.
vith each point iced in appropriate color?,
ar
hamberlain, (Florida McKeen)
vf5.
will arrive for a 'ormed the much admired centerpiece and was
ll ftaithan Mass., June 30th
Annie L. if ter ward enjoyed by those at the table?.
fe? dais vi.;it with her mother, Mrs.
Primrose Chapter has had a pleasant and profFlowanna.
the
a!
cottage
geKeer
table year, and the fall meetings are already
the
Mrs. Ida Patterson has moved from
ooked forward to with pleasure.
Sew house re Bridge Hill to Spring street
Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar, in
has moved from the
n K». ynolds
Br \Vi
lull uniform, under command of Eminent Sir
the Bierce house.
lotjtini
Vilen L. Curtis and headed by the Belfast
of the Ladies’ Aid of Trinity
Xhrn ::
>and, left the Asylum at 6 30 a. m. yesterday
urch have discontinued their
feforir,ind marched to Mclntire’s wharf at the foot
'ctober, and in the meantime
leeting
>f Main 6treet, where they embarked on the
to earn one dollar for the
Kn miteamer Wm. G. Butman, chartered for the
Tip, for a pilgrimage to Rockland, as guests
Vr>. Chase Woodman and daughter
'or St. Johns Day of Claremont Commandtry
feihi ,: i.mer, Mass., were recent guests of )f that city. Arriving at Rockland at 10 a. m.
ll:
ugene Lamb. They went to
;hey assisted Claremont in receiving Trinity
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invention held in Lewiston

last

be
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I’aftof Chelsea, Mass., is a guest
the summer. This
young ?ad> with her sisters and mother were
fictirn- f the Chelsea fire and tell of the
He;,'ardsi.rps they endured with other sufta

A Flanders for

Jommandery oi Augusta, and joined in tne
parade at 11 a. m., with Grand Generalissimo
Arthur S, Littlefield of Rockland as Chief
Marshal.
aid aside

parade the uniforms were
special cars took the three

After the
and

^ommanderies to Oakland Park for a shore
linner, the ladies of Golden Rod Chapter, O. E.
$., serving. The afternoon was spent at the
park and on returning to the Temple supper
vas served at 6 o'clock by the same ladies. In
;he evening all attended the Empire Theatre
witness the farce “Am I a Mason?” Palestine Commandery was scheduled to leave for
tome on the steamer Butman soon after 9
/clock and was due to arrive here about midto

light.

OBITUARY.
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Elmira A., daughter of Ephraim and Sarah
arrived Wednesday ; [Allen) Knowlton of Swanville and wife of
eiffitir. u New York to visit his mother, Mrs. Erastus G. Cummings, died in Waldo June 19th,
A M si;-w
Miss Edith Skelton arrived last
aged 72 years and 3 months. The funeral took
feday :-..rn Stonington, where she teaches place at her late home Monday at 1 o'clock.
A
'ciii..,and will spend the summer
Mrs. Gertrude (Crabtree) Nutt died at her
Haome
home in North Heaven June 13th, after a long
beginning next Sunday and continuing until illness of tuberculosis. She leaves to mourn
tof’rft
October Edward C. Vanderlaan, a their loss a
husband, Samuel N. Nutt, a son
Btudent from the Reformed Dutch SemiMalcolm, a young daughter, Alice Gertrude,
New Brunswick, N. J., will substitute
two brothers, Hubert R. Crabtree and Paraer
laboth ii ry Reformed church in East BelCrabtree, besides other relatives of North
m the
chapel at Mason’s Mills, a Haven. Mrs. Nutt was the only daughter of
«ncn or tru
,-iurch,for the pastor, Rev. Wil- J. L.
Crabtree, who died a short time ago.
111
Vaughan, who will take a much needed
Sr reward

Skelton
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pretty home wedding
at the home of Mrs. Thos. L.
,Ule Wednesday, June 24th, when her eldest
Bghter, Nina R. Shute, was united in mar*
to&cw Leoige M. Hibbard,
formerly of Etna.
"as performed at 12 o’clock
by
^n; v&u«han of
Trinity Reformed church,
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John D. Donlin, formerly of Frankfort, died
June 19th in Quebec. The body arrived in
Bangor Sunday, and was taken to Frankfort,
where the funeral was held Tuesday.
He
[eaves a wife and son; his father, Patrick Don*
lin, and brothers, Michael and Thomas and
sister, Miss Helen, of Frankfort, and a
brother Lawrence, who lives in Concord, N. H.
Mr. Donlin was well known in Frankfort and
his death is much regretted.
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Reception

at the Bassick Home.

A Bridgeport, Conn., newspaper gives a long
report of a recent social event in that city
from which we quote the following particulars:
Bridgeport society will probably witness no
more brilliant function this spring than the reception of Mrs. Frederick Cleveland Bassick,

Only the immedhome on Fairfield avenue, when
contracting couple were at the Bassick
hundreds called during the late afternoon and
!e is a
young lady of sterling early evening of yesterday. The
hospitality
y accomplished. The groom of this charming home iB proverbial and the
the M. C. R. R. and is a valued guests were cordially greeted by the February
|
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moire band and pond lilies.
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,uPle left on the afternoon boat
^
altham, Portland and Etna. Con*rum a host of friends go with
happy an(j prosperous future.
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THE EASTERN LEAGUE GAMES.

The Easterns defeated the Oid Towns in
South Brewer, June 17th. 1 to 0. It was a
pitchers’ battle between McLellaS tor the
locals and Howard tor Old Town and each was
found for five scattered hits. Old Town
got
only one man to third base.
On ths Congress street grounds June
17th,
Bangor defeated Belfast, 6 to 8. piling up
runs on Beattie in the first inning.
Wheeler,
who displaced him, was more effective. Fox,
for Bangor, held the locals to five hits and had

five’

bride, assisted by Mr. Bassick's mother, Mrs.
Edmund Chase Bassick, while other members
of the family assisted at the tea table and in
serving. A group of Mrs. Bassick, Jr.'s friends
also assisted.
The floral decorations of the various rooms
are described at length and were very beautiIU1.

The amount of the Btory was that Belfast
batted well and had about seven-eighths of the

iuck
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PERSONAL

The Churches.

good support.
At Maplewood, June 19th, Belfast trimmed
The regular meeting of Canton Pallas, P. M.,
Bangor by a score of 10 to 4. It was a free
L O. 0. F., will be held Wednesday evening,
hitting game. Bragg umpired a good game
[uly 1st, when plana will be made for the trip except for one very faulty decision at first
;o Unity, where Field Day exercises will be
when a Belfast runner was called out although
leld on the Fourth of July m which the Can* the ball was in air when
the runner reached
on will take part.
the bag, Chase missing the throw but catching
Knights of Pythias day waa observed in Ban- the ball before it reached the ground, the runtor, June 17th, when hundreds of members of ner having crossed in the meantime. The
hat order assembled there from all over the Bangor Daily News says of the game:
State for exemplification of degree work by
Belfast surely had a snappy outfit, headed
he team of the Peter Woodland Lodge of by the nimble Mr. Foote. Harry Wormwood
late New England leaguer joined the
the
L«ynn, Mass. A parade and address by E. C. Belfast team here
and br Ire up the game with
Plummer of Bath, and degree work were feat- a homer with two men on. He also contributed
a double and single and got three runs himself,
ires.
which seems to be starting in well.
Tarratine Tribe of Red Men will confer the
The boxman for Belfast was Temple, a
Chief’s degree on one candidate next Monday brawny six-footer of the same type of beauty
as our old college chum Hank Callahan of the
at
their
and
the
annual
evening
regular meeting
Fredericton Pets. Mr. Temple attended strictelection of officers will follow. There will be
ly to business and although our men got to
the
first and third Mondays during him frequently there appeared to be a lack of
neetings on
he months of July and August. The tribe concerted action against his delivery. Besides being a very fair pitcher. Temple is
lave
postponed their annual visit to the
something of a batter and contributed a brace
rribe at Vinalhaven from the Fourth of July of doubles at opportune times.

“Maine G. A.
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already laying plans

The order of Pilgrim Fathers will hold a
nesting Monday evening, July 6th, in Odd
fellows' hall. All members are requested to be
present as matters of business will come be-

Raesick

p,ct"

are

for another great event next fall which will
>qual if not exceed that of June 17th.
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Base Ball.

SECRET SOCIETIES.

lournaL

uuieu unu were

BCatveteu

and slip ups costly.
At Old Town, June 19th, the Easterns defeated Old Town, 6 to 5, in an exciting game,
marked by a brisk eighth inning rally by the
home team. The Old Town fielding was decidedly off. This was tough luck for Rip
McPhee, who pitched good ball and holding up
well with Dwyer. Clukey, the former Colby
’varsity shortstop, played part of the game
for Old Town.
Belfast was again victorious at Bangor Inst
Saturday, defeating the local team by a score
of 6 to 4. The Daily News says: “Belfast has
a fine team, snappy and fast, and will make
things lively in the Gasoline League this summer.
The boxman for the visitors was a rotund individual named Wheeler who looked too
fat to pitch, but that didn't appear to bother
him much. He also had a good equipment
of honeshoes, rabbits’ feet sod other charms.
The modest and retiring Mr. Foote was some
man with the stick, driving in three of Belfast’s runs, two with clean singles and once
with an outfield fly, Foote received due credit
from the real sports. Mose Williams showed
considerable class in covering the ground
around first.”
In Old Town, June 20tb, the Old Towns were
defeated 4 to 3 in a ten-inning game by the
The weather was very cold and
Easterns.
and not conducive to good ball playing
but the contest was warm enough to keep the
crowd from freezing.
raw

Miu Mary Payaon will spend the week-end
with her parents in Hope.

next SunThere will be an Epiecopal service
church vestry.
day at 8 90 p. m. in the North
Preaching aervice at North
o clock, followed
next Sunday afternoon at 2.30

by Sunday achool.
The morning eervice

at the First Perish
Suna.
Church (Unitarian) ia held at 10.45 m.p
at 1L45.
day. The Sunday achool meeta
The regular eervicea at the Univeraeliat
aa
followa:
church next Sunday will be
aervice at 10.45 o’clock; Sunday

preaching
school at

Children’s
Next Sunday will be observed ae
with an apDay at the Univeraaliat church,
e
of
propriate discourse followed by baptism
teveral children.
The Christian Scientists hold services in
their ball, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
i’clock, to which all are welcome.
The services next Sunday st Mason s Mills
sill kf! held st 10.30 a. m.. followed by the
church
Sunday school, snd at Trinity Reformed
school.
it 230
m., followed by Sunday
p.

Colby College occupied
last Sunday in the absence
>f Rev. W. F. Sturtevant. Next Sunday the
Children’s Day concert will take the place of
;he regular morning service.
The services for the week at tfce Baptist
ihurch will be as follows: prayer meeting this,
rhursday, evening; children’s concert, Sunday
it 10.45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Chriatan Endeavor meeting at 6 30 p. m.
of
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Miss Marjorie Shaw ia at home from Simoon’s College, Boston.

Mrs. Anotina Wilson arrived Saturday from
Lynn, Maas,, for a two weeks’ visit

J. W. Bowler of Palermo
aat Friday on business.

Mias Mary A. Bickford of Brooklyn, N, Y.,
has arrived to spend the summer In Belfast

Mrs. Clifford J. Pattee baa returned from
risita in Portland and Boston.

Mrs. Arthur A. Blair will return home today,
rhursday, from a few days’ visit in Old Town,

Miss Sarah R. Gardner ia visiting relatives
Camden, Rockland and Ihomaaton.

T. H. Fernald returned Monday from visits
in Rockland, South Waldoboro and Friendship,

Mrs. Luceua H. Heath of East Corinth is

Eugene R. Spear and

sons

K-

jhmb

isaoei

omauey

went

to

has

Waldo, Washington, Aroostook

and

Somer-

Rev. Arthur A. Blair went to Portland Mon-

I

with them last nisrht.
Mrs.

M. A. Pattershall and

son

Harland left

Tuesday morning for Riverside, and after
visit there they wil join Mr. Pattershall
Boothbay Harbor and also visit relatives
Portland

a

in
in

before their return home.

Captain and Mrs. E. D. Colby eame over
from Belfast Thursday in their new motor boat
which Capt. Colby had built-in Belfast She
is a beauty and the captain is very much
pleased with her.—Deer Isle Messenger.
Elmer A. Sherman, Mrs. Raymond R. Sherson Richard and daughter Janet, Miss
Elizabeth A. Kelley and Master William Swan
Kelley, motored to Fayette Sunday, Mrs. Sherman and children remaining there for a visit.

man,

;

GENERATIONS

Miss Millie Mitchell,who spent the winter in
Cliftondale, Mass., and Miss Helen Brown of
Cambridge, Mass., arrived Saturday for the
summer.
They were guests over Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown and went to
Miss Mitchell's home at the Head of the
Tide,

Monday.

It will be pleasant news to their many Belfriends that Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Follett of Belmont, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Karl
McDonald of Swampscott, Mass., expect to
to Belfast the twelfth of July for a
come
visit. Mrs. Eli Cook, who spent the winter in
Belmont with her daughter, Mrs. Follett, is
fast

On Both Sides of the Haseltine Family.
[Correspondence of Bangor Commercial ]
BELFAST, June 19. Four generations on
both sides of the heads of the house is the interesting condition in the family of Mf. and now at home.
Mrs. Willis G. Haseltine of this city, formerly
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt are in Burof Dexter. Four generatio s in one family
lington, Vt, guests of their son, Wm. A.
are rare enough, but to have tour generations
represented on both sides of the house is, in- Leavitt. They made the trip in their touring
deed, unusual, and little Ruth and Arthur, car without the slightest accident, via Poland
children of Mr. and Mrs. Haseltine, boast the
distinction of having two living great-grand- Springs and the White Mountains, and found
T.L. IT n_1..
la.linon
TTnir'i.l T3
mothers as well as their two grandmothers, i the roads good. They will make several trips
and it is believed that they are the only young- | into New York State and will also visit
do; land and buildings in Jackson.
do so.
M O Wilson, Belfast, to John A Hartshorn, sters in New England who can
Montreal.
On Mrs. Haseltine’s side, Mrs. Sylvia Maxdo; land in Belfast.
field of Dexter is the great grandmother. Her
Mrs. Arthur P. Atwood of Lowell, Mass.,
Fred W Wright, Jackson, to John S Pollard, daughter is Mrs. S. L. Small, also of Dexter,
and Mrs. Small’s daughter is Mrs. Haseltine, better Known in Belfast as Miss Ethel French,
do; land in Jackson.
of the two little children. The rela- niece of Miss R. A. French, formerly in busiEverett E Morton, Jackson, to Clarence A mother
tionship traced from the other side comes from ness here with Miss Nellie Hopkins, was the
Pollard, do; land in Jackson.
Mrs. M. B. Bragg of Canaan, who is the great
Charlotte Tibbetts and
Abby R Hadley, Waldo, to Inez R Packard, grandmother, through Mrs. W. J. Haseltine of guest last week of MiBS
Dexter, the grandmother, and her son, Willis left Friday for her home. Mrs. Atwood waB
Everett, Mass; land and buildings in Waldo.
G. Haseltine of Belfast, father of Ruth and married about a year ago and Miss Tibbetts
Maria S Dodge, Searsport, to August W Arthur.
bridesmaids.
Both Mrs. Maxfield and Mrs. Bragg are ex- ; was one of her
Dodge, Springfield, Mass; land and buildings in
_
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cellent health and both are very young looking j
Mrs. Bassick received her guests in the
James J Clement, Montville, to E B Bean,
Mr. Haseltine is
for great grandmothers.
north drawing room, standing with Mrs. Basin
Montville.
and
land
buildings
agent for the. American Express Company
sick, Sr., before a high mantel and mirror, do;
located
for about
has
been
he
where
E
to
Clarilla
P
Horace
Robbins, Searsport,
which was massed with American beauty
here,
roses.
Both ladies were in white, the bride of Blake, do; land in Searsport.
eight years. He and Mrs. Haseltine are both
fine
tenor
voice, and
two months being attired in white Duchess
very musical, he having a
MatbewB Brothers, Belfast, to Laura B Nick- she
satin and rose point lace, which gown she
being an accomplished pianist and violinist.
Little Ruth was born in Dexter and Arthur in
erson, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
wore on her wedding day, while Mrs, Bassick.
Sr.’s robe was of white imported crepe Mrs.
Ralph I Morse, Belfast, to Wm A Clark, do; Belfast.
Bassick, Jr„ carried bride’s roses and lilies ol land and buildings in Belfast.
the valley.
Maine Matters at
The members of the family assisting were
Bates Commencement.
Mrs. Edgar Webb Bassick; Mrs. Charles H.
Representatives Peters of Maine has presented a petition from 46 citizen of Morrill,
Fleming, old blue cbarmeuse, veiled with
Bates
commencement
June
Miss
College
black Chantilly lace;
Minnie Walter, in
opened
190 citizens of Fairfield, 12 citizens of Knox,
gown of old roee crepe meteor with tunic of 21st with the baccalaureate sermon by Presi- 44 citizens of Monroe and 16 citizens of SearsC.
Chase.
the
fiftieth
black spangled chiffon, and wearing corsage dent George
Tuesday
port, all asking for national prohibition.
bouquet of orchids and valley lilies; Mrs. anniversary of the founding of the college
Senator Johnson has presented a similar
William H. Parks, of Springfield, Mass.; in was observed with a pageant delineating the petition from the Somerset County Sunday
of
the
in
which
institution,
embroidered white crepe; and Mrs. Nelson B. progress
persona School Association of Bingham, Me.
Senator Burleigh has presented a petition of
Downs, light blue charmeuse having draperies conspicuous in the history of Bates,were repreof shadow lace and girdle of rose velvet, sented by members of the undergraduate body the Maine State Association of Letter Carriers
of
the
The
comer
first
on
was
laid
of
orchids
and lilies.
building
corsage bouquet
praying for the enactment of legislation proTea and chocolate, cakes and sweets were June 2S» 1826. The institution was then known viding for the retirement of superannuated
Maine
State
as the
served in the dining room.
Seminary.
civil service employes.

^Washington.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. White, Mrs. Martha
returned
f. White and Mrs. W. L. Welt have
from Bridgewater, Mass., where they attended the graduation of Mr. White’s son, Harry
Lincoln White, from the Bridgewater High
schooL He was valedictorian of bis class.
in the school quartette,and was the
He will spend the summer in Belfast
with his father and enter the University of
Maine next fall.
sang tenor

pianist.

Mr. and Mra. Freeman Sampson and little

George L.

Hammons of Chicago called

as

summer.

Boston.

Misses Gertrude Coombs and Frances Wy.ie.
arrived home Tuesday from St. Joseph’s
Convent Academy, Portland, for the summer
vacation.

^Mrs. J. D. Wardwell, who spent the winter
New York and Massachusetts,has arrived tc
spend the summer with her sister, Miss Marin

garet A. Dnnton,
Sheriff and Mrs. Frank A. Cushman were in
Montville Wednesday to attend the marriage
of Mrs. Cushman’s niece, Miss Avis Myrick to
Pearly Cross of Morrill.
Ada E. Wildes will go to Waterville toFriday, to attend the funeral of her
cousin, Mrs, Esther A. Burriil, the daughter o£
the late John R. Redman of Belfast.
Mrs.

Mr. McLellan

morrow,

a

Sarah E. Stewart, Mrs. Mary S. WhitMrs. Carolyn G. Cobbett went to
Waterville Tuesday to attend the commencement of Colby College. Lindvili F. Whitmore
is a member of the graduating class.

Henry Whitten of Boston, son of the late
Prof. Jerry Whitten of East Belfast, a famous
old-time dancing teacher, is spending a few
weeks here and is calling upon old friends.
Mrs. Florida McKeen chamberlain of Waltham, Mass., will arrive June 30th for a few
days only and with her mother, Mrs. Annie L.
McKeen, will make a family party at Flowanah

Commencement exercises at Hebron
Academy took place June 17th. Among the
graduates were Raymond Lowell Merritt,
Brooks, scientific course, and Dana Boardman
The

Southworth of Belfast, English

on

friends the first of the

His family accompanied him east as far

week.

and

cottage.

course.

Miss Florence Moody of Gardiner, Me., and
Downing of Jamaica Plains, Mass
wi:l arrive Saturday to attend the SleeperPitcher wedding, Miss Annie Irving of Bangor
is expected today, Thursday.

Katherine Peirce, who ha6 been attending Miss Wheeler’s school, and Robert W,
Peirce, a student at the Moses Brown school
of Providence, R. 1., are at their home in
Frankfort for the summer vacation.
Miss

Miss Susan

Mrs. Wm. W. Sleeper, son Frank and daughand Roland E. Stevens,
ter Helen of Wellesley, Mass., and Prof. JameE
graduates, Harold S, Jones, Ansel W. Packard T. Sleeper of Beloit, Mich., will arrive al the
and Miss Alfreda Ellis, are at home from the !
Mr. Sleeper will
Battery today, Thursday.
University of Maine. Stephen C. Clement, \ come next Monday, accompanied by his son
of
also of the U.
M., is at Seal Harbor for the
Allen of Detroit, Mich.
Foster Crocker

j
!

summer.

Benj. P. Wood went to Camden Tuesday U
he is
join Camden Commandery K. T. of which

A. I. Brown, deputy secretary of State
accompanied by his son, Arthur Brown, of Mechanic Fails, left June 16th for Moosehead
lake, where they will take a short vacation
and incidentally try their luck at fishing.—Kennebec Journal.
Hon.

Mr.

and

Mrs. Osmond

A.

Palmer,

Miss

where
member, in tlieir trip to barmiDgton,
ir
they will be guests of Pilgrim Commandery
to the Kangeley
a St. John’s Day pilgrimage

a

1

Mrs. Fred Knowlton of Belmont was euilec
of
to Gardiner last week by the serious illness
Frances H. Butler of Rockland arrived
a
her sister, Mrs. Viola Lee, who underwent
for
last Saturday morning on the Boston boat
|
successful operation at her home, and
very
a 10 days’ outing at Mrs. Frank B. Miller’s
are
her many iriends and re.aiives in Belfast
cottage in Northport.
glad to ieatn that she is fast improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Hills were in Bucksport 1
Mrs. C. S. Webber has returned from Roxlast week to attend the Commencement at the
Mass., where she accompanied her sister.
bury,
East Alaine Conference Seminary. Mr. Hills
Miss Hattie M. Biack, who is taking medical
was a former stndent at the seminary, had
treatment at the Baptist Hospital on Parker
been an assistant in the Bucksport National :
Hill. Miss Black’s friends will be glad to
bank, and was welcomed by many friends.
I
learn that she is contented and improving.
1
Allen O. French of Waltham, Mass., who
Mr. and MrB. ThomaB Hudson of Philadelphia
spent the winter in Florida with George W. j
have arrived at their summer home at SaturBurkett, arrived Thursday to join Mr. Burkett j
Cove for the season. Mr. and Mrs. W. H
at the Sperry cottage at Bayside. Capt. O. day
Folwell will arrive Saturday, coming via CamW. French of Lincolnville was also in the city
den where a steamer will make a special trip
Thursday, his first visit to Belfast for some
annual
to take them to Isola Bella for their
time.
marine

day and thence to Rockland Wednesday, to join
j the Belfast Commandery cn their St. Johns
!
Day pilgrimage to that city, and came home

Miss Flora A. Burgess of Arlington Heights,
Mass., will arrive in Belfast June 28th and
will summer at Flowanah, her cottage on the
eaBt Bide.

Mrs

more

trip through Maine, were guests
Sunday of Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stev-

counties.

ling.

D.,rln>

Boston Moncay, but will spend
vacaiion here later..

ens.

set

Pnorl orJ M icono

returned to

auto

P. Hazeltine of Portland, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine, is in Belfast in
the interest of Bradstreet’s. Mr. Hazeltine

r.hnrlbu S

who remains for the

Mr. and Mrs. George F. Reynolds and Mr.
and Mrs. Harry H. Russell of Portland, who

Lewis

Mrs. Amos Clement and daughter Louise
vill come from Seal Harbor next Saturday to
remain until after the Sleeper-Pitcher wed-

Hugh D. McLellan, Esq., of Boston arrived
Saturday to accompany Mrs. McLellan,

were

Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie and sons, David F. and
Thomas B., of Augusta, arrived Wednesday to
visit her parents, Capt. and Mrs. T. D. Barr.
Mr. Hoxie will come to spend July 4th with
his family.

Miss Effie Bridges of Brooklyn, N. Y., arriv;d by boat last Sunday and called on her brothsr, Sumner Bridges, on her way to Penotscot

last

Springs.

over

'Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost left Wednesday
ifternoon for Boston and will sail from that
tort next Saturday on their European trip.

Calvin Austin of Boston, president of the
Eastern Steamship corporation, and F. S.
Sherman of Kockland, agent for the company
there, were business visitors to Bangor last
i'huraday.

Mrs. Henry Collins and little daughter Doris,
accompanied by Mrs. Collins’ mother, Mrs.
Annie Brown, will leave today, Thursday, to
visit relatives in Searsport and Stockton

are on an

Miss Alice E. Simmons returned Tuesday
From visits in Livermore Falls, New Sharon,
Lewiston, Brunswick and Kent’B Hill.

anu%Eleanor Whittemore of Bangor will arrive the last of the week to visit Mrs. Pearl's
brother, Charles H. Field.

College. They
guests of
Hon, R. C. Reynolds while in Lewiston,
Messrs. Arthur Ritchie, Wm. H.
Quimby,
George L Keating, H. C. Buzzell and Eben F.
Littlefield motored to Bangor Saturday to attend the Belfast and Bangor ball game.

Auxiliary

CUIClj

Mir

Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens went to
Lewiston Tuesday to attend the commencement of Bates

Miss Inez L. Barker of Center MontvilUr
tailed on Belfast friends Tuesday on her way
to visit friends in Dark Harbor.

Mrs. H. S. Bruce and daughter Dorothy of
New York have arrived to take the Cottrell
lottage for the season. They occupied the
rottage last summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Augustus C. Knight of Boston
arrived Sunday for a week’s visit with Mr. and
Mrs. John W. Knight. They will visit in Hallowell before returning home.

the program, giving recitations.
"It is an undisputed fact of history that the
Bpirit of Masonry rocked the cradles of Liberty in those critical and momentous years of
the American Revolution,” declared Rev, A. A.
Smith, pastor of the Universalist church, and
past grand master of the Maine grand masonic
commandery at the St. John’s day exercises
held Sunday June 21, in his church at Bangor.
“Certain unopened chests of tea floated in the
waters of Boston harbor because there was a
lodge of free masons there.”

Mias Hester Brown arrived Tuesday from
Boston to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Waldo Brown.

Dnifea, -iwt Sw.rsrr.rl

oaniora last

Mr. and Mrs. H. Morton, Mr. and Mrs. C. S,
and Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Record of South Paris
were guests over night Sunday at the Windsor, while on an auto trip.

U

William Walden returned to Boston Monday
after a short visit with his brother, Charles H.
Walden.

Hon. and Mrs. Albert Pierce of Frankfort,
vent to New Haven, Conn., last week to attend
he graduation of their son, Hayward Peirce,
:rom Yale.

Saturday to visit her sister, Mrs, E. S. Philbrook, and will also visit friends in New
Hampshire.

in Belfast.
E. B. Hunt and E. T. Whitehouse, Unity, to
Dean M. and George M. Braley, Burnham; land

Searsport.

■tract.

Miss Edna D, Crawford, who is taking a
at the Burdette Business
College in
loBton, is at home for the summer vacation.

Mrs. E. C. Dow and son Neil spent the past
Keek with friends in Palmyra and Pittsfield
ind attended the M. C. I. commencement exercises.

Children’s Day was observed Sunday at Cen
tral Congregational church, and a large congregation was present and enjoyed the efforts
of the little folks. They presented a delightful entertainment, and the address by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson, was cf special interest.
Central Troop, Boy Scouts, attended in a body
and at the conclusion of the services in the
church planted many plants on the lav.n in
front of the church.—Bath Independent.
Blair and Donald Wilson each had a place on

FOUR

Miss Leah Hoxie of Wintbrop will arrive toto visit Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, High

day

:ourse

Miss Abbie O. Stoddard, principal of the
Brewster, Mass., High school, will arrive tomorrow, Friday, to visit Belfast relatives.

E. B. Puffer of Machias, who substituted for
A. D. Hayes in the 9th Grade during his severe illness, is spending a few days in Belfast
and vicinity on business.

Laura J. Treat, Frankfort, to Ed. P. Treat,
do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Leslie C. Deane, Rockport, to Charles E.
Dearborn, Lincolnville; land in Lincolnville.
Elisha Whitten, Jackson, to Jackson Creamery Co., Jackson; land in Jackson.
Nellie M. Ferran and Nettie 3. Marrinor
Belmont, snd Mary J. Neal, Lewiston, to the
Inhabitants of Belmont; land in Belmont.
Robie F. Grey, Camden, to Georgia E. Grey,
Morrill; land in Morriil.

tery.

Melvin Webber, who has just finished his
■’reshman year at Bowdoin College, returned
aat Thursday to his home in South
China.

Miss Helen M. Sanderson spent the weeksnd at the Hurd Farm, Northport, the guest of
Miss Maud B. Steward.

be a baptism of children. The Children’s Day
exercise will be given in the Sunday school.
The every member canvas, under the direction
of the official board will begin next Saturday

port.

William Swan Kelley of Minneapolis has arrived and will spend the summer at The Bat-

days in this city last week.
Mrs. James Achorn of Camden and Mrs.
Lucius Duncan of Rockland are guests of Mr.
ind Mrs. E. A.-Jones at the Windsor.

Donald and Walter left Monday for visits with relatives in
ftockland and Bath.

the Methodist church next Sunday the
on
pastor, Rev. Horace B. Sellers, will speak
'Methodism and Education” at the morning
service and on **A Man’s Chance” at the evening service. At the morning service there will

vited gueBts held their first picnic supper for
the season at the Craig Cottage, at the Battery,
last Tuesday evening. The afternoon was
in Unity.
spent in cutting out scrap book pictures, and
Llewellyn Wing. Morrill, to William H. several interesting letters were read from
Wing, do.; land and buildings in Morrill.
missionaries, speaking of the use of small toys,
Henry C. Marden, Belfast, to George Bray, cards, scrap books, etc., in their work. The
Belfast.
do.; land in
advisability of having Miss Elizabeth Perkins
Everett E. Morton, Jackson, to George M. of
Alfred, now at home from China on a furClark, Northampton, Mass.; land and buildingB lough, come to Belfast, was discussed, and it is
in Jackson.
hoped that plans may be made to have her
Herbert H. Twombly, Dixmunt, to JoFhua here later in the season. A delicious
supper
The commitwas served on the broad porch.
T. Knowlton, Monroe; land in Monroe.
Patrick J. Cuddy, Winterport, to Willis J. tee in charge were Mrs. John C. Pillsbury and
Miss Cora S. Morison,
Carleton, do.; land and buildings in Winter-

Mrs. William Downs of Cheatnot Hill, Haas.,
is the guest of her brother, Roscoe Black.

in Augusta

everal

At

On the Congress street grounds, June 23d,
before, the biggest crowd of the season, over
600 people, Belfast gave their old rivals the
The annual meeting of the Waldo county asEasterns a second drubbing to the tally of 16 sociation of
Congregational churches was held
of
full
to 5. It was a game
heavy hitting. at Frankfort, yesterday, June 24th. The morni
and
bunched
Belfast hit Dwyer hard and often
ing service opened with devotional services
hits well. The Easterns touched up Temple I conducted
by Rev. C. H. McElhiwey ofBearsat times but he was strong in the pinches. I
port, and the election of officers followed. At
The fea ure of the game was the hitting of
11.40, Rev. C. W. Collier of Bangor delivered
Blethen, who also made a somersault catch an address. In the afternoon. Rev. Haraden
which was a regular circus stunt.
S. Pearl of Belfast gave a sermon, and adAt Maplewood Park, Bangor, Old Town dedresses were made by Rev. C. H. Mc7
to
6.
feated Bangor,
Elhiney of Searsport and Rev. Harry Trust of
and
Old
Town
at
Bangor
played
Yesterday
Stockton Springs. In the evening there was
the Easterns in Belfast,
an address by Rev. John James Martin, D. D.,
Thursday the Easterns will play in Bangor.
Rarornp
Friday Belfast will play in South Brewer,EastAbout
ninety members of Phoenix Lodge
erns in Brewer.
Saturday, Belfast in South
No. 24, and Timothy Chase Lodge, No. 126, F.
It.nmof* R-imrnr in Old Tnwn
and A. M., and a large delegation from Primrose Chapter, No. 152, O. E. S. attended church
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
at the Universalist church last Sunday, in
The following transfers in real estate were commemoration of St. John’s Day. The pasrecorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds tor. Rev. A. A. Blair, himself a Mason, gave
a forceful and appropriate sermon, taking for
for the two weeks ending June 24, 1914:
Harold E. Miller, Boston, et als., to I. T. his text the words, “Show Thyself a Man.’’ He
Clough, Belfast; land and buildings in Belfast. emphasized particularly these teachings of
James M. Dysart, Pittsfield, to Stephen H. Masonry—the importance of God in the life of
Higgins, Winn; land and buildings in Mont- the individual, moral rectitude, and the belief
The choir furnished approin immortality.
ville.
Havilah M. and Henry M. Kempton, heirs of priate music, and the service was one of
Roxanna Gardner, late of Belfast, to Katherine pleasure and profit to all present.
J. Hills, Brookline, Mass; land and buildings
and a few inThe North Church

was

Carl Colcord la visiting friends in Islesboro.
Ur. and Urn. Edwin A. Jones went to Boston last Friday for a few days’ visit.

few

lege for the summer vacation.

Miss Helen Brown of Boston has arrived for
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
ATaldo Brown.

The services for the week at the Methbe as follows: This,
odist church will
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; young
people's chorus at 7.15 p. m. Friday; Sunday,
ait 10.45, morning worship; Sunday school at
av

a

ipanding the summer with relatives in Belfast
Miss Edith C. Wilson was called to tiardiner 1 md Bayside.
last Friday by tne death ot Mrs. William FalMrs, Emma Mason of Seareport is visiting
I ter daughter, Mrs. Alfred P. Stevens, Riverner.
lide Drive, New York.
Mrs. R. L. Stevens returned Monday to her
home in Portland after a visit with Belfast
Orlando Tithetington has returned from
relatives.
Philadelphia, where ho accompanied his son
Robert to visit relatives.
Miss Sabra B. Dyer went to tfcaterville Monlay to visit friends and attend the Colby ComRalph A. Bramhail is at home from Cmby
I College a..u will assist his brother f rank E. in
nencemtnt.
1 he Bramhail Market this summer.
Chaplain D. H. Tribou, U. S. N., left Bucks>ort June 19th for Virginia, where he will visit
Rev. Gilbert E. Edgett of Rockland, a for■is daughter.
ner pastor of the belfast M. E.
church, spent

noon.

Harry W. Upton
the Baptist pulpit

Irving L. Perry bu returned from
lays’ visit in Boston.

Panl R. Smith is at home from Bates Col-

?•«“*
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Miss Helen Brier, who was one of the graduates of Kents Hill this year, has arrived
home for the summer. Miss Ruth Curtis of
this city was Mi68 Brier’s guest for commencement. At the class day exercises Miss Brier
and Guy Akers of Andover had the presentation ol gifts.
Belfast friends of Mr. and Mrs. Harry C.
Page of Bucksport extend congratulations on
the arrival, June 12th, of. a daughter, named
Virginia Frances. Mrs. Page was formerly
Mies Ella M. Erskine and taught the Union
and City point schools for some time, resigning
the latter position just before her marriage.
John J. Andrews and sons, John A.
Andrews and Ernest Andrews of Providence,
R. I., Miss Hope Whittier of Providence and
Miss Editfi Montgomery, the latter a sister of
Mrs. Haraden S. Pearl, arrived by boat last
Friday morning and are guests of Rev. and
Mrs.

Mrs. Pearl at the Congregational parsonage,

High
An

street.

interested visitor in Ellsworth this week

sojourn.

boat
Among the arrivals by this morning’s
will be Miss Bernice Rogers, who comes from
sumher school in Massachusetts to spend the
Reuel W, Rogers,
mer with her father, Judge
and Miss Edith M. Strout, who went to Boston
her
for a few days’ visit after the close of
Portland school. She will spend the summer
at her home in East

BeifaBt.

Mrs. Ralph O. Critche'.t of Dorchester, Mass.,
arrived last week and was joined Saturday by
Mr. Critchett, who came to attend to repairs
and
and improvements, including a bsth room
electric lights, to his house
now

occupied by

on

Mr. and Mrs.

( edar street,

Lynwood

B

will leave
Thompson. Mr. and Mrs. Critchett
in uorcnester.
by boat today for their home

NEWS OF THE
Grange memorial

was

GRANGES.
observed by Morning
hal,

Light Grange, Monroe, June 20th. The
with a
was prettily decorated for the occasion
and ferns
wreaths
cut
flowers,
of
profusion

r’.ifiic I. lWlnrp.h nf R-»Rtr*n. a nat.i ife of
The lecturer’s hour was devoted to the followMasOak Point, who spent, his boyhood days in Ellsing memorial services: Remarks. Worthy
since
the
not
lived
here
who
has
but
worth,
Lord’s Prayer
war.
Perhaps no one was more pleased to ter; singing, choir; repeating
Annie
see him than D. L. Fields, who served with
Grange; readings, Mr. Richards and
him through three years of the Civil War in
Clement. Carroll Young of Sunrise Grange,
Co. B. of the Sixth Maine, and afterward in
lecWinterport, was then introduced by the
the navy. These old comrades had not seen
each other for forty years. Mr. Murch is ac- turer and delivered in his usual impressive
companied by his wife, and is considering mak- manner a most excellent memorial address,
ing Ellsworth his home for the last >ears of ; which was deeply appreciated. The names of
his life.—Ellsworth American.
the deceased members were then read and
H. L. Woodcock, the artist, in a personal note beautiful bouquets were placed upon the altar
from Nassau, N. P., under date of June 9th, as a tribute to their memory. June 27th, the
to
says: “I am booked to sail from here on the buying agent of the grange will be prepared
19th. We are having a wonderfully cool spring, receive orders for groceries.
78 most of the time, the best weather I have
THE WINTERPORT HIGH SCHOO L
ever kcown here at this season, which has helped me greatly in my work. Still I am glad the
The graduation exercises of the Winterport
time is drawing near to go north again. I enschool were held Thursday evening. June
joyed having Faunce and his wife here with High
dec11th, in Union hall, which was prettily
me and he improved very much curing the
orated with the class colors, orange and black.
winter.**
led by
The exercises began with a march
Miss Helen Picksley of Warwick, N. Y., and Newell Eaton, followed by prayer by Rev. A.
Howe NickerMmb Jennie WHbod of Philadelphia are at their J. Lockhart; salutatory, Wesley
the summer. son; History, Lura Jean Crimmins; prophecy,
cottage neer the city park for
Anna Green
Anna Louise Downes; valedictory,
a
chairWith them is Miss Wilson of Philadelphia,
Ryder; conferring diplomas, D. L. Dyer,by Ktv.
siater of Mias Jennie Wilson. For several man of the school board; benedictiondelivered
well
were
The
parts
A. J. Lockhart.
seasons Misses Picksley and Wilson occupied
their
and showed careful thought and study in
on the Condon
one of the Peavey cottages
A ball followed the exercise®
preparation.
of
furnished
house
was
by
the
the
for
evening
and music
shore, but last year they bought
for a the Winterport band. Ice cream was served
Frank Waterman and put it into shape
during the evening.
eummer home.

daughter of Orono spent several days last
week in Belfast, on business. Mr. Sampson,
who is a graduate of the University of Maine,
1906, was proprietor of the college store for
several years, and found many collide acquaintances in Belfast. He now holds a very
good position with the Metropolitan Ufe Inpermanent
surance Company.

Our Washington Letter.

Maine coast towns and, alike, Massachusetts coast towns, are having occasion just now to lament the “war” with
Mexico.
-wiU suffer
than

a

SPECIAL

{

[Special to The Republican Journal ]
Washington, D. C., June 22, 1914.

battery

two in the offing when
these coast towns have their “celebration.” Ever since the new navy became

H

reality New England Congressmen at
about this season of the year have been
descending upon the Navy Department

ithe

is

a

warship

or

a

and

asking whether a battlecraft could
Indeed, the Maine and

Massachusetts

become so

the

to

ships
they
of Navy Department favor in this regard. Local committees accordingly have
learned to prefer their requests early and
are sorely disappointed when the warship feature has to be eliminated. These
two coasts could come close to using all
the ships there are in the Navy on Fourth
of July, if every town that wanted one

^ strflalg.ht

N. Y„ and the English challengers wo”
The international pony polo matches were played at Westbury.
America’s cup challenger Shamrock IV. had her first trial spins
The
of
the
championship cup.
defeating the Americanholders
Carranza had a break in their friendly relations in MexGeneral
and
General
Villa
and showed impressive speeding qualities.
B. Hamlin of Massachusetts was nPI-omted a mem. et
Charles
territory captured by the rebels.
most
ico VUla
and Harvard crews rowed men annua.
Yale
The
Wilson
President
board
reserve
—^.by
*f the federal
before the contest.
The illustration shows the rival varsity eights as they appeared

News Snapshots
Of the Week

could have it.
is glad to accede to
The officials have much

has come about that whenever

a

warship

is at all available the Department will
send her along the New England shore
to help the local people properly observe
the natal day of
ikin

T).. i-

independence.
4

Lw,«.

mill

1-wi

fnn’

nror.

cumbents are Republicans almost to a
man, and to a woman, for a goodly nuEthe
ber of assistant postmasters in
!

smaller offices

are

women.

They

illuminating, comprehensive

are

service, but were converted
by presidential order and were
selected originally on the political preference plan. There is Democratic argument
for requiring these assistant postmasters

under civil
under it

number of

bate in

are

able than those in

ing

Maine

a

much

more

cold'climate

especially)

and

are

desir-

more

eco-

nomical to care for from every point of
view.” He not only favors closing the
home at Togus, but that at Marion, Ind.,
“All of
and possibly one or two others.

including

the

administrative expenses,

the

household, farm, etc.,” he added,
simply have

“would be saved. We would
10

have additional

homes

to

members.

clothe them.

wood bili

subsistence

at

the

you transferred the
You would have to feed and

which

About the time the Sher-

old at-

States.

Tired of constantly looking upon

a

large vacant space in the fresco frieze
in the rotunda of the Nation’s capitol,
Senator James A. O’Gorman of New
York has introduced a resolution in Congress to create a commission to arrange
for the early filling up of the space with
some

i

On the

of dismissals of veterans who had

served the Government faithfully in the
Washington city post office for years,

MSS. WINN’S
ODVICS TO WOMEN

C., June 22, 1914.
Washington,
Five rules designed to convince farmers
that there is no magic about credit are
set down in' Farn ers’ Bulletin 593, “How
to Use Farm Credit,” which the United

characteristic national subject;

one

that will not offend sectional sensibilities, but will illustrate some significant
phase of the country’s history and ef-

fectively round out the series which
gins with the discovery of America.
For more than twenty-five years

bethe

Take Lydia E.Pinkham’» Vegetable Compound and be
Restored to Health.
Kansas City, Mo. —“The doctors told
me I would never be a mother.
Every
th

“

#

8.10

“

2

Pea,

6.60

I

Franklin Chestnut, 8.75

bad that I
not bear my
it on one foot.

ant are:

1. Pinkham’s

;an

century,

the wise use of credit.

speak a word in favor of your medicine
to other women who suffer when I have
—Mrs. H. T. Winn,
an opportunity.
1225 Freemont Ave., Kansas City, Mo.

Between bor-

rowing money to spend on one’s self and
borrowing money to buy equipments of
some sort with

which

to make more

money there is all the difference between ReadWhat AnotlicrWoman says:
ren some surterfolly and foresight, extravagance and j summing, ua.—
thrift. If the money is borrowed for a ing woman every day of Lydia E. Pinkia:.n s> Vegetable Compound and what it
wise purpose it will produce enough to
h; s done for me. I could not eat or
and
interest
and
back
leave
pay
principal
sleep, had a bad stomach and was in
a fair margin of profit for the borrower
misery all the time. I could not do my
into the bargain. If it is borrowed for a housework or walk
any distance without
foolish purpose it will produce nothing
suffering great pain. I tried doctors’
medicines and different patent mediand consequently there will be nothing
with which to repay the loan. From thi3 cines but failed to get relief. My huspoint of view it matters comparatively band brought home yourVegetable Compound and in two weeks I could eat anylittle whether the interest be
or

j

high

j

as

cause

tourists, Americans

as

well

foreigners.
—

Farm

credit

legislation

seems

to be

headed toward a sharp contest between
those for and opposed to government
loans.

The new

Bulkley-Hollis

bill in-

troduced in the House is the result of
the deliberations of the joint sub-com{ mittee of two branches of Congress. It
\
contains, in part, the principle of governI ment loans for the benefit of
agriculture,
! which the large farm organizations have

i

§A
Z

for

continuance of the

a

U

Yours

benefit in return.

On the other hand,
if too early a date is set for repayment,
the machine will not have had sufficient

opportunity

to make the

requisite money
difficulty in
3 provides

and the borrower may have
raising it elsewhere. Rule

for

some

tem

by

form of amortization, the syswhich the principal is repaid in

installments so that the amount of the

|
|

Brass and

!

Let Us

!

epresenting

a

y

to

a

close in the
a

j

Which side of the foreign trade ledger
America

d StateB

has been

on

the credit

plenty of gold piling up in
aults instead of in foreign banks.

side,
our

general*

CASTORI

aSSTS

Ohilareh Cry*

=

The Great Labor Saver of the Home—Every home, larg
small, can enjoy relief from Broom drudgery and protection
the danger of flying dust.

Duntley is the Pioneer of Pneumatic Sweepers—

Has the combination of the Pneumatic Suction Nozzle and
revolving Brush. Very easily operated and absolutely guaranteed. In buying a Vacuum Cleaner, why not give
fjf
the “Duntley" a trial in your home at our expense' -fagj'"'

|

he debit side?

vith

of

Builders’ Supplies, Sled Castings, V'. agon
Nuts at d I rak" VVeeeis.

'T'HIS Swiftly-Sweeping, Easy-Running DUNTLEY
cleans without raising dust, and at the same time
pins, lint, ravelings, etc., in ONE OPERA 1 ION.
makes sweeping a simple task quickly finished. It rea
necc
even the most difficult places, and eliminates the
of moving and lifting all heavy furniture.

going

to be on, the credit or
For years, under a Remblican protective tariff law, the Units

j

time-

inquiry:

Requirement’
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Foreign Trade Convention,
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THE FOREIGN TRADE AND FREE
TRADE.

Hall's Stave ,1

Jobbing, Repairs.

Write today tor full particulars

|
j

S
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Agents Wanted,

Co., 6501 South State Street, Chicago. 111.

Our Clubbing Offers
The following clubbing offers apply only <o
tions paid in advance; at d when payment is r
should be-stated what premium, if any, is dc'
is also necessary to say that none of these
tions are mailed with I he Journal or from ti
We have to pax for these pi blications oik
advance, and they are then sent from their r.
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing oth
follow's for one year’s subscription paid in ad

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The

_

Children Cry

respectfully,

Holmes Stave Mill Parts

thing, could sleep like a healthy baby,
and walk a long distance without feeling
tired. I can highly recommend your
Vegetable Compound to women who
suffer as I did, and you are at liberty to
use this letter.’’—Mrs. CHARLIE BAGLey, R. 3, Gumming, Ga.

continually diminishing and in
But now!
consequence the interest charges also.
Reports show that America is sending
Such a system is quite feasible when the
great deal of gold across the seas.
loan is really productive, when it returns
Vhether this gold is going to pay for the
; contended for.
In this respect, together to the borrower a definite revenue each
eavy imports under the Democratic
with the killing of the Moss-Fletcher year. Tables showing the payments reariff law, we must, with perfect fairbill, the new bill can be taken as a par- quired to pay off principal and interest in iess, say is yet to be seen. But this is
officers can make a ration go farther hold themselves in readiness to defend tial triumph to the farmers. These orvarying periods of time are appended to rue right now: We have plenty of gold
than others can, and at some of the themselveB from further attacks of the
ganizations were practically united in the bulletin and are recommended to the lere in America and the reason we have
homes they think it necessary to feed Democratic administration.
support of the bill introduced by Repre- serious consideration of everyone who ilenty of gold is because we have been
It is
in spite of protests to President Wil- sentative Bathrick of
more liberally than at others.
Ohio, who has led contemplates borrowing money. The elling American-made goods to Europe
largely a question of the personnel of son, old veterans have been told to go, the fight for government aid during the bulletin also advises the farmer to secure ind
taking their money for it. Now,
and threatened with dismissal if they did last two
the officers.”
years. His persistent propa- the lowest possible interest. At first
inder the Wilson tariff, we are buying
The larger cost of coal for the Togus not resign.
The treatment accorded
ganda for this principle is well known, sight this seems too obvious to be worth oreign goods and paying for them in
Home was cited by Major Harris, who these old men, who have given faithful and to his research, speeches and writmentioning. Of course the interest fmerican gold. And, with the tariff as
spoke of Togus as having “a very un- service, has brought a flood of telegrams ings is mainly due the credit for the should be as small as possible. Every- t has been fixed
by the Democratic
favorable climate.
They have a long, for Senators and Representatives in Con- general understanding of that division- body knows that—except the lender.
•arty, we can no longer expect to cancold winter there.” He said the cost of gress, and the end is not yet. Some re- of the farm credit
But if the other rules are observed, if
question.
el the
charges for American-made
coal at the Northwestern Branch, located instatements, out of fear of the political
In an interview he presents his views the borrower manages his financial af;oods.
at Milwaukee, was $3.10 per ton, where effect of these dismissals, may be exas follows: “Everybody now knows that
fairs soundly, he will be surprised to find
Lincoln said: ‘‘I do not know about
at the Eastern Branch at Togus, it was pected, but veterans say that will not
all the leading nations of Europe are how much easier it is to obtain favorable
he tariff, but I know that if you buy a
the
$4.03 a ton. Last year 2,075 tons of an- satisfy the affront which was given
doing more for the farmers than I have terms. The right kind of lender does not on of steel rails abroad you have the
thracite coal was used at Togus. The Grand Army of the Republic.
asked our government to do. Those who want to foreclose mortgages; he wants
ails and the foreigner has the money; if
;ost of water at Milwaukee for the
In a speech at a mass ftieeting, in are
posted, and are not more interested his money back with a fair profit, like ■ou make a ton of rails here, you have
Home is $6,000, while at Togus it is Washington, a few nights ago, in which in
high profits on interest than in the any other merchant. For money that iB j 10th the rails and the money.”
$10,000 a year. Mr. Wadsworth told the Senators, Representatives in Congress future cf our food supply, have Btnpped borrowed wisely, for money that is sure
So, while we are talking about extendcommittee he thought the cost of water and private citizens joined with the vetcalling government loans class legisla- to be repaid, he charges low interest.
our foreign trade, we may expect to
ng
erans in protest against the dismissal of
at Togus was very high.
This in fact is why the government has
tion and socialism.
our gold is
lear further reports that
Heroic work is being done at Washing- veterans, Commander-in-Cbief Gardner
When we
“My bill 18 still tne Dest 0111 to relieve published these rules for borrowers. It ieing jhipped to Europe.
a
local
not
said
the
was
it will be
one, the burden of
ton to pacify hungry Deirocratice office
question
high cost of money to the is not so much a matter of driving a lear these reports, perhaps
in mind.
facts
these
ust as well to bear
seekers in New England.
The recent but one that reached all over the coun- farmer. But I have had some experi- shrewd
bargain as it is of observing a
which
alone
few
fundamental
try.
Service
Commission
order of the Civil
principles
ence in getting the right kind of legislaPythians In Bangor.
can make credit a blessing and not a
for examinations for 360 odd fourth class
tion. Very often the over-zealous miss curse.
the
Weaken
Colds
and
System.
Coughs
It is estimated that more than 2000
postmasterships in Maine was one good
the psychological moment to get the
nailing Knights of Pythias were in BanContinued Coughs, Colds and Bronchial troubexample. The commission, of course, is
best they can. It is for that reason I
Better
neaitn.
to
, cor, June 17th, for a celebration arrangi Always Lead
les are depressing and weaken the system.
not supposed to be a political body, but
have announced my support for the
1 id
by Conduskeag Lodge, K. of P., of
Loss of weight and appetite generally follow.
Serious sicknesses start in disorders of the
contains
in this case it wsb following a policy
The feature of the day was the
bill
The
bill.
Jangor.
The
Bulkley-Hollis
beet
correctNew
and
of
Dr.
kidneys.
bottle
Discovery
liver
a
60c.
King’s
Get
stomach,
ippearance of the degree team of Peter
which has been prescribed in general
of
substantial
three
items
government
is
New
Dr.
Life
The
first
dose
King’s
will
stop your cough.
ive and preventive
today. It
Woodland Lodge of Lynn, which came
terms for all States. It happens to be
helps. The best medicine for stubborn Coughs aid which will be of immense advantage Pills. They Purify the Blood—Prevent Con- in a special train. This team had the
in time for Maine Democrats, who will Colds and all Throat and Lung Troubles. Mr. to the West and South, particularly. It
and
Bowels
in
•ight of line in the parade, which started
etipation, keep Liver, Kidneys
and uniform
n eed something of this kind to put them
0. H. Brown, Muscatine, Ala., writes: “My opens possibilities of good everywhere.
healthy condition. Give you better health by it noon with many lodges
in better humor for the hard work of the wife was sick during the hot summer months It contains as little greed as could be ex- ridding the system of fermenting and gassy ] 'anks and more than 50 automobiles,
rhe line of march ended at the Bangor
Effective and mild. 25e. at your
and I honestly believe Dr. King's New Discov- pected with the many opinions of conflictState campaign, now nearing.
foods.
Auditorium, where public exercises were
6tc.
for
children.
Good
life."
her
saved
On top of that comes recent action in ery
■eld. Mayor Gutterbeck gave an ading interests. It hss a touch of mutuality, Druggists.
for
Salve
all
hurts.
Arnica
at
Buck len’s
your Druggist.
( lress of welcome.
Hon. E. C. Plummer
in the House looking' toward an enact- and (1.00,
and improving amendments can be made
if Bath spoke on the Pythian order and
ment which would enable Democrats to
which should not seriously conflict with
HALLDALE.
in exhibition drill followed. At 6 o’clock
The American-Hawalian Fleet.
rid themselves in some part of RepubliMany fruit trees have been entirely stripped the opinions of the makers of the bill.
salmon dinner was served the officers of
can assistant postmasters.
Presumably of their foliage by caterpillars....C. V. Stev- Expenses of operation are low, the bonds
;he uniform rank by Conduskeag Lodge.
The latest addition to the American-HaLine’s fleet, the Iowan, recently comAt night the Bangor Auditorium was
the bill will not become a law, but there enson and son are at work in Unity building an to be issued against mortgages are well waiian
nleted by tbe Maryland Steel Company, has
ransformed into a lodge room and the
of Robert Betts....Mr.
fortified and should sell at a rate which sailed for San Pedro, San Francisco and tbe 5eter Woodland
is sufficient chance for it to give Demo- addition to the barn
degree team of 92 men
from New York with a full
and Mrs. C. A. Foster from Oregon are stopIslands
Hawaiian
the
to
burden
should reduce the interest
crats who would be assistant postmaston. via the Magellan
exemplified the degree of knight before
cargo of. 7,600.
with his brother, B. F. Foster....Mrs.
ping
all of its vessela
25 candidates of Conduskeag Lodge.
ters, considerable hope. At least, it Carrie Poland has returned from Freedom, borrowers.”
Straits. This line is equipping
with wireless telegraphy and marine signalling
shows to these aspiring ones that yeoman where she has been nursing-Mrs. Dianths
of utility .„d sajety,
the
ground
j
law to do so a. the
service is being done at Washington in Stevenson visited her son, C. V. Stevenson,
although not compelled by
;
to
passenger
FOR FLETCHER’S
wireless statute applie* only
•their behalf.
last week.. .Mrs. George Trundy, Who has been j
FOR FLETCHER’S
vessels
freight
having a crew
vessels or to
There are a goodly number of these sick for several months appears to be about,
men.
I A
fifty
over
CASTOR
numbering
"
1
A
-assistant postmasters all across New the same.
loan is

same.

BELFAST FUEL &. HAY CO,

j

ter. years, the machine must earn enough
declination, after Speaker Clark,
have been no difficulty on the score of
in that time to pay for itself or it never
political enemy, had agreed to make the
concluding picture. His successor,
the speech, has fallen very short of sat- j
will. The loan, therefore, should be enhowever, was unable to obtain approval
the
old
soldiers.
Evidently,
they
isfying
] for his
tirely
repaid before the ten years are up
has
reso
the
and
panel
design,
are up in arms with all their old fighting
or the farmer will lose money on the
mained unoccupied for more than a quarblood aroused over those two slaps in the ;
out interest for no
a
of wonderment transaction, paying
a

taking Ly-

1. Make sure that the purpose for
Vegetable Comwhich the borrowed money is to be used
pound and had not
will produce a return greater than needfinished the first hoted to pay the debt.
tie when I felt
2. The length of time the debt, is to
greatly relieved and
run should have a close relation to the
I took it until it
productive life of the improvements for
made me sound and
which the money is borrowed.
3.
Provision should be made in long- ; well, and I now have two fine baby
time Inane fnr t.hp gradual reduction of
girls. I cannot praise Lydia E. Pinkthe principal.
ham’s Vegetable Compound too highly
The first rule is, of course, the key to for what it has done for me. I always

of his

ter of

discount of 25c. per ton is allowed f0r
Cash in 30 days from date of delivery.
Appreciating past patronage and hoping

so

his

to millions of

“

the pains

are probably almost as many farmers in
this country who are suffering from too
much as too little credit.
Of these rules the three most import-

unfinished decoration has awaited defi- low. It is the repayment of the princithe chief difficulty.
nite action, which has been prevented by pal that is
came President Wilson’s declination of
Rules 2 and 3 deal with the most satisthe failure to agree upon an appropriate
the invitation to deliver the Memorial
of repayment. Underneath
subject for the concluding panel. It is factory ways
them both is the same principle: The
Day address at Arlington National Cemethat if Brumidi, who painted
likely
quite
loan muBt be repaid with the money it
tery, where so many thousands of the
of the frieze, and whose death re1 most
earns itself.
For example, if the money
•‘boys of’61” lie sleeping.
sulted from an accident on the scaffold,
President Wilson’s last-minute recall :
is used to buy a machine that will last
had lived to finish his work, there would

passed it was claimed that
pensions would have a
tendency to take.men.outof these homes, faces of the Union veterans.
and it does have that tendency. That
The feeling in Grand Army circles
decrease, together with the increased over what the veterans regard as scant
mortality rate, has served to decrease courtesy on the part of President Wilson
the population of the homes. The aver- on Memorial
Day and the dismissals of
age age of the Civil War veterans is veterans from the Washington post ofover YZ years.
fice would seem to be growing greater
Major Moses Harris, the National instead of smaller. Washington GardTreasurer, testified before the appropri- ner, of Albany, New York, the National
ation committee that the average cost Commander of the Grand Army, is in
of subsisting persons at the Togus Home Washington in support of Dr. J. K. Gleeis 23.4 cents a day. “There may be a son, Commander of the Department of
difference in the cost of feeding the the Potomac, who has made a valiant
men,” Major Harris testified, when the fight for the reinstatement of the veterquestion of comparative costs of sub- ans dismissed. Word has been flashed
sistence was raised. “Some commissary to all the old veterans of the country to
was

the increase of

are

talent tnan was brought out in that other
memorable debate twenty odd years
hesiago, and these same officials do not
tate to say that historians will place the
debate just ended, by the passage of tbe
bill with an amendment, as among the
greatest in the history of the United

have been roused to action by the disof old soldiers from the Govern-

(mean- heels

There

taches of the Senate who do not hesitate
to say that the tolls bill brought a much
more formidable array of real, genuine

charge

Washington.

de-

for years that is comto it, unless it be the debate on
of the silver purchasing clause

of ihe Sherman Act.

Washington, June 22, 1914. Grand
Army veterans throughout the country

ment service in

no

Congress

parable
the repeal

Secretary Daniels person- be required to take such examinations.
ally about a ship for Winterport, whose The proceedure does not assure Democitizens are planning an observance. The crats in'.their stead, but it simply gives
Secretary said he was very sorry but he Democratic applicants an opportunity to
reared he would be unable to comply. He show whether they can pass better exwould put the application on file, how- aminations than Republican brethren. If
ever, and if matters came about so that they can the places are likely to be
it could be granted, well and good. Then theirs, for authorities at Washington
came Bucksport, but a few miles away,
will look out for that.
with a similar application. There is
There is one other patronage thorn in
-some chance that one ship may be dethe flesh of New England Democrats,
That is
tailed for both celebrations and to divide Maine Democrats especially.
time between the two towns.
the deputy collector of customs. If only
Maine people would oppose, of course, it could be brought about that new civil
any proposition to close the Soldiers’ service examinations would be required
H o;ne at Togus, and there is no prospect for ihese deputyships, the basis for
that it will be attempted for the present. Democrat complaint as to patronage
But there is no discountenancing a cer- would be pretty well eliminated.
tainty that the campaign for such a THE DEMUEKA11L. AUIMliMSlKAilUr*
transfer will gain strong force within a
AND THE VETERANS.
few years, with such men as ex-Itepre-

moderate climate

high

participants

standard attained, there has been

of Maine saw

He told the House appropriation comrecently that the homes “in a

and states-

BorrowingMoney
D.

manlike debate that has occurred in the
Senate in a generation, the discussion on
States Department of Agriculture has
the bill to repeal the toll exemption
published. Unless the farmer who
just
the
clause, which gives American ships
is thinking of borrowing money fully unCanal
Panama
the
to
right
pass through
derstands these rules and is willing to be
without charge, came to an end last
by them, the Government’s adIn the power of analysis, the guided
week.
vice to him is: Don’t. As it is, there
and the

celebrations, because so large a to take civil Bervice examinations, at
ships
j
part of the fleet will still be off Vera j least as much argument as there ever
Cruz. Some days ago Senator Burleigh was for the fourth class postmasters to

mittee

Five Rules for

Washington, D. C., June 22, 1914.
What is universally regarded as the most

at

sentative Wadsworth, chairman of the
board or managers, openly favoring it.

7.85

..

Washington Whisperings.

England from the St. Croix to Lake
Some of the salaries are
Champlain.
of
more sympathy
with these Fourth
very small, running down to $150 a year,
July .programs than with the detail of and
up to $1,200 or even $1,700. The enwarships to summer resorts for the benefit of hotel keepers and of fashionable
folks who frequent the waters. And it

of’tbe

feiz“g

Department

The

such requests.

$7.85 per ton

Stove,
Chestnut,

•

presence of Navy
in their vicinity on the Fourth that
plan their exercises on the basis

accustomed

Hay first we shall m,^
following prices on coal put in on a level
delivered in the city limits:
and after

On

Egg,

not be detailed.

coasts have

PRICE;

[COAL

The Fourth of July industry
appreciably. For even better
of rattling good orators

publications

included in

may be sent to different

our

clubbi

addresses.

Republican Journal Publishing

RAISE
They Pay
Buy direct from our factory—get highest quality roofing—keep dealer's profit
in your own pocket. Yon can easily save 30
to 50J6 on every order. Our Weartex Roof-

““LASTS

10% LONGER

than any other roofing made. That is not a mere
claim. It Is an Iron-dad guarantee hacked by a reputation of 1 S years square dealing. Our policy, absolute
satisfaction or money back without question. We sell
roofing of all grades for all purposes at a wide range

of prices.

Send for Free Roofing Catalog
with money-saving information.

vote.

It is filled

WEBBER LUMBER & SUPPLY CO.
Summer St.
Fitchburg. Mast.

^1

PIGEON
Dollars wh"e

Chickens pay cents
The young, 20 to 25 days
cents each (according to '»
city markets are always
Each pair of Pigeon.*
■

18

to

22 ycunjf

>

'•'M‘

,

They will clear you abov

year per pair. They br.
Twenty minutes daily v

a

Always p;-fined up
Very small space roj»""
All this is fully explain*
issue of our Journal; sen*:
«•

Reliable Squab Journal.

u,

men’s room, city hall. While this organization ia the youngest of those allied
with the G. A. R., it has a good membership and is in a flourishing condition.
Representatives were present from four
of the five Tents, located in Portland,
Waterville, Bangor and Belfast. The
fifth was recently established at East
Corinth. Mrs. Maude Merrick of Water-

R

Kermit Roosevelt and Miss Belle Wyatt Willard were married in Madrid. Colonel Roosevelt and many notables attended *ne
She Is capable of twentywedding. The Aquitania, fastest of ocean greyhounds, arrived in New York on her maiden trip
six kuots- England decided to take strenuous action against the militants and arrested many rioters. The America's cup defender candidates Vanitie and Resolute held a series of trials off Sandy Hook. The international polo match was postponed
accident to Captain Cheape, star player of the challengers. He was hit squarely between the eyes with a polo ball. The General FedClubs held its biennial convention in Chicago. Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker of Austin. Tex., is president.
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much

of The Journal.]
22, 1914. Theoretitables are all out of
-rn located in the near-

Long Island,

:

West-

Jersey, hut really any
can

-s

be

lunching

seen

hotels and restau-

.art

tsiiionable weddings all
:

whether the cele-

er,

out.

or

of the resorts and the
gents for flying visits,
iwn

patent leather
or

gray,

'■

vamps

or

green

Braid trimmings are evidently gaining j
ground with the well-dressed, for they
are increasingly worn since their reapBlack braid edges
pearance last spring.
the coats and long tunics on fashionable
suits of blue or checked tweeds. Colored
braids are being used for girdles and
trimmings usually to match the color of

j

Fancy mixed braids are used |
and to give the patchy effect
of brilliant color that is fetchingly employed to finish short coats or hang, fob-

house is

given

over

girdles,

for

fashion,

the side of

at

a

dark skirt.

LEATHER TRIMMINGS.
.!AT
it
o,

-IC,.

TRIMMINGS.
novelties is the reeds

make them.

or
v

if it

as

A hat

construct-

were

used for sipping coolrages, only that the
red with shinny black

lf£;r...
\

jests

an

inverted small

t nas for its sole trim-

crushed

caught

roses,

he crown. It sounds a
really attractive and so

soaring price marked
rence with its sale,
e

p.

TRIMMINGS.

to

garnitures

k

in all

come

nek rather

,,,

more

favor-

black hats, where the
;,ing used is black rib-

HPv,

fljwers are combined
in

striking combina-

a

,-d reeds of red with
sprayed at intervals.

if:
t

FLOWER BRIDLES,

velvet are

in:.

quite

a

lit-

of the newer hats, and

ist

becomingness

Jed for

t

looks better for some
..-times colored ribbon,

■

si
IE:-

m;tulle

is substituted

ties, and

nese

on

some

;■ bridles are of small
ms*

:n a

row.

practi-

irtest and most

of moire taffeta rib-

it

of

ing

pleated

white

throat which

«

iye.

Mly renewed.

s-:

Iragile,

..

ka
!

i
i

lancing

e

use

of leather trim-

and various
banded devices. Sailors of white duck
or straw with patent leather trimmings
in up-standing high bows, are very much
collars,

cuffs,

are especially good at the shore
dampness haB a depressing effect
most hat garnitures.

worn

and

where
on

THE ALL WHITE FROCK.

The all white frock, which is perennially with us, once the temperature suggests the attractiveness of cool attire,

brightened with thj brilgirdles which help to produce

is varied and
liant wide
the

large

tinues

waisted effect that fashion

to endorse.

con-

Ribbons in printed

plaids are very
much used for these and there is a little
new kink in fastening the lower front
edges with a couple of fancy buttons to
patterns, stripes

produce

a

and

sort of waistcoat effect.
CAPE SUITS.

With the vogue of capes of all lengths,
and cuts from the all-covering long Connemara wrap to the shortest and most

coquettish ruched taffeta mantle, it
been just a step to the popularity of

has
the

That is a suit of skirt and
cape, instead offcoat and skirt as heretofore. Almost all jackets are taking on
cape suit.

can

increasingly difficult to decide whether
tho outer top belongs in coat or cape
Lucy Carter.

class.

be

Nothing
a

frock,

10c. and 15c.

pay better in the efthe very much worn

ts
g.

r

variety to
universally worn

These lend

-ib:

.jit

11

nibbed the 1914 uniform.

SO

ARE FOR

SALE

IN

BELFAST

BY

GARLE & JONES,
Who by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.

j^NO WAITING TO SEND.

pIttsfield

personals.

Arnold W. Dodge of Troy is in town

today.
James H. Clark of Belfast is visiting
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. IraE. Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Olmer Taylor of Lowell, Mass., are in town for a visit with
his mother, who is ill and with his brothThey will visit in
er, Melvin Taylor.
Winterport before returning home.
Mrs. William OslJorne returned Tuesday from Thorndike where she went the
previous Friday to visit her sick sister,

Miss Addie Ward, who has been ill for
some time and who is not as well at this
time.
the

Miss Ethel Allen of Burnham,
the typesetting
efficient operator of
machine of the Pittsfield Advertiser is
enjoying a vacation from her duties, her
place being filled by Miss Daisy Goodwin
of Burnham.

Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Bryant and son
were in Freedom two days last
week, where they attended the commencement exercises at Freedom Academy, of which Mr. Bryant is one of th*

Harding

Mrs. Anna Stephenson acthem on one trip and Mrs.
Edward Guimond the other.—Pittsfield

trustees.

companied

Advertiser.

RyM)

dark suit or contrast

SWANV1LLE.
Wallace Grey is making extensive improvements on hie buildings...-Elbridge Lewis and
wife of Oxford, Mbsb., who have been guests
of her mother, Mrs. Emma G. Cunningham,
and her brother Harry, returned to their home
last Saturday....Services at the church at the
usual hour, 2 30, next Sunday by Rev. Arthur
Blair of Belfast ....The L. A. S. met with

linen get-up. Golden yelur
suede makes a stylish congreen in suede is an
note. especially if match,he stock
ingB and 'parasol.

Mrs. T. D. Nickerson and daughter Harriet,
Saturday, June 20th, is to ceiebrate “Aunt
Nan’s" 80th birthday and also the birthday of Milton, the little son of C. R. Nickerson
and wife_Miss Annie Nickerson of Searsport High is at home for the summer vacation.

.!

Designs
Skirt, sftgt

iUf 'ith

a

touch of black in

finish the edgesi and
watch pockets, these add

:ial

i'1"'"to
:!;

a

a

,.|'|Jor

fJ',)ue wa>stcoats worn are
fmTr,)idered
in self or contrastnew bags.
'*'h,te hag to
carry with a
j(5l; ia
of Irish lace lined with
ln

wide flat envelope form,
flap fastened with two
and with

rope-like

cro-

ing

easy—no such thing as failure.
Goes farthest, too, more loaves to the
sack, helping you keep down the cost
of living. Milled only from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our ov\ n
special process, it is richest in
nutritive value.
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when you order your
next supply, specify
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Alice Milli-

Portland and Octavia Fogg of
Portland; Alternates, Elsie Tibbetts of
Bangor, Etta Campbell and Etta E.
Savery of Belfast.
The officers yvere installed by DepartAt
ment President, Maude Merrick.
the close of the session, Mrs. Merrick
ken of

R.

!

j

:ye, tar, Nose and Throat

Eastern Bay Steamboat Co,

j

1UI

!
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HUMPHREYS’

Witch Hazel Oil I

A

S

Typewriter Bargain
improvements,

charn-

OAT GIRDLES.

i,

Oakland,

Use William Tell Flour and make home bak-

Typewriter,

than the full

makes such

uii

further

such loose circular cuts that ii becomes

K Rt THINGS.

t

Leather belts, especially the patent
leather and suedes, are used with all sorts
of costumes, and there are signs of pop-

ularity for
mings for

Benson of

^R-°S_Z iSo
-So
^HHK

A good supply of real old-fashioned home-baked bread
and cake and pies means the best of good living and
a row of smiling faces three times a day.

|

BRAID TRIMMINGS.

the suit.

make short work of the

.,

with

worn

and suede uppers in tan
leather.

ouise
£or;
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ceremonies of Memorial Day, not only
of people,
by comrades but by all classes
increases from year to year. There is
so beauLewiston, no
day so sacred, no observance
June 17th and 18th.
tiful. It lias of late changed somewhat wan nresented with a cold bracelet, in
the
soldier
now
It is
The Department of Maine, G A. R., in form of service.
behalf of the order, by Mrs. Elizabeth
SOLO SY YOUR GROCSRS
and the little child who bear the floral
J. Savage.
and its allied organizations,held their anThe
vetmound.
the
wreath to
grassy
RELIEF CORPS
nual sessions in Lewiston last week. At eran’s
of early manj
son, in the strength
HOW TO GET Ul' a FuURTH OF
The Department of Maine, National
the Wednesday morning session of the : hood, is thrilled by the touching scene.
that is both Relief Corps, elected officers as follows;
JULY PARTY.
music
the
All
listen
to
j
Department of Maine G. A. R., Depart- |
Mrs.
Ruth H. Eaton of j
mournful and martial, to the inspiring President,
ment Commander John F. Lamb prethe
In
of
July Woman’s Home Ci :npanioi>
words o the orator, the lofty thought
Skowhegan; senior vice president, Eliza- I
sented his annual address, which was as : the poet; and all have taken a step up- beth J. Savage of Bangor; junor vice I
appears a page entitled “Entertainment”
on which several contributors give sugward. If the Grand Army of the Re- president, Josie Mathews of Pittsfield;
follows:
4
gestions lor picnics and parties. Onehad never accomplished any other chaplain, Mrs. Lillian Hanson of Rumpublic
Comrades:—The 47th year of the life result than the establishment of Memocontributor gives the following suggesford; secretary, Mary L. Stinchfield of l .nnounces that he ha* bruited his practice
of this department is nearing its close. ! rial
tions to hostesses who wish to entertain
to diseases of the
Day, the people ought to be eternal- Clinton; treasurer, Hattie C. Sprague of
To your commander it has been the high j
patriotically on the Fourth of July:
ly grateful to the order.
Bangor; patriotic instructor, Maude
water mark of
his ambition; that of ;
“For table decorations use as centerDEPARTMENT OFFICERS.
Merrick of Waterville; inspector, Mary I
having been elected to the highest office j From the department officers and aides Burns of Skowhegan; councillor, Ida C. I
piece a small ‘snip of State,' flowerin your gift. My Comrades, I am truly I have received the heartiest cooperation Roife of
trimmed, floated on a mumor, on a
Clinton; chief of staff, Alice
cheesecloth rippled sea, or on a large
grateful for this mark of re3pect and and courtesy. I desire thus publicly to Gilman of Oakland.
AND
KLFRACTION.
shallow tray of water. Thirteen tall
confidence. I trust I have proven worthy ! thank them one and all for their aid and
LADIES OF G. A. R.
of the high honor conferred, for it has ; kindness.
crystal candlesticks bearing candles of
1 cfije hoars— 1) a. rn. to 12 m.t 1 to 3 p. hi
Especially am I greatly inThe
officers
elected
the
Department
been my constant aim.
by
red, white and blue, alternating, lighted
debted to my ever faithful and efficient
7 to 8 p. m.. and bv appointment.
were
or not as desired, simulating the ‘ThirI only regret that on account of ill- ! Assistant
William L. of Maine, Ladies of the G. A. R.,
Adjutant-General,
health, which at this writing does not Ross. In my illness he has proven him- President, Minnie A. Perkins of Au- rORNEK CHURCH AND BRIDGE STREETS teen Colonies,’ may illuminate the table.
Pure white candles, each stick bearing
improve. I have been unable to do as self a true comrade, ever anxious and gusta; senior vice president, Ruth Robin23tf
Telephone connection
son of Waterville; junior vice president,
a perky bow of tricolored ribbon, might
much in your interest as I would have solicitous as to
my welfare, aiding me in Ella
Matilda
Moore of Auburn; chaplain,
All the candlesticks
be used instead.
desired.
But advancing years, together all
in poor health himself
ways—though
Abbie
Vose
of Thomaston; treasurer,
could be joined either to the ship by
with the exposure of army lite, are mak- —to make
my administration a success. Chamberlain of
LINE
DIRECT
councillors,
narrow tricolored ribbons or separate
Farmington;
ing inroadB upon you all, and your comComrades: In returning to you the
Julia G.McKeen of Belfast, Julia Drew of
With cheerful- trust
mander is not exempt.
red, white and blue ones. For a dayplaced in my hands a year since, I Auburn and
of
Norridgeness and resignation we must all await would not be true to
Lydia
Langely
light party the candesticks might bearif I failed
myself
Mrs. Wallace R. Tarfirecrackers instead of candles.
whatever is in store for us.
to express my deep gratitude for the wock; inspector,
COMMENCING
‘‘As place cards use Liberty Bells or
Owing to physical disability I have high honor conferred. I wish I could box of Fryeburg; patriotic instructor,
Mrs. Sarah L. Pascal of Rockport.
little ships bearing quotations from the
been unable to keep in touch with the ac- j have done more for
MONDAY, JUNE 15, 1914,
you in return. I
tivities of the department for the last shall
Launching of the Ship,’
poem ‘The
\
appreciate it as the highest honor of
1
>TMR, GOLDEN ROD will Run Every Week which refers to the Union as a giant
few months and this report must, theremy life to have been the commander of NORTH ISLESBORO.
Day a9 Follows:
fore, of necessity, be brief.
Ship. Another place card suggestion is
this department and shall return to the
H. M. Coombs and family have arrived from
to make use of wee rolls of the ‘DeclaThere are 147 posts in the department
ranks, feeling the Grand Army of the Orono for the summer... .Mrs. Grace Kindred
Leave Brooksville, 6.30 a. m.; Castine, 6.45 a. ration of
with a membership December 31, 1913,
Independence’ tied with triRepublic worthy of my best endeavors. and son Theodore are
Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, 7.10 a. m.;
1
colored narrow ribbon and bearing the
of 4093. Of this number 3597 are in good
occupying the Robert n.;
comrades, every one of us,
rrive in Belfast, 8.00. Returning, leave BelFinally,
clause beginning, ‘We, the people of the
standing and 496 on the suspended list. whether bowed with age or still replete Coombs honse for the season, and expect to ast, 8.30 a. m.
United States—'
This includes one post,No. 66,delinquent. ! with
Leave Brooksville, 2.15 p. m.; Castime, 2 45
oldest and youngest, is have it filled with guests during July and Auactivity,
“For favors, small drums containing
Two posts. Nos. 70 and 141, made strong
►. m.; Warren’s
Landing, 3.10 (in time for
Miss Elizabeth Bates and friend, Miss
looking towards sunset. Having intend►oat to Boston.)
Returning, leave Belfast, ‘patriotic’ confections, with small drumefforts to surrender their charters but ed to wrong no one, and having received gust....
Normal
the
Castiue
of
school,
spent
m.
for
Warren’s
Brown,
j
Landing
(Islesboro),
>,00 p.
scicks made of red, white and blue rethrough the efforts of the Assistant Ad- no affront from any, I sav to one and all,
Castine and Brooksville.
with Miss Bates’ mother....
‘sticks’ can be used.
ception
jutant General they are in good standing from the deepest recess of my heart, I the week-end
with
the
Eastern
will
be
made
Connections
Twin daughters have arrived at the home of
Post 141 will be able j thank
to June 30, 1914.
“Tiny American flags stuck upright
and God bless you.
Steamboat Co. to and from Boston. Maine
you
vanilla or chocolate
Mr. and
to continue with us, through the kindly ;1
Central Railroad to and from Boston. Steamer in individual forts of
In the evening the Department held Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McLaughlin....
aid of Cyrus M. Williams, Woman's Re- its
Itockton to and from Camden. Connections ice cream add a patriotic touch to an
at City Hall. Mayor R. J. Mrs. Marcellus Niles and daughter, are at
campfire
from Boston for
lief Corps, No. 77, of Mt. Vernon.
easily prepared desBert.
Wiseman gave the address of welcome, their cottage at Ryder’s Cove....The Gram- j iunday with Eastern S. S, Co.
Our loss by death is quite large. One ! and former Mayor Wm. B. Skelton pre- mar schools closed June 12th for the summer Varren’s Landing (Islesboro), Castine and
!
Irooksville.
department officer died during the year. sided. Receptions weie given by Burn- vacation_Dr. E. D. Tapley of Belfast was
Against Rockland Concern.
AGENTS—Fred Patterson, Belfast; James
Our respected and beloved comrade, De- side Circle, Ladies of the G. A.
R., to the called to town Saturday to perform an opera- lichards, Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Casand
Past
Department department offices, and by Burnside and
partment Chaplain
Proceedings in involuntary bankruptcy
ine; C. P. Tapley, Brooksville.
Commander John W. Webster passed Knox Relief Corps to the State Relief j Ill'll
Parties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot have been instituted in the U. S. District
The
1914.
a.
m
home
8
30
at
his
February 4,
lay can take stmr. Golden Rod at
away
court against the Rockland Granite ComCorps. City Hall was gaily decorated for
Or
rom Belfast and have 4 hours in Castine.
office of Department Chaplain, made va- the
S. Littlecampfire. Fiags, hunting, and other
pany of Rockland, by Arthur
eave Castine at 2.45 p. m. for Belfast, giving
cant by the death of Commander Webfielil of Rockland as attorney for John C.
patriotic emblems were effectively dishour to shop. Returning, leave Belfast 5.00. p.
L.
ster, will remain vacant until the depart- played. During the evening the National
Spear.
Goss, Stonington, Everett
These excursions have always been very
a.
ment encampment.
Relief Corps presented a flag to the
Rockland and H. II. Crie & Co.. Rock»opular in the past seasons.
Past Department Commander Brevet Wallace School, and
returnable
Sieur
stmr.
cause
made
with
Wiseman
will
be
show
to
Connections
land. Order
Mayor
TeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for ; June 25th, before Rodney 1. Thompson,
Maj-Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain died made the hit of the evening when he
(COMPOUND)
Sw25
Varren’s Landing and Dark Harbor
February 24, 1914.
said that he himself would climb up and
or
Rockland, referee in bankruptcy.
For Piles
Hemorrhoids,
COOMBS BROS., Managers.
Among other distinguished comrades unfurl it Thursday morning. Mr3. Reorwho have died during the year was Past becca Israelson of Rumford Falls was ! External or Internal, Blind
or Burning.
Sr. Vice Dept. Commander, Brevet Brig.
presented with a flag by her corps. The Bleeding, Itching
Gen. Charles W. Tilden.
One application brings relief
was as follows:
drogram
For a detailed statement as to gains Muai<*
Ariel Orchestra
Two sizes, 25c. and $1.00, a'
and losses during the year the comrades Address of Welcome,
Mayor Wiseman
Dept. Com. Lamb all druggists or mailed.
are referred to the report of the AssistResponse,
Miss Annie Curran
ant Adjutant, Gen. William L. Ross, and Song,
Send Free Sample of Oil to
for a statement of the financial standing Address, Mrs. Warren, Conn. Nat. Sen. Vice
Nat. W. R. C.
Pres.,
Assistant
the
direct from the factory, never
of
to the report
QuarterA new Oliver
Mrs. Lena Day, Portland
Reading,
maafpr dpnpral.
will be sold at
Presentation of flag to Schools, Mrs. Abbie
latest
used, and with all the
Gold Tibbetts, Response by Mayor
OUR AUXILIARY.
M.
Dennett
at
seen
be
Reading,
May
a discount for cash.
Miss Curran
No word of mine can express our ooli- Song,
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
Mrs. Louisa Downs
gation to the Woman’s Relief Corps. Presentation of flag,
Ariel Orchestra
Humphreys Homeo. Medicine Co., 156 Wlllfan.
Their devotion to our interests is typical Music.
l
"
Wednesday, morning and afternoon, St., New York.
of that wonderful exhibition of sacrifice
r,mm
and tenderness exemplified by those mag- was taken up with routine business in
nificent women of the war. The mem- four of the five organizations. This inbership of the organization will receive cluded the reports of the department
our devout admiration and gratitude for officers, and the appointment of commitThe treatment of diseases of Hones,
tees. The Grand Army met with Comtheir substantial aid.
Cattle,
Sheep, Dogs and Fowls, is given in
The
Lamb
us
F.
with
mander John
presiding.
Other societies in sympathy
street. I have single and
Dr. Humphreys’ Veterinary Manual, mailed
Is situated on Washington street just oil Main
General
aid
and
Assistant
to
render
of
times
Adjutant
and ready at all
report
free. Humphreys’ Veterinary Remedies,
drivers if desired. Your patronCareful
etc.
buckboards,
State
Relief
was read, showing that the number
Foss
Woman’s
hitches,
the
double
sympathy,
Iy28
by four, 156 William St., New York.
Telephones-stable 235-2, house 61-13.
age issolicited.
Corps of Maine, the Ladies of the Grand of posts had been increased while
the
of Veterans and making the present total 146,
the
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor.
Daughters
Army,
Sons of Veterans are entitled to our membership has decreased, 295 to 3,597.
at
gratitude and appreciation. These soci- ; There was a very large attendance
eties will,without doubt, communica'e to the closing meeting of the Department
Bile is manufactured in the cells of the
this encampment their activities for the Thursday morning, and every officer
liver. It assists digestion and pre vents
for the future. elected was elected by acclamation, the
year, and their intentions
Bile is
mo
putrefaction in the intestines.of bile is
convention being very harmonious and
GETTYSBURG ANNIVERSARY.
necessary to life but excess
there being no opposition to any of the
S
Manufactured
COE FERTILIZERS.
The 50th anniversary of the battle of candidates. The meeting was presidAl
poisonous.
They will tell you to use E. FRANK
at Belfast. Maine.
The effects of excessive secretion of bile
f
Gettysburg was held July 1st to 4th, over by Department Commander John F.
jn the Best Equipped Factory in the Country
and failure to eliminate it from the blood,
1913, on that historic battlefield. The Lamb of Rumford Falls, and seated on
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AUENTS.
which is also a function of the liver, are
State of Maine veterans of that decisive the platform were many of the past debitNEW YORK
brown-furred
or
tongue,
took
of
the
Rebellion
and
other
war
white-coated
the
commanders
of
departbattle
THE
partment
kindness ment commanders and other department
ter taste in the mouth, indigestion, headpart in the event. Through the
and
ache, lack of appetite, constipation
of his honor, Governor William T. Haines, officers, the stage presenting a handweariness.
the Department of Maine, Grand Army some appearance with its decorations of
an
inThis is a condition popularly called
old army muskets, while in the rear ol
of the Republic, was honored with
biliousness and points directly to the
vitation Dy our department commander the stage hung an immense American
need of something to regulate the liver.
and his assistant adjutant general to ac- flag, 36 by 18 feet, besides a number of
to the battle- other smaller flags and the department
For this purpose the claim is made that
company the official party
Pinklets, the new laxative, are greatly
field as guests of the State. Every at- banner.
medicines
for
superior to old-fashioned liver
tention possible was shown t.o us during
The convention was called to order at
first 3 months to any address.
si 00, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the
(
the liver and, when
and Cent
the entire trip.
9.30, prayer being offered by Rev. George j which over-stimulateleave the liver more
•{■
News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern
.,
The
Daily
Bangor
All towns ■" Eastern
is
their use stopped,
The acknowledgements of this en- R. Palmer of Portland, who is the de(
the morning field, full Associated Press reports
reach
to
first
over-stimulaby regular Correspond- nts. After
torpid than before. Thatas
campment are due to Gov. Haines for partment chaplain. Several committees
J Northern and Central Maine fully represented
certain as
*
month.
tion debilitates the liver is
first 3 months the paper is sold at 50 cents a
this marked kindness and recognition of made their reports, which were acceptX
j
mediknown in the science of
the Grand Army of the Republic.
ed, and resolutions on the death of Past anythingPinklets are tiny, sugar-coated
■
OUT—
THIS
--"FILL
vATinMAI,
ENCAMPMENT
Department Commander John W. Web- j cine.
and
for three months to
+
pills, dainty to take, easy in action
I
ster and Gen. Joshua L. Chamberlain
Please send the Bangor Daily News
cause
nor
stomach
the
National
47th
As is well known, the
they do not upset
A motion to change tht
were adopted.
trial
a
they
the South‘in
thorough
held
Given
was
<(
griping.
Encampment
■f
month of meeting of the department was
NAME.
land” at Chattanooga, Tennessee. Ow- lost. A legislative committee composed
really correct chronic constipation. will t
1 1
Pinklets
sells
orthey
and the
be
traveled
to
Your
distance
druggist
the
act
to
ing
of three comrades was appointed to
25
be sent, postpaid, on receipt oi price,
high railroad rate east of Washington, before the Legislature on any matter
ADDRESS.
J
\\illiam.
Pr.
the
cents per bottle, by
the attendance was only fair. Our dele- that may come up pertaining to theGrand
FOR SAME
ENCLOSED PLEASE FIND *100
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Send
gation however made a fine appearance Army. The committee consisted of Hon,
a
small
silk
for booklet and free sample.
M. C,
on parade, each carrying
today
of
Carleton
Winthrop,
T.
Leroy
“State of Maine Flag,” while the color JV10ZT111 Oi uray auu uuwhi
A
bearers carried,side by side, the National Portland.
our represenour
State
and
flag,
Flag
The officers elected were: Ray P.
tation at all the sessions of the encamp- Eaton of Brunswick, Department Com
The most economical, cleansing and
ment, taking an active interest in all mander; Senior vice commander, Thomai
germicidal of all antiseptics is
that was done. We had a very success- S. Benson of Sidney; junior vice com
ful encampment, and were treated most mander, Charles Smith of Skowhegan
hospitably by the people of the South. medical director, Dr. D. F. Sturgis ol
The printed proceedings and the orders Auburn; department chaplain. Rev
issued by the commander-in-chief have George R. Palmer of Portland. Thi
and REPAIRING.
given you the details of the business council of administration consists of M,
BELFAST. MAINE.
transacted at the encampment.
Powder to
M. Freeman, Charles Smith, Silas Ad'

One of the smart new bags is of suede
The Maine G. A.
a pointed end of
patent leather, j
this goes well with the low shoes so Holds its Annual Sessions in
with

MM'EAKANCE.

!f*

concluded the session.
Those who will lead the Daughters of
Veterans during the coming year are:
President, Elizabeth J. Savage ot Bangor; Senior Vice President, Nellie G.
Allen of Portland; Junior Vice President,
Etta E. Savery of Belfast; Chaplain,
Octavia Fogg of Portland; Treasurer,
Gertrude. E Perry of Portland; Inspector, Lydia S. Cahill of Hampden; Patriotic Instructor, Alice G. Milliken of
Portland; Councillors, Maude Merrick of
Waterville. Louise Benson of O.akland
and Florence Adams of Portland; Secretary, Carrie Vincent of Bangor; Guide,
Bella Merrick of Waterville; Guard,Villa
Caswell of Waterville; Assistant Guard,
Frances Humphrey of Bangor; Musician,
Elsie Tibbetts of Bangor; Color bearers,
Jennie Cowan of Wat rville, Lillian C.
Henry of Portland, Carrie Ripley of
East Corinth and Maude Milan of BanDelegates to National Convention,

jtmM Jmf
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and the morning was
taken up with the reports of the various
officers and committees. Officers were
elected at the afternoon session, winch

ville, presided,

\

^llflg

CASTOR IA
For Infant* and Children.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

PRESTON’S

Sick Animals

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

BILE AND BILIOUSNESS

HsTlET
i

l

YOUR CROPS* DECIDE

V

J

J

j

COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,

...

$1.00 for Three Months

|
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I

I

|

J

J
|.
|
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SPECIAL TO WOMEN

^

.....

...

H. C. Hoffses

CLEANING.

STEAMPRESSING

BATH MILITARY AND NAVAL ASYLUM.
This is an institution in which every

comrade should take an interest. The
objects and designs of which are to furnish a home, food, clothing and education for destitute orphan children of soldiers, sailors and marines of the war of
the Rebellion, and orphan children of the
veterans.
This is not a local institution.

Spanish

war

It is
for the benefit of the whole State and
the State provides liberally for its support and maintenance.
MEMORIAL DAY.

The interest taken in the impressive

F. Glid
ams, Edwin Riley and Oakman
den. Frederick A. Motley of Portianc
was appointed by the newly elected com
mander as assistant adjutant genera

and assistant quartermaster general.
The convention received an invitatioi !
from Custer Relief Corps to be presen

reception to be given in the evening
A reception to the retiring and newlj
Relie.
at a

elected officers of the National

Corps Thursday evening brought

the as

sociations of the veterans and the allie( I
organizations to a close.
DAUGHTERS OF VETERANS.
The Daughters of Veterans held thei

A soluble Antiseptic
be dissolved in water
As a medicinal

as

needed.

antiseptic for douches

in treating catarrh. Inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham

Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
In their private correspondence with
women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
It Is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by mall.
The Paxton Toilet Co„ Boston. Msss.

CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52High Street.

Tel. 216-13

|

GEO. E. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,
Practice in all Courts.

Fall line of all kinds of Fair Work at mj
over Shlro’e Store, Phanlx Row.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.

parlors
32A

practice

tRUCElNT

NOTICE.
Guaranteed work In Chirarody, Manlcur'
Also Facial Work
ng and Shampooing.

Probate

2tf

specaltv.

prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
at
the stable, corner of Main and Cross
orders
streets, and they will receive prompt atten1

am

tic n.

14

Telephone connection
126

w. w.;blazo,
Waldo-Avenue, Beelfast

**.

lions and consolidations, and of a recent
ihange neater home the Boston Herald
has
| lays: "One of the beat things that
tappened in Boston journalism in the
ast decade is the consolidation of The
Evening Hereld with The Boston Travjler, bringing the combined resources of
two publications, each without adequate
support, into such effective union that
the resulting newspaper now enjoys a
arge and rapidly growing circulation,
further:
says
can therefore perform for its readind
with
are
of
All the elements
prosperity
a
service which could be expected of
;rs
administration.
the
the country except
We should now be on the high wave of leither of itB integral elements.”
prosperity, as we have the glad promise
of abundant crops and plenty of money
“BY THEIR FRUITS” ETC.
to use in business enterprises. Instead,
the baleful influence of Washington,
The Mexican policy (?) of the Wilson
like a black pall, hangs over the
Nation, and capital, always sensitive and administration ~has made this country a
conservative, upon which, the country aughing stock abroad and an object of
depends for initiating business, bides in
and distrust at home.
the cyclone cellar and waits till the lisgust
The receipts from the income tax,
breaking of the storm. Having a prospect of a let up in this senseless cam- which were relied upon to supply the
paign of destruction, good judgment oss of revenue under free trade, have
would prompt the great wheels of comfallen thirty million dollars short of the
merce and constructive business to go
ahead at full speed, instead of havjng istimateB and a deficiency is probable.
factories running short time, closing
The tariff has not reduced the high
down, or failing entirely, as at present. :ost of living, but has paralyzed business
There is something in the situation that
hundreds of
certainly calls to memory Nero and his and industry and thrown
UUUIC.
thousands of our people out of employment. It is “a tariff for ruin only,” as
Joe Mitchell Chappie in his chatty “Af- the
following facts from Thomas G.
fairs at Washington" in the National Marvin,
Secretary of the Home Market
Magazine for June says:
Club, show:
nowForeign foods and condiments are
In the steel trade, which serves as a
a-days a regular feature of first-class barometer of business conditions, there
native
in
chef
A Hindu
restaurants.
costume will serve you dishes originated Das been a decline in pig iron production
to please Asiatic rajahs—chutneys from ind a reduction in the number of fura score of factories in Bombay, chines
naces in blast.
Most of the textile mills
from South America, and a score of tora hard and
rid sauces from Europe that keep the sf New England have had
palates on on the qui vive and the doc- jnsatisfactory year. Outside of a few
tors busy. Tobasco sauce still chases
which have met with a ready

ington awoke to the fact that the. presCongress and administration are
making rapid progress toward classifying themselves in' history as the greatest
BELFAST, THURSDAY. JUNE 26.1914
and most potent destructive and ruinous
force our country has yet produced.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
Mr. Leland recognizes, as do all interThe Republican Jour. Pub. Co. ested, that there can be no revival of
business and industry with Congress in
session to enact the destructive legislaCHARLES A. PILSBURY, | gusjness Manager
tion demanded by President Wilson. He

The Repuoiican journal

one
Advertising Terms. For one square,
week
Inch length in column, 26 cents for one
insertion.
*nd 25 cents for each subsequent
a
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00
60 cents for three
year; $1.00 for six months;
months.

is

An advertisement in an exchange
headed “Hot Weather Necessities.’’
'The greatest necessity is hot weather.

According
“jam,” or

to the London Chronicle
what we call preserves, or

sauce, took its name from Jamaica.
Now what did jamboree take its name

from?
The polls at the primaries in Maine
■did not open until noon. Are Maine
voters in the habit of lying abed till
noon?—Boston Globe.
Oh, no! They do a day’s work before
nnin/v

tn

tko

nrtlla

has just paid
for a summer home on Long
Isl and. And he began as a stenographer,
too. —Boston Herald.
He has evidently been very successful
•
5 n taking notes—bank notes.

George B. Cortelyou

$100,000

Of the four candidates, Curtis

was the
who appealed for votes on the
of a license or local option law.
—Rumford Falls Times.
This is an error. Mr. Newbert made

only one
strength
the

same

appeal

Belfast,
they did not

in an address in

-and the other candidates, if
stood
so express themselves

for the

thing. In this county one Democratic candidate was understood to go

same

further than that—to stand for nullification.
As between a license law and prohibition we would stand first, last and all
the time for the latter, but our idea of
.regulating the liquor traffic is through
the power of moral suasion and the absolute elimination of the traffic from

ent

down the no longer nature-flavored oysters—with horse radish, pepper sauce
and cayenne never overlooked."
If there is anything in the way of condiments hotter than the aforesaid Tabasco sauce we should like to know what it

specialties

sale, the output of staple cotton and

only at
if any profit
j prices which yielded little
and to avoid an unmanageable surplus of
stocks there is prospect of a still further
is. Tabasco sauce is made from a red curtailment of operations.
The importations of woolen cloth and
pepper about the size of a medium pea,
them- dress goods are three times as large as
grown in Louisiana. The peppers
selves are used by bruising one and rub- they were a year ago and we are-importbing it over a soup plate, or a dish, be- ing twice as much cotton cloth. Bradfore the food is placed in it, and then it ford, the woolen centre of England, inwill be too hot for any but a seasoned j creased its exports to the United States
palate. In this connection we recall the 55,000,000 the first three months of the
remark of a retired English officer who new tariff. A Bradford correspondent
was using cayenne pepper liberally and a says: “It is another indication that the
woolen

goods

has been absorbed

politics.—Lisbon Enterprise.
That is all right, but the elimination
o f the liquor traffic from politics is, we
friend at the table remarked that it was : new tariff has worked wonders in the
fear, an impossibility, so long as the said to be very injurious to the liver, j Bradford trade.” While the Underliquor dealers of the country are able to “God bless your soul, I haven’t had any wood-Wilson tariff has been working
finanee
nnlitieal nartv to work and vote liver for years," was the colonel’s reply. wonders for the trade of Bradford, it
has been working misery for our own
for their interests.
The results of a study of apple supply Deonle.
Our Washington correspondent writes and apple prices, recently published in a
The loss to American working men
of the proposed abandonment of the Sol- report of the New York Experiment
amounts to $2,000,000 a day in wages;
diers Home at Togus, and a news item Station, are not encouraging to orchardand
the loss to American business
tells of the vigorous protest against such ists. The field covered was the New mounts
up to uncounted millions.
action at the reunion of the 4th Maine York city market. The average yearly
New England’s great shoe and leather
of
Battery Association in Augusta last receipts of apples for the first half
industry feels the effect of the prevailing
week. Yet this is in line with the policy the twenty-year period ending July 31,
depression. Shoe factories are working
of the Administration in bestowing offices 1913, were 849,966 barrels, while for the on short time and a
large leather conon Southern men, enacting a tariff that last half they were 1,958,884 barrels per
cern near Salem complains of the infavors Southern anddiscriminates against year. This seems to show that the apple crease of
competition of German tan'Northern products and industries, and crop is increasing faster than the popu- ners. For the first time since their
a

now proposes to transfer Northern
veterans from the land they fought for
an d love to an uncongenial clime and

PURE BLOOD MAKES
HEALTHY PEOPLE
Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

removes

scrofula sores, boils and other erupout of the
tions, because it drives cause
them.
blood the humors that
Eruptions cannot be successfully
treated with external applications,
because these cannot purify the

blood.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes rich,
red blood, perfects the digestion,
and builds up the whole system. Insist on having Hood’s. Get it now.
the average weekly wage in the boiler
works of France is $6.20, while in the
Baldwin works the weekly average is
$15.60. The French product is juBt as
well made as the American, he said. Six
months ago, Mr. Vauclain said, the
Baldwin works had 18,600 men on its
payroll; now 12,000 of them are looking

Psychology.
VETERAN ARTIST GOES INTO CAMP.

lation.

cent in the

many of whom were sixty and
inseventy years of age. Mr. Brackett
tends to stop at Sherbrooke for a day and
spend twodays in Quebec at the Chateau
Frontenac. He will make his way by
rail and boat to the Saguenay River. His
old guide, Louis, will meet him_ with a
buckboard, on which they will ride
twelve miles to the confluence of the
Saguenay and Marguerite Rivers. From
there they will paddle in a canoe three
miles to the camp, where Louis for the
last thirty years has attended to the
wants of the elderly fisherman. Mr.
Brackett, as he left, said that he never
felt better, although he now has to resort

“boys,”

to the aid of his glasses more frequently
than formerly, when he paints and reads.
Boston Transcript, June 19th.
—

Mr. Brackett is a native of Unity,
Waldo County. His specialty is the painting of fish.
Local

Political Points.

The recount which was talked of for
county treasurer in the recent primary
election, is said to have been given up.
Bitter complaints were heard from

outside candidates, yesterday, regarding
the hours of holding primary elections.
For instance, in the outside towns the
polls close at six o’clock but in Belfast
they are open until 9. It is possible to
hear from the outside towns and if close
it gives Belfast candidates three hours
to put in extra work. One of the leading
candidates, who was defeated by a narrow
margin, attributes his defeat primarily
to this cause. —Belfast Cor. Waterville
Sentinel.

given

credit for

the service she rendered during the war
of the Rebellion. The statistics above
named were taken from the final report
of the adjutant general at the close of
the war.”
The Democratic vote for governor in
county shows that of the four

W aldo

candidates but two—Curtis and Newbert
received votes in every town, the
la tter leading. Curtis had but one vote
in Unity and two in Thorndike. Mclntire did not get a vote in Palermo, Prospe ct, Searsmont, Stockton Springs and
Winterport; and Peter Charles Keegan
-was represented by 0 in the towns of
—

increased, in all probability, nearly
as much as has the cost of starting and
maintaining an orchard. Just what efnot

fect the vast number of young orchards
which have been planted will have on
the industry is the great question before
The egg business
the orchardists.”
seems

ly,

to be the

only

one

that, apparent-

cannot be overdone.

Tkntin

B

o ito

Boon

onmo

nntoBln

naiVB.

In Chipaper consolidations of late.
cago five morning newspapers will soon

represented in a single issue. In New
Orleans The Picayune has been consolidated with the Times-Democrat, “leaving that considerable city,” says an exchange, “with only one morning newsBrooks, Islesboro, Jackson, Knox, Mon- paper.” We wonder what has become of
roe and Unity.
Another interesting and the New Orleans
Bee, (Abeille) estabun UBual feature of the returns is that
lished in 1826, and which was printed in
W alter A. Cowan, Esq., Repujjjican can- both French and
English until 1872, and
did ate for county attorney, received since then
only in French. The Picayune,
.every vote in the towns of Winterport which derived its name from a five cent
and Frankfort, the former hiB home
coin, so called, was started in January,
1837, by George Wilkins Kendall, with a
brilliant editorial staff, and was long the
Montana is moving for the promotion
leading daily of the South. Kendall’s
of the poultry industry in that State. A.
letters from the Santa Fe expedition,
M. Brandenburg of Bozeman, who is
later published in book form, and his letpr esident of the Montana Poultry asso- ters from Mexico
during the Mexican
branch
of
the
and
the
State
ciation
of
war, when the Picayune got its news by
A merican Poultry association, and Prof.
pony express, were interesting features
W. F. Schoppe of the Montana State
of the paper. The New Orleans Times,
of
the
State
scollege, wha is president
which later absorbed the Democrat and
board of poultry husbandry, have been
assumed its present hyphenated title,
conferring with other officers of these as- j was established m
1863, and soon became
and
with
A.
J.
Secretary
sociations,
the leading mormng and Sunday newsBreitenstein of the State Fair associapaper. It also pu&ished an evening edition, concerning co-operation among all tion. The
Sunday msuejBold at ten cents
in
the se organizations
planning exhibits and the
morning
anc^eveping editions at
for the State poultry show, the State
five cents.
The consolidation of the
Francisco
fair.
and
the
San
fair,
They Times-Democrat and
Picayune follows
also took initial steps to further the
the demise of a long list of ably edited
growing of pure bred chickens in the
daily newspapers in New Orleans. We
State by following a plan which has
recall The Delta, The True Delta, The
worked out in some other States, of furCommercial Bulletin and The Crescent.
nishing pure-bred male birds free of cost In 1857 New Orleans had nine
dailies,
to people who will sign a contract to
but in 1871 there were only five.
raise nothing but pure-bred stock for a
In other cities like consolidations and
period of three years. A canvass of the
are taking place, almost
suspensions
deto
be
made
fanciers of the State will
in the morning field, where the
wholly
birds can be had from
termine bow
many

be

is about double that of an eventhe growers, and then a form of contract expense
In a leading New Enging
newspaper.
will be prepared, for whieh signatures
land city, at present ever-stocked with
-will be sought among those not now
newspapers, there are three morning
growing pure stock.
dailies which appeal to practically the
Writing to Senator Charles E. Town- same constituency, only one of which is
send, asking him to use his influence to believed to be paying its way, but reftring about an early adjournment of turning no dividends to its stockholders.
Congress, Mr. Henry M. Leland, presi- One is said to be supported by its evendent of the Cadillac Motor Car Co. of ing edition; another is adrift from former
patrons, and the third, recently a dereDetroit, Mich, says:
The shrinkage in railroad, industrial, lict, but refitted and remanned, has now
and real estate sesurities and values dur- started on what promises to be a prosing the past few years shows a greater
In Philadelphia, Baltidestruction of mil, reel values than this perous voyage.
and Denver and many
country suffered at the bands of our de- more, St Paul
structive Civil War. It is time Wash- smaller places there have been suspen-

April, 1913.
Practically every country we trade
with is selling us more goods and buying
less of us, as a result of this low tariff.
Germany and Great Britain have in-

creased their sales to us three and a half
millions a month; France one and a half
millions; Belgium and Italy a million
each, and the Netherlands, Switzerland
and even Turkey half a million each.
This increase of $12,000,000 a month in
Europe’s sales to the United States,
with increased importations from South

The

Mexican

Situation

The break between Carranza and Villa
and the subsequent submission of Carranza to Villa’s usurpation of control is
pretty good evidence that Constitutionalist’ means ‘rebel’ more than it means
any great purpose to secure good government.
Just now Villa is the most powerful
rebel. There is nothing in his record to
warrant the belief that he will if he gets
the power show even as much regard
for the law and order of civilized government as Huerta has shown.—The Lewiston Sun.
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busi-
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....C. A. Newhall
ness

was

in Somerville

on

Saturday,

SWANV1LLE
Leroy Nickerson and family of Stockton
Springs were guests of hia parents, Kelley
Nickerson and wife, and his sister, Mrs. A. T.
Nickerson and family, recently....Mrs. G. T.
Nickerson went to Waterville Monday for
medical attendance_E. H. Littlefield is having a bath-room built.... W. E. Damm is havMiss Bering C. R. Small paint his house
...

at home from West Enfield,
where she has been attending school...-McKinley Damm came home from Hebron Academy with the Palmers of Monroe in their car
June 18th... .E.H. Littlefield and wife and W E.
Damm and wife attended the opera in Belfast

hostess,
Miss Harriet Nickerson, assisted by Misses
Littlefield, Doris and Annie Nickerson and
Bernice Damm. “Aunt Nan’* was the recipand cake

cream

were

served

by

the

of many useful and appropriate gifts,
among them a standing work basket from the
L. A. S., of which she is the oldest member.
All join in wishing her many happy returns of
the day.The L. A. S. will meet July 3rd
with the Sunday school superintendent, Mrs*
ient

E. A. Robertson.... We are glad to see Miss
Melissa McKeen, who has been in Massachusetts for the past year, at home.Mrs.
McKray of Calilornia, nee Miss Fannie Eames,
She
was in town last week visiting relatives.
was accompanied by her cousin, Mrs. Joshua
Littlefield and son Fred of Waldo ...There is
to be

a

christening immediately

after

Sunday

school next Sunday, followed by a sermon by
Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Belfast. Children's concert in the evening_Mrs. Varney and two
children, who have been the guests of Arthur
Varney and wife, have returned to their home
in Massachusetts.
LIOE.KI I

J. Walker and family, who spent the
past winter and spring in West Park, N. Y
returned home last week... Mrs. R. S. Brier
df Winter Hill, Mass., and Master Malcolm
Gay of Brooklyn, N. Y., were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. M. Hurd Saturday ani Sunday.... Mrs.
Pulsifer and Mrs. Ned Taylor of New Haven,
Conn., arrived last week and are at their cottage for the summer....Hon. L. C. Morse
went to Lewiston last week to attend the G. A.
J.

R. encampment.... William Moody of Augusta
spent Sunday in town with his parents, Anson
Moody and wife_Isaac Reynolds was in
town over Saturday and Sunday on matters of
business_Rev. H. W. Abbott of Palermo was
a business visitor in town one day last week...
Alton White and wife of Augusta arrived Saturday and are at their cottage on Millstone Island_W. D. Sanford returned Saturday from
a week's sojourn in Boston.. .Theodore Rowell
and wife, who have been guests of Mrs. Olive
Rowell for the past two weeks, returned to

Providence, R. I., Monday.... Mrs. Walter
Ludwick, who has been passing a week with
friends inThomaston, returned laat week..
Mrs. Rhoda Benner and Mrs. Susan Norton
were called to Brewer last Saturday by the
death of Mrs. Benner's son, Ward A. Benner.
Mr. Benner had been for the past eight years
a great sufferer with a hip disease and in that
time every thing has been done that medical
skill could do to effect a cure. He went to the
Massachusetts Hospital in March, where he
had several operations but received no benefit.
After his return, about two weeks ago, he underwent another operation, from which he
Mr. Benner was a former resinever rallied.
dent of this town and was beloved and respected by a large number of friends. In his
death the world has lost a beautiful type of
manhood, a Christian gentleman.... Charles
Norton of Howard, R. I., is guest of his

This is the Season for

|

1 SALMON!I

visiting her brother-in law, W, W. Turner....
C. F. Downer has shingled his barn.E. H.
Foster is having hia Urge new barn painted
white.... 8. E. Bowler recently installed telephones at H. L. Black'a and at H. F. Black's.

Walter M. Brackett, the oldest painter
in the United States, who celebrated his June 17th.... Mr.Priest of Newburyport.Mass.,
ninety-first birthday at the Boston Art is in town looking after the gypsy moths. While
Club last Saturday evening, left yester- here he is boarding with E. L. Cunningham
and wife_Emery Cunningham is at home
day for his annual camping and fishing
from Bucksport for the summer vacation....
the
sportsCanada.
Alone,
to
expedition
About fifty of the relatives and friends of Mrs.
his
is
This
wilds.
man left for Canadian
T. D. Nickerson assembled at her home Saturthirtieth anniial trip, and he will be gone
day afternoon, June 20th to celebrate her 80th
two months. His boy Arthur, who is
to be and little Milton Nickerson’s 6th birthday.
seventy years of age, was unable
at the North Station to see his father off, Two handsome birthday cakes, one blazing
with candles and surrounded with flowers, the
as he went to his summer camp in New
Hampshire two weeks ago. Yet the old other decorated with pink and white frosting,
man was given a good send-off by other were presented, and proved delicious. Ice

—

years
terested to have Maine

flhdKi dBi dRidBidSiiiftdSi ifrignSViSiiSi iSWToiSiJ

PALERMO
E. C. Bowler and son of Providence, R. I.t
t»»ve been viaiting hie mother, Mrs. Mary Bowler. Mr. Bowler drove through in hia touring
car... .Dexter Turner haa bought a road wagon
of ,M. T. Hialer....Mrs. 8. E. B.wler and
laughter Beatrice are viaiting relatives in
Brandon, Vt....The schools in town closed
last week....Miss Sadie Moody of Badgor is

for jobs.
Such is the effect of the “New Freedom”; and the President’s only remedy is nice Damm is

The latter has increased 46 per business was
incorporated In 1901 they
Metropolitan district, includ- are running at only 75 per cent of their
wwuuj.
ing New York and thirty surrounding capacity and on only five days a week.
octunu jvim
main? s
str ange surroundings.
towns, while the apple supply has in- They claim also, that they can sell only
creased 131 per cent. The average price 60
Again it has been proven by the priper cent of their reduced production.
Io. his Memorial Day address at Bangor of
mary elections of Monday that the peofor the first ten-year period
apples
first
trade
for
the
Our
total
foreign
ple, as a whole, do not take any interest
Gen. Thomas A. Hopkins said that the
was $2.62 a barrel, and in the second tensix months of the Democratic tariff, in the selection of candidates for offices
sent
to
the
Civil
men
Maine
of
number
year period it was $2.87. This is an in- October to March, amounted to $2,267,- of public trust. The old slogan, “back
War was nearly 50,000. An East Jackto the people,” can result in no actual
crease of only 9 1-2per cent, while in the
i
'
For the
283.000.
corresponding six good whde the great mass of the electorson correspondent of the Bangor Comsame time cotton has increased 64 per months under the
j
Payne-Aldrich tariff ate fail to exercise their perogative.
mercial sends to that paper the followcent, corn 42 per cent, hay 33 per cent, our foreign trade amounted to $2,346,251,- This was Maine’s second primary, and
ing correction: “Maine sent to the war oats 38
the general run of voters were as indifferper cent, potatoes 28 per 000, a loss in six months of $77,000,000.
of the Rebellion 71,745 men, a small per
ent as two years ago; they seem to be
In comwheat 37 per cent.
During the month of April we bought content to remain at home and let the
cen t. of whom are now living.
Many cent,
on these
figures Farm and more foreign goods by $36,000,000 and other fellow vote,” if he wants to.—The
As the writer served menting
never returned.
“The price of apples has
Home
says:
sold to foreigners $37,000,000 less than in Aroostook Republican.
in the late war he is inover three
th at

County Correspondence.
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30c. and 35c. per pound

V'

(Dressed Weight.)
We have

^

always

hand the choicest

on

sea

I

products

I

the market affords:

■5

1

Live and Boiled Lobsters

Bluefish
Butterfisli
Haddock

1
I

BramhalFs Market.

I

Mackerel
Halibut

Shad

j

Send for our
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Shoe Polish
Outfit
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Clean

necessities and

Compact

For Use.
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converieIlcts

today and tale ad,Jntl
special. >0 day. intr.,d„cllr.,
i
premium oiler.

calls
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Write

of

I

lie bozes to break the
(or KIMO comes to
you in a COLLAPSIBLE
TUBE which prevent* ita
drying up.
Squeeza a
little out onto the ahoe
No dirty bru»h
(you
don't need one with KIMO) no fnust
soiled hands. The KIMO MITT p'eyall thii and give* you a Brilliant Shine.
Each KIMO OUTFIT consists of a
COLLAPSIBLE TUBE of Hacking 4
patented polishing mitt and a mud
scraper, all securely packed in hartd- 4
some Metal Caae.
—:r
Complete
Outfit your choice of Poliah, Black. Tan or While. 42* P Paid.

No
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High grade itierchonJi-;at
rock bottom prices

Always Ready

<

1

catalogue devoted to exc!u.
sive, up-to-date household

H. S.

|

CORNISH,

Boy’S
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Judge
Judge Ralph
municipal court

Center, Mass

Plaisted
P.
was

Plaisted.
drowned

Veazie, Monday af'
his canoe. He had
Condeskeag Canoe Club at H:
by the dam, and was witl
mile of Veazie dam, nearly t

her aunt’s, Mrs. Emma C Levanseller's....
Wm. Clements is having his buildings painted
and renovated outside and inside.

School School in 1897, H«
as City Clerk, a year as reo

Georgia Grey.... Miss Flora Murch,

a

^

;

-i3

when the accident happened
in the stern of his craft which
light and it is supposed that
cross-current upset it. He

body was recovered shortly
Judge Plaisted was the son

Kent’s Hill, where she has been attending
school_Miss Stella Berry is at home from
Farmington Normal School for the summer
vacation.... Roy Gurney moved last week to
the Frank Adams farm, which he has leased
for one year_Robie F. Grey from Camden
spent the week-end with his sister, Miss

,-j

setting of

health.

Misses Grace and Joanna Simmons, teachers
in Bridgewater and Andover, Mass., arrived
last Sunday morning and will spend their vacation with their mother, Mrs. Annie Simmons.
_Miss Zettie Smith returned last week from

>

i.

river at

is in poor

MORRILL

|

Drowned.

conva-

at

,.'1

1

Waldo Station_Mrs. Thompson is

lescing_Elmer Thompson
_Mrs. H. P. White is in Winterport village

jJ

ium offer
h. s
ur i4
Milton Ave., l)orelu»»*.
Mass.

25 Milton Avenue, Dorchester

SWANV1LLE CENTER.
Mrs. Caroline Marr is visiting relatives in
West Winterport_E. H. Littlefield has a new
Ford car.... Miss Melissa McKeen is at home
for a few weeks.... Don't forget the lawn
party July 1st, to be given by the Industrial
club at Wallace Gray’s-Mont Clark is visiting his old home at Mrs. Flora Littlefield’s for a
few days....The Monroe & Brooks telephone
line has the poles set to extend their line to

f"'r-

free

Baseball «fy°ur“
Outfit
FREE

Bowdoin

ipal

in

was

-j
•

H>the class of 94

court and

]
;

Harris M. Plaisted.

or

i

j.r

:

j
;i
::

appoint-

survived by his winhis mother, Mrs. Harris M. I
who are now in Europe, and a hr
Governor Frederick W. Plait.
He is

The Defiance

a

:'.1

j

Disappointment

Rye, N. Y., June 23. All f
defence aspirants, the Res
Defiance, met today for th
completed race, and finish

o
m

named,

with the Resolute a
minutes. It was her sixth aove- the Vanitie, which s>
usual, while the Defiance,
for the first time to sin.

-i

j

proved a disappointment,
finished 23 minutes
trained yacht
hind
Resolute and 8 nr-

is at home for a few weeks with her
mother, Mrs. Lottie Murch-Miss Helen
Merriam spent last Saturday and Sunday in
Bangor with her friend Mrs. Frank Field....
Clarence Paul attends graduation exercises at
Castine this week... Mrs. Frank Wentworth
passed last week in Portland with friends
nurse,

...

Ladies Aid held a very enjoyable meeting
June 19th with Mrs. Celia Dutton. Lemonade
fancy cakes and candies were served. The next
meeting will be with Mrs. Riley Jackson this
Thursday, afternoon.... Mr. and Mrs. George
C. Dow visited her parents in Liberty last
Sunday... .There were 137 pupils and teachers
Rev. W. J
in the Sunday school last Sunday.
Setzer gave us a fine sermon; subject, “The
Conservation of life."
The

the
after the Vanitie. The Res
by 16 minutes and 20 sttime over the Vanitie and
seconds over the Defiance.

Accidents wiil happen, u
families keep Dr. Then
such emergencies. Two slited

stores.

__

New England Orl
of Protection
An Ideal

and Progress^

Social

Insurance Order

t
:

amounting to $6,000,000 a
Women. Organized Novcn:>
Fifth Maine Reunion.
month, shows why American productive
brother, Arthur Norton.
MONROE.
Be
fast Lodge, No. 140,
enterprises are working on part time
Maine
The annual reunion of the Fifth
Mrs. M. J. Haley entertained the W. C. T. U. City of Belfast December
snd our workingmen are idle.
a cordial invitation t<>
Regimental Association began June 17th CENTER MONTVILLE.
tends
the
and about 20 children June 19th and gave
tection at minimum cost t
Canada, too, has gained by our tariff at the headquarters at Peaks Island.
J. Bartlett Richards of Chevy Chase, Md„ is
lessons on medical temperance and the
latter
A.
U.
S.
retired,
of
this
A.
S.
lodge. Any'person
Daggett,
folly. She increased her exports to Gen.
v'siting his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. O. evil effects of cigarettes and tobacco on the habits between the ages o: C
was present with his former comrades
the United States $4,000,000 a month and
Bartlett....Harden Erskine is at the Waldo
e. Certificates issued
eligib
was furnished the chiltreat
A
nice
at the dinner. At the business meeting
Bystem.
for treatment....Mrs. A. T.
$2000. Information gladly
tough t of us $7,000,000 less.
in the afternoon the following were County Hospital
dren and everything was carried on in a pleasEBEN M.S.hN!
At the port of New York alone there elected officers; Peter Brackett, presi- Gay and son of Belfast are guests of Mr. and ing manner under the auspices of our presiIDA A. MAHONh'i.
6ml8
and A. D. Hutch- Mrs. Elijah Gay....Miss Miriam G. Bartlett is
will
be
was a decrease in March and April of dent; S. L. Littlehale
The
next
meeting
dent, Fannie Shields.
vice presidents; N. R. Lougee, sec- spending her summer vacation at home....
at the home of John Moore....Ralph Arey is
123.000. 000 in exports, and an increase of inson,
retary; Frank F. Goss, treasurer. The Stanley Curtis attended the circus in Belfast
Belfast
in Bar Harbor, where he has employment....
i like amount in imports,, a loss for two reunion dinner was served Thursday.
IJune 18th....Miss Mary Mason is expected
is
America

I

We are receiving direct from the fishermen elegant
Eastern Salmon several times each week.
The

w
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j

j
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nonths to American manufacturers and

THE TOGUS HOME.
workingmen of $46,000,000 or at the rate
>f $276,000,000 for a year.
A Vigorous Protest Against Its AbandonSince January 1, $55,000,000 of gold
ment.
lave been shipped to Europe.
Europe is
Augusta, Me June 19. The first protest
retting our market, our gold, and will by a Maine Grand Army association against
Home
irofit by our loss. It is evidence once abandonment of the National Soldiera
at Togus, as recently proposed at one of the
nore of
he said;
Lincoln’s wisdom when

buy manufactured goods abroad
we get the goods and the foreigner gets
;he money ;when we buy the manufactured
roods at home we get both the goods and
;he money.”
The gross earnings of railroads making
•eturns for the three weeks in May were
‘If

we

r.4 per cent less than last year. Bank
hearings for the last week in May were 5.6
i )er cent less than in 1913 and failures for
;he week numbered 332 against 223 for

Congressional hearings, was made today by
members of the 4th Maine Battery Association, gathered in reunion at Grand Army Hall
in this

city.

voted
Upon motion of Howard Owen, it wasaction.
to protest
against any Buch
New
England
were
many
Mr. Owen said there
soldiers at the home, and they did not want to
be removed to a distant point, far away from

vigorously

relatives

‘•None’of

ua

will be alive when the Togus

abandoned/’ earnestly spoke .up L*en.
Patrick Hayes of Chelsea, former Maine comThis
Home is

mander

of the Union Veterans' Unton.

to
agitation that annually crops up in regard
the possible abandonment of the Togua Home
Kits
can be I .id at the door of Congressman
;he corresponding week a year ago. The gerald, who for 10 years or more haw'tried to
infor
the
Togus
cut
down
the
appropriations
American Railway Association reports a
stitution in order that the soldiers’ homes in
benefit.
on
cars
: let surplus of 238,642 freight
New York and elsewhere might
day 15, an increase of 9,763 in the num1 ier of idle freight cars during the first
$100 iceward 5>iuu
1 wo weeks of
The readers of this paper wiU bo pleased to
May. On May 15 a year
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
1 igo the idle freight cars numbered only
in

* 10,294.

all its
that science bee been able to cure
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh

cure now known to
Trade statistics from all directions tell Cure is the only positive
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a con1 he same story of distress and depression,
stitutional disease, requires a constitutional
is taken in^ 'resident Wilson says that the cause is treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
ternally, acting directly upon the blood and
1 isychological. Mr. Wilson may be a mucous surfaces of the system, thereby derood psychologist, but Vice-president stroying the foundation of the disease, and
j faudain
strength by building up the
of the Baldwin Locomotive giving the patientassisting
nature in doing its
constitution and
Yorks showed that he was a better log- work. The proprietors have so much faith in
that
they offer One Hundan when he said at a recent conven- its curative powers

inPhiladelphia that the reduced tariff
' les at the root of the present stagnation
If this stagnation contin< f business.
’ les, be said, the manufacturers of the
1 ion

Tnited States will have no alternative
1 ut to cut wages to European levels. He
* old the Master Boilers’ Association that

dred Dollars for any case that it falls to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address' F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggist*. WeTake Hall’s Family P>Ua for constipation.

itch! Itch! Itchi-Scratch! Scratch I Scratch!
The more you acratch, the worse the itch.
Doan’s Ointment. For ecsema, any skin itch*
lag. 50c a box.

T^

home this week....Mrs. Norton and family of
Boston are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison Ferris... .Fred F. Parks, formerly of
China, died Friday night at the home of his
cousin, Mrs. Agnes Luce. The funeral service
held at the house Sunday morning,
and Mrs. Luce accompanied the remains
to Augusta, where interment was madeMrs. Rachel Kingsbury with three grandchildren, Dorothy and Margaret Drinkwater,
and Charles Swift all of Belfast, were recent
Mrs. A. M.
guests of Mrs. Sarah Thompson....
Ricker is visiting Mrs. Abhie S, Daniels in
Belfast_Daniel Wentworth and family of
Pittsfield were Sunday guests of his father,
Austin Wentworth, in South Montvilie.... Mr.
and Mrs. G. N. Cooper of North Searsmont
Mr.
were at Mrs. Eliza F. Bean’s Sunday....
and Mrs. W, D. Tasktr, S. J. Tasker. Mrs. Ida
Mr. and Mrs. H. S, Banton, visited

and

was

Mr.

Briggs.

Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Maddocks in Appleton
Sunday....Harden Erskine is in the Waldo
County Hospital for medical treatment....
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Plummer of Freedom were
J. Went■t W. B. Jaquith’s Sunday-Wesley
a woodshed to connect his
worth is

building

bouse and barn and is to build an addition
Wentto the L of his house....Miss Mary E.
worth a student at the M. C. I., Pittsfield, is at
borne for the summer vacation.. ..The two resent rainstorms have changed the outlook for
hay crop and a good crop is expectedDudley Tasker and wife visited his daughter
lire. Ada Haddocks in Appleton last Sunday
....Cora Goodwin spent last Sunday with her
•ousins, Hattie Clough and Abbie White, in

Liberty.

Constipation

Impossible to be well. The foe to flood
health. Correct at once. Ayer'S PfBt.
One at bedtime.

Soid for 60 years.

^YonriDocto^___J|j£^rS&:

4th of July is near and all the orders have
been invited to join in the parade with floats
»r any teams they see fit, and special efforts
will be made to do their best... .Mr. and Mrs#
A. F. Durham will go to Castine this week to
attend the graduation of their daughter C arrie.
_Mrs. Freeman Ritchie had the misfortune
The

to

slip

in

ind broke

up stairs
bone in her

going
one

with

a

Notice
hereby given
Book No. 13,128, issued by
lost and application has becate book according to laws
new books.
YVILMER J. DO!:'

^

J
!

!
!
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Belfast, June 6, 1914—3w -»

pan of milk

leg above the ankle

ind dislocated the ankle....D. W. Mansur is
loing as well as can be expected since coming
The trip home was hard
Tom the hospital.
for him
Miss Geneva Grant is entertaining
friend from Portland, Miss Smith.... Mrs.
Sarah Nealley of Winterport is visitintr in
;own_Miss Helen Cooper recently returned
from New York to her uncle’s, Peter Cooper
for the season.... Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
...

dayo from Franklin Park, Mass.,

are

visiting

old home, John Moore’s-Mr. and Mrs.
F. Simpson of Belfast visited their daugher, Maud Cooper, last Sunday....H. C. Buz;ell and wife were in town Sunday. Her fathsr, Winslow Ryder, is in a critical condition.
Frank Littlefield has had several ill turns
ier
a.

...

is feared he may have append!litis.... Mra. Laura Palmer spent last week
rith her sister in Lisbon Falla....Mra.|Alice
Calmer spent last week in Hebron with her

ately and

| ion

it

Fred, attending the commencement

EDISON
Diamond

Phonograph

ex cr-

ises.

The

Progressives.

Hon. Halbert P. Gardner, Progressive candilate for governor, and I. E. Vernon, chairman
,f the Progressive State committee, were in
Belfast last Thursday morning,and with county
:ommittee man Ralph Peavey, went to Rockandto attend the Knox county convention. The
Waldo county convention will be held in Belfast June 27th, and it ia planned to have
isndidate Gardner and E. Maynard Thompson,
isndidate for congress from the third district,
inaant
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels, will
ead to chronic constipation. Doan's;Regulate
operate easily. 20c a box at all stores.

FOR SALE IN WALUO

CARLE &

C>jJ
■

JON^

I

News of Belfast

fhe

DID-—

day for the Knights.
school plan to have
.,„iversa]ist Sunday
30th.
to caatine June

uraSaK00d

you ever dread to take
next step on account

|0„

e

*

Wayland Knowlton has bought
Evans of Waldo.
,ar of Edward
r(.nce

...

“Registered
Rvomans’
Ibe

Ground

R-urnal

Tbi

the
of

Gripper

interesting

s,,m

for
"”iCt

ca•*
bui*t li'r
r'fr.

a

i

[

went to

already had two circuaee thia
Halfast
the Board of
ami another is coming,
a
up ite plan of having
has »iaely given
in July.
here for two days
has

A'
ieS6

TRR

of one hundred in the
was an error
for Orrin J. Dickey,
f the city vote

76,
176,
of Deeds. It
filer
R'l'"=,
Dickey’s total vote in the county
not

was

as re-

portt?a-

^11
rthport Inn, Bayside, opened

v.

r

last

expected. A ladieB’
R earlier than
feature at
Park will be
from
Hyde
f a,,'r»
about
July
will
arrive
and
this
,R cl year,
was

a

lit.

market received the first cultivated
season June 23rd from the
c-rits of the
Lincolnville avenue. They
valid by Earl White and were exon

farm

I
j

j

|

!

|

j

at
i

Bayside

|

formerly.

as

bought the Rhoda Page

has

.evens

Poor’s Mills road and with Mrs.

rie

i

take

|

return

They

this week.

possession

their Cedar street home
on the lunch car busithey will give up the following
r

to

to

carry

spring.

|

law.

to

by ex-President William H. Taft
the latest number of the Maine Law
Lne Selection and Tenure of Judges.
e was written by Mr. Taft at the
lest of ex-Chief Justice Emery for
ir

j,;....

".'tie
r..

1

j

j

Beview. Another article is on
of Maine, by J. H. Montgomery

.w

.ary

of Camden.

\

:p>sitors have been unable to set all
-pjndeoce and other matter that*has
'.;v
week and considerable must go
next week. Every effort is being
get caught up and in the meantime

I
••

mad:

ms anu

PisCata;i

otners

sympathize
p.<r.ir>.

often,

pauciu.—

with

our

Dover contem-

understand that when their matter

sdeferred i: is be
n

i:

cause

regret it

unavoidable, and
than the editor.

it is

more

IJkides. Miss Gladys Pitcher and
Mis> L
... n P. Morison were the honor guests
a: ;w
as ant parties last week.
Mrs. Ralph
1..'
;>er mertained sixteen at luncheon on
i lr.
! lie guests were seated at four small
t's’
included beside the guests of honor
8. Morison, Katherine C. Quimby,
>-!
.-r, Amy E. Stoddard, Margaret O.
Wniu
Miama, Florida, Florence E. Dunton
F

I

ue

iving experien ced the same difficulty
and recently.
We trust our corres-

■.is

puDO

must

Observer.

?

!

j!

i.

Manson. Wis., Clara B. Keating, Mrs. C. C.
Havana, Cuba, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest,
to:* liaym-ind Sherman, Mrs. Fred R. Poor,
3 L Slugg, Mrs.WilBam F. Schoppe.
’•

is

|

four

!cn

V

■

4

course

auction

was

served,

enjoyed. Mrs. Wilhighest score, and
cards. Saturday morning
was

Schoppe held

r -en

luncheon

the

a pack of
dock Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest entertainec
same ladies at a delicious breakfast.
:>he was assisted in serving by MisB Florence
J
*. >n.
The affair was thoroughly enjoyable
Both brides have received many
pejsu attentions.
Miss Pitcher’s marriage
t0 *
James Sleeper of Beloit, Wis., takes
place at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs E 8. Pitcher,
evening, June

1

Tuesday

at

7.30,

witnessed by a gather*r‘g of relatives and intimate friends. It will
followed by a reception from 8 to 10, to
u.

j

and will be

*oich

many invitations have been sent out.
to Clyde B. Holmes
"ccur at the home of her
mother, Mrs. E.
Morison, Court street, Wednesday, July
*th’ The only guests will be the relatives and
intimate friends. Mrs. Carl H. Stevens enterlifted >r Miss Pitcher and MisB Morison at
flPr home on
Congress street last evening.
was served at 6.30 and the honor
guests
Were surprised with a shower of
useful articles.
M

|

ss

Morison's marriage

■»

“•

|

I

iiiuhave noticed that the Pearl Brook 5 and
>:A
c*£Hrs are darker than other cigars.
ni-*ns
quality. Imported clear Havana
re dark but ®mild and
aromatic. Try one
inced.
Mede from Cuban tobacco
*ro*n in M tine.

J!!

j

|

under the charge of John Gray of
Camden and the lumber was furnished by
Milton B. Hills of Lincolnville.

|

For Men and Women at
$5.00 the pair. To be had

only

at

the

of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Evans of

Georgie,
Stamford, Conn.,
son

one

of

our

regular

summer

visitors, will have his life-size picture in the
Temple of Childhood at the World’s Fair in
San Francisco, Calif.
Waldo Counly
Veteran association will be July 2nd at Northern
Light Grange hall in Winterport. If
stormy, the next fair day. It is hoped to have
a large attendance at this meeting.
The next

meeting

of

the

A party of Camden ladies including Mrs. J.
Montgomery, Mrs. J. H. Norwood, Mrs.
Alice Messinger and Mrs. C. W. Babb went to
Belfast la9t Thursday in Mrs. Montgomery’s
auto to attend the opening of the new tea
rooms there, which are under the management
of Mrs. C. E. Mclntire and Mrs. Wildes. These
ladies feel from the;r experience on the opening day that this tea room will be very popular. Lunches will be served and parties entertained on due notice. No doubt it will be a
favorite stopping place for Camden people.—
Camden Herald.
H.

Mrs. Eugene R. Connor, W'ho has been with
Mr Connor at Northport campground, will return to her home, corner of Court and Miller
streets., tomorrow, Friday, Mr. Connor has let
his 12 cottages on the grounds for the sumof Nutshell, which admer, with the exception
himself
joins his store and will occupy that
with the young man who operates the machine
Mr.
for his picture show which opens today.
H.:.M. Blackwell and family of Brunswick will

arrive the last of the week to occupy the Concottage for the rest of the season.

nor

Belfast Masonic club, and the following officers
elected: President, Lynwood B. Thompsecreson; vice president, William H. Hall;
T. I rank
tary, Clifford J. Puttee; treasurer,
Parker; directors, M. L. Slugg, James H.
Howes, R. D. Southworth, George C. Trussell
and Frank E. Bramhall. StepB were taken to
Two rooms on
have the club incorporated.
the second floor of the Masonic Temple have
been engaged for the club rooms. The next
meeting will be Monday, June 29th, and sucuntil
ceeding meetings will be.by appointment
the constitution and by-laws are adopted. The
club starts with about one hundred members
and all Masons

are

eligible

to

membership.

An Exchange of “Apples.” A pleasing
little incident of last season recently came to
A summer visitor from the Land
our notice.
of Flowers—and oranges—on one of many
automobile trips in this section stopped in the
shade by the roadside for a picnic lunch in
front of one of Monroe’s fine farms. The
visitors
owner appeared and welcomed the
into his orchard returned with some
and

going

was so
Bells Earlies for the party. The place
attractive that not many days later a stop
lunch and the
was again made there for
In leaving
party were again made welcome.
the visitor said to the farmer that in return
for his courtesies he would send him some of
his "apples,” and got him to write down his
address. This became mislaid and the postmaster at Monroe was written to to ascertain
bow an express package should be addressed
to reach this hospitable farmer. And so after
winter set in a box of delicious Florida oranges
reached this farmhouse in Monroe, for which

the recipient sent grateful acknowledgment.
make "the
It is incidents like this that tend to
whole world kin.”

on

a

season.

GIVEN AWAY

To anyone

buying

ding

Rev

Father

J. E.

Kealey

of

Wateryille

was

Hotel Sunday with

to express their
members of St Francis wish
of this musical treat.

appreciation

nse

jj

Saturday,

Our suits are priced to save money for
you and build trade for us.

!

$7.50 to $20.00
See them and you will want to see how
you look in them. Try them on—then

you’ll

want to

own

They are
rs you’ll

one.

EXTRA GOOD VALUES,
realize when you see them.
We also have

Foreign Missionary Society.

an

fe

attractive line of

Furnishings.

The carpenter work on the Cobe cottage in
Northport is practically finished, but more
than one hundred men are still employed there,
including about forty painters on the exterior
and interior and a large number of men and
teams are at work on the grounds, laying
curbing for flower beds, grading, and setting
out trees, shrubs and vi »es.

n
RALPH D.

Q

Messrs. Styles and Kendall of Kansas City,
Mo have leased rooms in the basement of the
Opera House block next the C. L. Wright shop
and after they are renovated and fitted for
business will offer for sale there a line of
patent washing machines. Mr. and Mrs. Ken-

SOUTHWORTH,
Phone 67-2

12 Main bt.

Belfast, Me.

7—15'-Lz^liaopltolS;.:--.

R

.101=
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Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
Jeweler,

The ASBESTOS

—

How Do You Do?

j

doing

doing well,

i

I

j

|

CARLE & JONES

JONBS & SNOW.

large for

J

small

healing

plumbing

job

;

us.

Mrs. Annabell Underwood is
Poors Mills
is visitvisiting in Lewiston-Mrs. Jane Cole
Mrs. Bunker of
ing in Camden....Mr. and
R. I., are spending a vacation with

Howard,
their daughter, Mrs. Richard Merriam....Mrs.
at W.
Addie Monroe of Lincolnville is visiting

Monroe’s and J. A. Hartshorn’s... .Mrs. 0.
a
A. Wade has returned home after spending
few weeks with her husband, Capt. Wade, on
his barge from Hartford, Conn-Miss Edith
Wilson of Gardiner is visiting her father, M.
O. Wilson_Mrs. Carver of Vinalhaven is
with her sister, Mrs. Elsie Banks, who is still
ill.... Will Ryan has moved into the the Patterof Boston
son house.... Mr. and Mrs. White
Leslie Payare visiting Mr. White’s sister, Mrs.
been on a
son,... Lee Wentworth, who baB
steamer running from Boston to Baltimore the
past year, is on his vacation and is visiting biB
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Went worth.
A.

grandparents,

North Belfast. Miss Millie Mitchell and
Mias Helen Brown, who spent the winter in
Massachusetts arrived last Monday....Mrs.
S. A. White and Mrs. Hattie Clough of Liberty
called on relatives Monday....Mr. and Mrs,
Alonso T. Beckwith and Mrs. Mary Thurston
went to Caatine Tuesday to attend the graduation exercises of the Normal school. Miss Virgie
Beckwith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Beckwith,
is one of the graduates.... Mr. and Mrs.
Willis S. Hatch and daughter Grace attended
the Normal school graduation exercises at
Castine Tuesday evening. Mrs. Hatch’s sister,
Blanche Sibley of Freedom, is valedictorian of
the class....Capt. E. W, Wiley went to Peaks
Island Tuesday to attend the annual reunion
of the 8th Maine regiment, of which he is a
member. ...Mrs, E. W. Wiley and Mrs. E, A.
Wiley went to Stockton Springs Tuesday for
a short visit with the latter’s brother, Frank
Allen....Mrs Amanda Picker of Montville is
visiting with Mrs. Abbie Daniels... .Mrs.
Charles Carter and son Everett are visiting
friends and relatives in Massachusetts_Mr.
and Mrs. Henry W. Mackie spent Sunday in

—

~

—

paid, and ne*t year it i» expected to have a
gymnasium on the High school grounds.

free

Steamer Notes.

The steamer Gulden Rod

began June 22nd on the summer schedule of
two round trips a day between Belfast, Warren’s landing, Islesboro, Castine and Brooksville. She leaves Brooksville at 6 30 a. m.,
and Castine 6.45 a. m., arriving at Belfast at
8; leaves Belfast at 8.30,or on arrival of Boston boat. On the afternoon trip the Golden
Rod leaves Brooksville at 2 15, Castine at 2.45,
connecting at Belfast with the boat for Boston; leaves Belfast at 6 p. m for all landings
and Brooksville. Connection is made with the
steamer Stockton to and from Castine. A
will be made, connecting with the
Sunday

trip

from Boston, for Bangor....Beginning
Sunday the Eastern Steamship Corporation will enter upon the seven day schedule, to
accommodate the summer travel. The steamers began making stops at North port June
20th....The Eastern Steamship Corporation
has issued a very attractive illustrated folder
and
giving the schedules of the various lines
other information of interest to the tourist
boat

next

and the travelling public,

-^

=

If You Want to Know How to

Beautify Your Complexion

rid yourself of wrinkles
eradicate skin blemishes
—to bring the glow of health to your cheeks—
—to

This is Your

Opportunity—Take Advantage of

Bear in mind—Mrs. Godwin will be at

July 6th.

our

store

a

It.

whole weak, commencing

Don’t fail to hear her.

Free

Daily Beauty Lecture

To follow her advice means

a

better complexion for you.

City Drug Store, Read & Hill, Proprietors,
Sole Distributors for Harmony Toilet Requisites,
Belfast, Maine.
Mafl orders promptly attended to.

^—,,.1

j
j

were

|

William T. Haines, Representative John A.
Peters, Mr. Parkhurst and others. A cordial
invitation is extended to all Republicans to attend. Light refreshments will be served.

I

Geologic Survey.

Karl

Hospital

Notes.

from

2w2B

--

thpm

WINTERPORT.

AT

a

car

in toe auto

parade

in the

pions.
personality and ready
interesting.

wit

and

Fancy Prunes, 3 lbs for .25c
2 lbs for .25c
Maine Corn, 3 cans for.25c
Splendid Baked Beans .12c can
Alaska Salmon. 9c can
Three ibs Crown Macaroni.25c
Kellogg’s Corn Flakes. 9c pkg
9c pkg
Quaker Oats.
Olives in bulk, per quart.32c

Apricots,

15c lb
Peanut Butter.
Best Cocoa. .22c In
Fels Naptha Soap. 4c bar
Pure Leaf Lard.13c lb
Eight Belfast Made Cigars. .25c
Fresh Mackerel and Penobscot River
salmon at bottom prices.

PARRY’S CASH

MARKET.

The only 6trictly cut price
store in W aldo County.

morning

and will deliver the oration of the day in Union
hall in the afternoon. Miss Foley is interesting
for herself, bb well as for the cause she chamShe is a forceful speaker of marked

Belfasi $ Moosenead Lake R. R.

unfailingly

Company.

There will also be a civic ana trades parade,
baseball games, wheelbarrow race, pie eating

Clerk*s Office,
Belfast, June 11,1914.

f

)

Notice is hereby given that the annual meetyard dash, 220 yard dash, greased
ing of this corporation will be held at the Court
pig race, motor boat race, besides the grand House in Belfast, WEDNESDAY, JULY 1,
fireworks display the hour of carnival in the 1914, at 10 o'clock a. m for the following purevening, patriotic movies and the dance with poses, viz:
1st—To hear and act upon the reports of the
music by the full Winterport band.
Directors, Treasurer and Trustees.
to all this the committee has the

contest, 100

Mr. Frank McCorrison of

operation on his arm last week
on account of a previous accident in a mill.
He is getting along well....Mrs. Alice Waldron of Set report, who was thrown from hei
carriage last week and received a severe shaking up and bruising is improving, under treatan

In addition

of the
promise of Sen. Burleigh that Secretary
Navy Daniels will do everything possible
towards furnishing a warship to remain in the
river for at least a part of the day. An
invitation is extended to autoists and garage
of Bangor and other nearby places to
enter the auto parade in the morning and comto the
pete for a worth while prize to be given
owner of the best decorated car.
The Winterport band, Charles R. Eaton

ment_Mrs. Harden Erskine of Montville,
who was at the hospital for several days foi
medical treatment, returned to her home Tuesday.. .A little daughter arrived to Mr. anc
Mrs. Eben F. Littlefield at the Hospital Tuesday morning_Mrs. George Harvey of Belfast was operated upon for appendicitis Tuesday and is comfortable... .Miss Hildred Whit-

owners

a home organization of which we are
justly proud, will furnish music throughout
the day. The cool river breezes and big shading elms and newly-sprinkled-free- from-dust
streets make Winterport a nice comfortable
in
place to spend the Fourth. The committee
a
charge is making every effort to have really
big celebration. And the majority of the
ciMpens are loyally supporting them.

director,

a graduate nurse, is assisting
hospital for a time....Miss Mabe
Thompson of Unity has entered the Training

ney of
at the

n/lth

tion

with
naps of a small area of country, together
explanatory and descriptive notes. The Pelobscot Bay folio has been published.
Unity had

rrri

Plans for Winterport’s Fourth of July celebraare going steadily forward. Miss Margaret
be
Foley, the noted suffragette of Boston, is to
there for the entire day. Miss Foley will speak

E. Schlachter.
sivii engineer, of Washington, D. C., is registered at the Windsor House. He is a member
[>f a large party, under the direction of Wm.H.
Griffin engaged in making a geological and topographical survey of Maine. Mr, Schlachter
is assisted by E. J. Felker of Thorndike on the
preliminary quadrangle which includes Liberty
and Belfast. The Geological Survey is making
a geological map of the United States which
is being issued in parts called folios. Each
folio includes ft topographic map and geologic
A

_C

THE FOURTH

Lewiston,

ociiuui.

New Advertisements. This is the salmoi
and Bramhall’s Market is receiving
eastern salmon direct from the fishermen sev
eral times a week. Present prices are 30 am
35 cents, dressed weight. This market has al
.1
ways on hand the choicest sea products...
com
you want to know how to beautify your
plezion you will have an opportunity durini
the week beginning July 6th, when Mrs. Netlii
Godwin, Boston’s noted beauty specialist, wil 1
be at the City Drug Store to give demonstra
tiona and free personal advice... .See notice o

season,

Winterport extends a cordial invitation to all
The town wauts a
come and enjoy the day.
crowd and is prepared for it. All who come
to

THE REASON

AT

NORTHP<j|T.

With the opening of the Northport Inn
Saturday and the landing of the steamers of
the Eastern Steamship corporation, the season
is fairly opened and every boat and train into
Belfast brings summer residents or visitors,
1
of
1496
Saving
No.
while many are arriving in their own cars.
Searsport
lose of book
The campground seems to be The Place of
bank... .If you have feet trouble you will fim 1
for already there are
l Honeymoons this season,
relief in a-pair of Ground Gripper aboea, sol
three bridal couples there. The first to arrive
G.
Ab
was J. Leonard Packard and bride of Dexter,
only at The Dinamore Store....Giles
of George
bott haa for sale fitted atove wood, buildini ; formerly Miss Smart, daughter
Smart a well-known traveling man. They are
1
of har
Sana and gravel and a small quantity
not far
shore
in the Ferguson cottage on the
wood lumber....Giles G. Abbott gives notic
from the boat landing and will remain for two
of his appointment as Milk Inspector for th 5 more weeks.
Earl Macomber, the well-known ball player
W
city of Belfast.See notice of Chaa.
from Boston
I and teacher, arrived Friday
Hayfor
claims
against
Frederick concerning
with his bride, formerly Miss Powers of
s
in
known
stockholder
Northport,
Boston. Both are well
Block....Annual meeting of the
passed several seasons here, where
of the Odd Fellows Building association at 7 havingromance
are in the Matheir
They
began.
p, m., July 1st, in Odd Fellows hall.Th
comber cottage. Mr. Macomber played ball in
Frank Davis farm in East Belfast, and th B Belfast two years ago and his work as shortremembered. He has just comDavit and Guptill cottage at Temple Height B stop is well
•
a year's teaching in Putnam, Conn.
pleted
1
J.
the
of
sale.
for
are ofiFered
Enquire
D. O Rowell and bride of Hampden also
arrived Friday and are in the Ferguson cottage
Stephenson market. High street....See aj
owned by Loren Cross, corner of George
now
pqintment of E. H. Boyington eye-sight spei and Griffin
streets.
ialisb
1

Mrs. Godwin will give free personal adviee and a few free facial massages
in your own home. Telephone us.

I

united in marriage by the Rev. Henry
W. Webb, after the Episcopal form. They
were attended by Miss Vera Lowell, sister of
State com- the bride, and Miss Esther Marks. Mr. and
jor, chairman of the Republican
nittee. At 1 30 p m there will be a rally at I Mrs, Homer have gone to Boston via autothe court house, with addresses by Governor mobile for a brief honeynoon. The best wishes

damage.

beauty of Santa Clara valley and its advantages
An interesting fact is
as a place of residence.
that a whole block of ground has been secured
for a playground, for which $16,600 is to be

HOMER-LOWELL The Congregational parson- ;
Heavy Western Corned Beef.14c lb.
a pretty
age in Bucksport was the scene of
Sugar Cured Bacon.19c
when
June
16th,
wedding, Tuesday evening,
Pork Sausage, 2 lbs for.25c
Roy Randall Homer and Miss Gladys H. Lowell Native Smoked Alewives. 2c each

:

There was a still alarm at 10.45 a. m. Sunday
for a chimney fire in the house at the corner
of Cedar and Miller streets. There was no
Fred W. Angier of San Jose. Calif., who retains an active interest in Balfast, his native
place and former home, has sent us a copy of
the “Booster’s Edition” of the San Jose High
School Herald, the largest High school weekly
in the United States. Under the title is an
outline cut of the school building, a handsome
structure, with two towers on the center section, which is flanked by wings. The Herald
gives a history of the school, tells of its activities in various directions, and also of the

PERRY’S

Attention. Republicans! Republican club
ooms will be opened in the store on Main
treat recently occupied by L. T. Shales & Son,
Tuesday, June 30th. At 10 a. m., on that day
he county and town committees will meet at
he club rooms for a party conference and will
j >e addressed by Hon. F. H. Parkhurst of Ban-

|

I—to
|

and

[o

Holdej*

Boston’s Noted Beauty Specialist.

I]

to

at the

for

Don’t Fail to Talk with Mrs. Nellie Godwin,

Carle & Jones,

a

registered at the Windsor
the trip here in a
party of thirteen, who made
came to hold
Kealey
Father
auto.
Stanley
to
Francis church, and to add
services at St
here brought his
his
of
people
the pleasure
from Waterville. who
regular double quartette
program. The
musical
rendered a delightful

I I

Thursday, Friday

Miss Russell, a returned missionary from
Japan, will give an ad dress in the M. E. Church
Monday evening, June 29th, at 8 o'clock. There
Miss Russell is speakwill be no collection
ing in Maine under the direction of Mrs. H. A.
Dunton of Rockland, Conference Secretary of
the Woman's

Hi

III TT

W

Through the generosity of public-spirited
business men and others sufficient money has
|been raised by subscription to arrange for a
,series of band concerts
during^the summer by
,the Belfast Band. The first will be given to,morrow, Friday, night on the stand on the
,school common.

and E W, Smith of Wenatchee, Washington,
June
which took place in Seattle, Washington.
are on their way
11th. Mr. and Mrs. Smith
where they
to Temple Heights. Northport.
be at home in
will spend the summer, and will
after November 1st.
Wenatchee, Washington,

A

a

No Need

!

Come and be Welcome.

BELFAST, MAINE,

,shall

in the wedBelfast friends will be interested
of this city
of Mrs. Elisabeth J. Benson

f

|
“Home of Good Values” |

i

At the regular meeting of Thomas H. MarCircle, Ladies of the G. A. R Tuesday
(afternoon the delegates
gave interesting reports of the State encampment in Iiewiston.

Straw Hat

THAYER,

I

If you’re going away this summer and want to take your Edison,
let us box i t properly for you.

Ilf

Mrs. Thomas D. Barr entertained Mrs. Gao
iW. Bartlett, Mrs. J. S.
Stephenson and Miss
*
Susan Cunningham at the Flanders cottage,
Little River, last Tuesday.

delegation

The

/g =

decide.

Edison Phono Distributors

[A

appear regularly.

the

Bangor.

for you.
If you find in the June list something that strikes your fancy, mention it and let us play it for you.
you are in doubt what new
records to consider, let us help you

K

sister of Mrs. T.

were

If there is any record you would
like to hear before deciding to purchase it, come in and let us play it

i'hoiic'(rsph.

It contains the medicinal rats of pore
cod liver oil and science proves that they
furnish twice as much energy as other
foods—then too, it creates pure blood,
rheumasharpens the appetite, relieves
tisrn, strengthens the body and alleviates
the ailments due to declining years.
Scott's is free from wines, alcohol or
harmful drugs. Beware of substitutes.

The Journal starts a now feature this week,
|illustrated “News Snapshots of the Week," to

Opera House Sold. In resp
BUY YOUR
for
for sealed proposals
advertisement
West Belfast. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simadand
of -Hayford Block”
dall, who were recently married, are occupyto the purchase
mons and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Elms motored
of Belreal estate, devised to the City
ing the John Cuzner house on Grove street.
of. and be sure to have your work done by
joining
UnderAnnabelle
Mrs.
Monday....
Rockland
for the purfast by Lena Peirce Frederick
i
from
LewisJune
a
At
home
night
22nd,
Monday
meeting Monday evening,
wood returned
two
Phoenix Row.
W. M.
I
of building a public school house,
of the Waldo County Agricultural Association
ton_Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Taber of Boston pose
I bids were received, one for $21,151 and the
visited
it was voted to waive the right of redemption
and Mrs. Callie Howard of Rockland
The latter, submitted’ by
other for 20,250.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Miller last Thursday and
transfer of of the mortgage held by the Waldo Trust Co.,
was accepted and the
Wilson
Ellis,
WEDDING BELLS.
in November. The Belfast Board cf
Friday... .Ralph Hayford arrived Saturday
1st. Mr. Ellis maturing
the property will be mode July
the
he
attended
the
where
take
over
Trade
either
to
from
mortgage
Boston,
expect
morning
of J.
Bartlett-Chase. A pretty wedding took
!
a local syndicate composed
wedding of his brother Harold Hayford and represented I. L. Perry. W. A. Mason and C. N. and have an old time successful 25 cent fair place at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Chase
C Durham,
or
effect
to
Waterwent
and
trot
under
their
horse
auspices
Sarah Cribb_Sabra Dyer
in Dixm«nt at nnon.Jtinr- 10th,when their eldest
make improvements
Black, who will no doubt
the
a reorganization of the association with
ville Monday_Mr. and Mrs. Leslie F. Simpa
daughter, Laura A., wa9 united in marriage to
The amount received will be
the
on
property.
son went to Monroe last Sunday to visit theii
to same end in view.
Henry Roy Bartlett of Newburgh. The cereto building the Pierce schoolhouse,
d.voted
daughter, Mrs. Herbert Cooper....Our R. F. be
At a meeting of the Improvement Society mony was performed under an arch of green
but the looccupied by the North Primary,
D. carrier, Herbert Seekins, is having a two
evening, June 22nd, at the office of and white by Rev. David Brackett of Belfast,
to be decided upon.
londay
nlans
are
yet
and
cation
weeks’ vacation.
unton & Morse, the treasurer’s report was who used the double ring service. The bride
?ad and accepted. It was voted to expend was gowned in white satin messaline with an
SAD IRON
LOO on the park in addition to the $200 appro- over dress of brussels net embroidered in cryshas a hood which bottles up the
bated by the city. The following committee tal beads. She carried lilies of the valley. May j
heat
keeps t le handle cool.
as appointed to confer with the park comChase, sister of the bride, acted as bridesmaid, j
Radiation from t le top of the iron
lissioner in regard to the expenditure of this She wore pink brocaded silk. Jamas White j
is completely checked.
mount: Charles R. Coombs, Ralph H. Howes, was best man. The wedding march was playThe iron stays hot a long time.
About 35 guests
lev. H. S. Pearl, Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore and Mrs. ed by Miss Gertrude White.
You don’t have to carry an Aswere present. Among them were Mr. and Mrs.
iarry W. Clark.
bestos Sad Iron to and from
Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
the stove so often. The AsbesThere was a hearing at the court house W. M. Prilay of Pittsfield,
and childtos is designed for the comfort
une 19i.h, by the
legislative committee on Chase and Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Chase
of Winterof the woman who irons.
?
of Senators Herbert S. ren of Hampden; Mrs. Ida Colson
how are you
, alaries, consisting
We are
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bartlett, parents of the
ying of Franklin county, Senator Charles M. port,
and
groom; M. Bartlett, brother of the groom,
( lonant of Waldo and representatives L. M.
You can do better if you deal with
Mrs. Charles Bartlett and family. At ;
and
Mr.
A.
Putnam
Aaron
South
Portland,
anborn of
the conclusion of the cerenony refreshments
f Houlton and William H. Mitchell of NewBELFAST, MAINE.
and after receiving congratulaort. A number of county officials appeared were served,
in their
started
the
pair
tions
newly-wedded
nd suggested a few minor changes, such as
auto for a trip through Aroostook county and
or loo
loo
or
ncrease in clerk hire, but no general increase
ill
No
over the border into Canada.
ras asked for.
the

The signers
The Belfast Masonic
for a Masonic club met at Masonic Temple
Wednesday evening and organized. It was
voted that the name of the club shall be the

We want you to call and be
welcome. We want you to feel that here is a mecca
tor Edison enthusiasts.

in o.r

a

cottage
George Dodworth,
the North Shore, but who is traveling abroad
for the summer with Mr. Dodworth and their
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Pierre
Tartone. The three Roberts brothers of Reading, Mass., may arrive before this item appears
inVrint. G. A. Kinley of Salem, Mass., h s
rented and will occupy the Brooks cottage ftr

Club.

to you is most cordial.

i. y

Mrs Dawes is

season.

who also has

OUR INVITATION

‘^loun

was

The North Shore. The cottages on the
North Shore, Northport, are nearly all occupied. Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Kotman have been
at their handsome new cottage for some time.
Dr. and Mrs. G. P. Lombard moved down to
Birchwood last week. Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Dawes of new York are at their cottage for

as

...

according

j

public.

low

a hearing before Judge Knowlton
The opening dance at the Temple Heights
n.cipal Court last Friday in regard pavillion last Saturday evening drew a good
,r
recently seized at Winterport by crowd and these popular parties will be coniff Frank A. Littlefield of Monroe. tinued each Saturday evening during the sumMusic by McKeen’s Orchestra of
:,:;.munt appeared and the liquor was mer season.
this city.
er to the sheriff to be disposed of
.t.

_,

;

j

in

iianey has closed bis grocery store
tiouse block and with Mrs. Haney
Bayside for the summer, hoping
v'.ili prove beneficial to both who
!iealth. Mr. Haney will conduct a

!

:

__

the summer.

r,

j

^

invented, there

was

wasn’t much you could do
for relief except to sit down.
! Ground Grippers not only
relieve, but they correct,
and correction is what you
are alter. They cure fallen
arches (without plates), also
out-growing joints and other
foot ailments.

South
i|ayes and Will Shorey
doing surveying for the State road,
lends of Mr. Hayes will be glad to
lias sufficiently recovered from
venous illness to engage in this
are

;

v

shoe

berries.

.client

HEALTH PAST FIFTY

Careful diet U of utmost Importance to
men and women past fifty yeara of are;
It keeps up their strength, and the mlfood In Scott’s Emulsion is a nourishing
food, a curative medicine and a sustaining
tonic to regulate the functions.

have
Jones & Snow, the new plumbers,
The Unitarian society held a meeting June
store and will move in
the
Goldberg
engaged
if
any, should be
18th to consider what action,
move out,
as soon as the present occupants,
taken on the propoeition to close Spring street
month. The front
next
which
be
will
early
between Court and Church streets to enlarge
a sales and display
room will be fitted up for
the school grounds. The church grounds adfor a work shop.
street. No objection room and the back room
Advertised Letters. The following letters
of
Spring
this
part
join
Mr. and Mrs. ,remai led uncalled for in the Belfast postoffice
and as none was
was made at the meeting,
John and Tolford. sons of
S. Parker, son ,for the week ending June 23d. Ladies—Mrs
made at a hearing called by the city officials James C. Durham, and Carroll
will leave the W. S. Hatch, Mrs. Geo. O. Scott. Gentlemen—
the plan for closing the street, except to foot of Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Parker,
summer achool in ]Lewie Gray, John E. Hart, Forest Hill, Geo.
first of July to atteni the
travel, will no doubt be carried out.
of Frank B. Con M.
]
Mansell, Charles Murray, Joseph Rollins,
A large crowd attended the opening of the Smithfield under the direction
Walter Royce.
in
Camden
rooms
last
tea
don,
House
Ocean
Monday
have been made of
The Belfast Free Library has been presented
evening. Music was furnished by the Camden
Special excursion rates
from this city to by
|
James Clarke White,M. D.,of Boston with a
The
much
rooms
are
enjoyed.
band, which was
one dollar for the round trip
of the Odd Fel- copy of bis recently published book, “Sketches
admirably situated on the site of the old Unity and return on the date
A special car from My Life, 1883-1918." Dr. White is a
Ocean House, and under the efficient manage- lows’ Fourth of July field day.
train from native
of Belfast and his book, of which the
,
ment of Mrs, Wadsworth will no doubt prove will be on the morning and evening
that a large Journal will speak more folly later, will be of
motorists
and
the
with
is
It
expected
general
to
this
and
city.
very popular
interest to many of our readers.
I
great
The building of the attractive bungawill go up from Belfast.

Northport Monday for
job on a new cottage being
h If ago man.—Bath Independent.

u .ran

J 'tio

The first hand organ of the season was hoard
the atreeta yesterday. A monkey was in
evidence also.
on

P. White.

Coal Co.,
77 of the Lehigh Valley
is discharging 960 tons of
Fuel & Hay Co.

the

last

living

BarR ctiardson,

Jto

reported ripe

will hold an ice
The Society of Equal Rights
F. Creasey’s, Citypoint,
cream social at John
Saturday evening, June 27th.
B. H. S. ’14. will be
Mias Arline A. W«dlin,
summer of Misa Ella
the assistant during the
in the Waldo Telephone
J Smalley, bookkeeper
office.
Dinsmore expect to
Mr. and Mrs. Irving T.
on Congress street toreturn to their home
barn, which was burned
morrow, Friday. The
rebuilt with many imApril 17th, has been
the fire they have been
provements. Since
with Mrs. Dinsmore’s aunt, Miss Hattie

that aching com or bunion?
Positive agony and until
the famous

Paul and guests of Rockport
at the Tea Room Tuesday.
Hospital Aid will meet with

\tcKeen next Monday afternoon.
is indebted to Senator Burleigh
and useful public docu-

6

“rS

a

L

|j9X*vl1

Wild Strawberries were
week and very abundant.

2fid^To elect Direct- rs.
3rd—To afit on any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
W. H, QUIMBY, Clerk.
3w24

Belfast Coliseum Company.
THE ANNUAL MEETING
Of sai: company will be held at the company's
office, 49 Main Street, on Monday, the 6th day
ot July, at 2 o'clock p. m.f to transact any
business that may legally come before said
N. F. HOUSTON, Clerk.
meeting.
Sealed proposals for the immediate replacing
of the gravel roofing on the eastern side of the
roof from Main street fronts back one-half (1-2)
No proposals will
the length of the building.
be considered except for a first-class job for a
and
no
extras, completely finished
lump sum,
and cleaned up without injury to the building
All without any
or danger to passers-by.
special supervision by the owners or occupants
of the building, and will be paid for within two
days of receipt of bill by the company’s treasurer. Proposals will be dropped into the letter
box on street door of No. 49 Main Street, until
Monday, the 29th day of June, inst.
Belfast, June 16, 1914.-2w25

TEA ROOM OPEN
UNDER THE
MANAGEMENT OF

Mrs. ADA L. WILDES
AND

Mrs. c. e. McIntyre
Open from 1C

a.

m, to 6 p. m.

Sunday, 12 to 6 p.

m.

Orders taken for local 1 arti-rs at any hour.

parties a specialty.
AT THE WOMAN’S CLUB

Auto

ROOM,

The Kettle Sign, Church Street, opposite th»
24
Court House.

MARRIED IN HASTE.

LAMSONSHUBBAED
StrawHats

“Get up; John’s terribly ill. You must |
go for a doctor.
I heard the words as spoken from a
hau
distance or while in a dream, for I
but a
been working night and day with
exfew hours sleep each night and was
hausted. Then I felt a violent shaking
which caused me 10 open my eyes. Alter
much repetition I was made to underatand that I was to go at once for a doctor. I managed to get into my clothes,
told that the residence of the

FOR SALE BY

DwigtitP.Palmer,

and, being
physician was

I

28 Hawthorne street, one
of a row of stone front dwellings, ,1
sallied forth.
On reaching the block I found, the
numbers were all in the vestibules where
I finally
no light shone upon them.
found a number that appeared to be 28,
tut I could not be sure. I failed to see
the doctor’s sign, but the darkness of
I
the street would account for that,
came to
rang the bell and a colored girl
at
was
doctor
the door. I asked if the
She said he was not; he had gone
home.

1

“Non3ense!”
I saw that she

Her
was pleased.
had lost her by a want of pluck: I
letermined to win her by braggadocio.
•‘Perhaps you think vour intended busI’m ready to
iand will fight for you.
lie rather than to give you up to him.
“Oh no. he wouldn’t fight on any ac:ount. But father! You’ll find him terHe’ll grind you to powder.’’
rible.
“I will have every drop ot blood in his
over

person who was at the point
1 asked when he might be ex
home, to which she replied that
I concluded nody.”
e might come any minute.
“If Billy had only talked, or, rather
to wait awhile and, going inside, sat ;
down on a sofa in a far corner of the acted that way” she said saaiy.
hall
the
There was a light in
“What put it into your head that you
room.
which was turned low, the only light on wanted this this so called marriage to
In a few minutes I was stand?”
the main floor.
sound asleep. Again I heard a voice, j
“On seeing you 1 swore that you
this time a woman’s, trying to awaken should remain my wife.”
a
me.
“Why, it was only by the light of
We haven t a moment to | match.”
“Wake up!
Father will be here in a few min“It was enough.
lose.
“And vou’re going,” she said after a
;
utes, and it will be too late.”
A
soft
for an
I roused myself and stood up.
pause, “to fight my application
hand took mine, and, only partly awake, ; annulment?”
I heard a man’s voice mumbling some“Yes, and I’ll fight every one who
thing. There was no light in the hall or presumes to help you.”
“But you certainly don’t want awite
in the room I was in, though figures
could be discerned from what light came whom you haven’t seen hut once—”
“Twice.”
from the street. The mumbling ended
Then
“Between whom and you there has
with the words “man and wife.”
the soft voice said:
been no courtship, no love passages, one
“Come quick.”
whom you don’t know anything about. I
1 wao leu uui ui tuc
may be a Jezebel.
“And I may be an ogre.”
still holding mine, and found a carriage
“One thing I insist upon.”
waiting at the door. The figure that led
“You insist upon! What right have
me got into it and shut the door.
“Remember,” she said, “tomorrow at

out to see
of death.

a

Sected

—

«**-

--

you—”

four.”

this time I was sufficiently awake
to realize that something of considerable
importance was at hard. I thrust my
hand into my pocket where I carried a
box of matches, drew it forth, struck a
light and revealed the astonished face of
about twenty years of
a

By

“A husband’s

right.”
“Well, I declare!”

“I don’t wish you to see again the
you were to have married.”
‘.•You don’t eh? Well, yotf»may com-

man

mon/!

mo

in that

for I don’t wish to see

The Signature of

1^:

BELFAST, MAINE

^

For Your Baby,
is the

.=a

castoria

•

The graduation exercises of the East
Maine Conference Seminary were held
n
the M. E. church Wednesday foreThe program was as
men, June 17th.

prepared by him for over 30 year
Sold only in one size bottle, never in bu!|<

’ollows:

chorus,
Invocation,
Processional,
^hen the Roses Bloom Again. Adams;
lalutatory address, Music and Morals,
Lewis C. Pendleton; quartet, Welcome
Pretty Primrose, Pinsecti, Miss Leach,
Miss Clay, Mr. Pendleton and Mr. Brown;

recessional.

The singing of the class ode was one
}f the best numbers of the morning,
l'he ode was written by Miss Pearl Fol30m Clay and was sung to the air of The
Lord is my Shepherd, and was as fol-

you
her

will teach mathematics and be physical
director in charge of athletics.
John Wells, Colby College and CarneI hope she’ll have lots of
gie Institute, will be head of the departtrouble doing it.”
ment of science.
“Why?”
Helen E. Patch of Bangor, Mount Hol“I'm satisfied.”
yoke, T4, will teach languages and be
“Oh, go to bed!”
The next day I went to see the clergy- athletic instructor for the girls.
Miss Celia Smith of Bucksport, E. M.
man who had married me, and he apgradpointed a meeting between me and my C. S., New England Conservatory
wife to take place in the room where we uate, will have charge of the department
were married, the next day.
When we of music and eloctuion.
Miss Mildred H. Horne, Boston Unicame together I found her very angry.
versity and Boston school of domestic
“This is simply ridiculous,” she said.
science, will head the department of
“My dear, I couldn’t help it.”
"My dear!” she repeated, sniffing the household arts and matron of Spofford
hall.
air scornfully.
Bernhard E. Robertson was re-elected
“What was the matter with—with
head of the agricultural department, and
your other husband?”
“Mtr nfhur hnahanrl !
TFn vr»n falro mo
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Kinney of Caribou
will return in charge of the steward’s
for a bigamist?”
“Well, the man you were to have mar- department.
The trustees transacted the usual rouried instead of me.”
‘‘Don’t call him a man; he hadn’t the tine business and authorized some needHe was ed miner repairs.
courage for such an affair.
afraid of father and showed the white
feather at the critical moment. But you
will help me, of course, to annul this

■lover.”
“I do.

to

rightful

be true.

The seniors of 1914 ail loyal will stand,
As long as our members are found in this land;
Respect and due honor from all we’ll demand
For we’ll ne’er forget thee, dear E. M. C. S
No never forget thee dear E. M. C. S.
To forest and parkway, to brooklet and rill,
Which form the surroundings of our old Oak

don’t

You

that you have any idea of
the matter stand aB it is?”

mean

letting
“Why not?”

"For the land’s sake! Why. this is
the first time we have ever met.”
“Except on the nightof our wedding.”
“Wedding! Do you call that a real
wedding. Why, it wouldn’t stand in law.

That is,

of us

so my lawyer says, though one
might make the other a lot of

trouble.”
“Did he say that?!’
"Y-e-s, I believe he said something
like it.”
“Well, I’m going to make the trouble.
won’t give you up.”

The large lot at the corner of High and
Pearl streets. This lot is fully graded, has a
completed and cemented cellar and with foundation ready to place timber upon. The cellar
contains the piping and plumbing, connections
for a two family house and all is connected
with the sewer. No better location for residence or apartment house now available in
For information
Belfast. Price reasonable.
E> R. PIERCE,
apply to
Tel. 110
8
Church
Street.
No.
8tf

Beltast

Savings Bank.

Notice is hereby given that ^Savings Bank
Book No. 13,128, issued by this Dank, baa been
lost and application has been made for a duplicate book according to laws regulating iaauing
new booka.
WILMER J. DORMAN, Treaaurer.
Belfast, June 6,1814—8w24

Sc

Friday.

Charles Wellington and wife of Unity
guests at the home of E. B. Carleton and wife Sunday.
Miss Louie Reynolds, who had employment with Mrs. Josie Rhoades, returned to her home in Unity Tuesday.
Mrs. Fannie Batchelder returned home
Monday from Stockton Springs, where

were

day clothes, whiter than the driver
snows.
O, she rinsed and wrung anc
rubbed, where the heaps of clothes weri
tubbed, till her back was warped wit!
pain and an ache was in her brain; in th<
steam and suds she toiled, and her handi
and arms were boiled, and the work
seemed shorn of hope, for her hair was
full of soap.
When the husband came at noon, keer
to ply the fork and spoon, keen to wiek
the carving knife, he would grumble a
his wife, for no banquet had been spread
and he had to eat dry bread, with per
chance a slice of beef; and he loudij
voiced his grief. He rebuked that house
hold plan which would force- a hungri
man to consume such victuals stale ai
they serve to men in jail. And the chil
dren raised complaint; hunger made then I
sick and faint, and they sighed, witl !
broken hearts, that there were no pie;
or tarts.
So the housewife toiled and wrought
in the water, bubbling hot; toiled away
distressed and weak, in the steam cloud;
and the reek, till the long, dark day wa:
done, and her hour of rest was won
When she went to her repose, she couli
taste the steaming clothes; in her dream
she tried to cope with the wash tubs am
the soap. This was wash day in the tim
oft embalmed in poet’s rhyme; in th

1

she was taken suddenly ill while
her daughter, Mrs. Perly Gray.

visiting

Mrs. John L. Bagley, who was called
to Stockton Springs by the illness of her
mother, returned Monday with W. L.
1
who went after them .with his auto.

Gray,

j

Albion Gerry, who is

in very poor
health at present, had the misfortune to
i fall and coming in contact with the stove
j burned his arm quite badly, Monday.
Dr. Truworthy ot Unity has been in ati

tendance.

s

A healthy man is a king in his own right;
unhealthy man an unhappy slave. For imuse Burdock
pure hlood and sluggish liver,
an

|

i Blood Billers.

j

Or, the

market 35 years.

$1.00

bottle.

For electric currents tur;
that churn soap an
and th
water through the clothes,
wringer gayly goes; and the housewive
sit and read helpful books like "Kim” o
“Queed,” while the cranks and cog
wheels buzz, doing work no giant does
And the husbands get their meals whe; 1
the clock the noon hour peals, and th
children, bless their hearts ! do not pin
away for tarts; and at eve unwearie i
dames come forth ready for some game 3
of lawn tennis or croquet —washing don
and put away !—Judge.
a

crime.

cunning little wheels

Dr.W.C. LIBBEY

i

93 MAIN STREET,

1

i

Bargain” f
Fashion Authority of more than 1,200,000 women, we are able to ofter you the
following extraordinary limited bargain;

Republican Journal (weekly) one year
McCall’s Magazine (monthly) one year
The

^

^
Y
Y
Y

Y

Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE

a

All for

only $2.10

e

The Republican Journal needs no introduction. It is a clean, wholesome, up-to-

▲

kind that you

^

A

newspaper—the

the-minute

welcome in your home.
McCall’s Magazine is without a

▲

^
superior ^
as a guide in correct dress and household
^
matters and is already known to many of
^
our readers.
Size 8x11 in.—84 to 136
^
pages monthly. Every number contains
^
over

50 advance designs of McCall Pat-

terns—celebrated for style, fit,

simplicity

andeconomy—besides entertaining stories,
money-saving and labor-saving ideas on
Dress, Housekeeping, Cooking, etc., end

helpful

information on

Fancy-Work,

Eti-

quette. Beauty, Children, Health, etc., for
all home-loving women. For style, for
ideas,for pleasure,for profit—read McCall’s
CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
The

Republican Journal,

Belfast, Maine*
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $2.10 fjo
whicn please send McCall's Magazine
and The Republican Journal, each one
full year

1

a

Probate Court, held at Belfast,

w

for.tlie Countv of Waldo, on the s*day of June. A. li. 1914.
certain
instrumeut, purporting

PROBATE NOTICES.

A

Iasi will and testament of John
! late of Prospect, in said County ot \\
beeu presented for pro;.
Ordered,'1 hat notice be given to a.
interested by causing a copy of lids oi.
! published three weeks successively .i.
publican Journal, published at Bella."!
may appear ai a Probate <*urt,to be h
1
fast, within and for said County, on
Tuesday of July next, at ten of
before noon, and snow cause li any
why the same should not be proved,
i and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY..h
I
A true copy. Attest:
1
Arthur \Y. Leonard r

j ceased, having

within and
9th day of

At a Probate Court held at Be Hast,
for the County of \\ aldo, on the
June, A. D 1914.
a. coombs Of Belfast, administratrix
on the estate of Charles W. Coombs, late
of Belfast, in said Couutv of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition praying that the
Judge of Probate may determine who are entitled to said estate and their respective shares
the rein according to law.
Oidered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Heliast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the I4tb day of July, A. 1).
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JaMEs LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

!

MARY

}

117 A EDO SS.—-in court

Probate,

<»t

W fast, on the 9th day of June, 1914
Morse, executor of the last will ot
Webster, latent Belfast, In said Count}
; ed, having presented his tii-d and tii. w
! of administration of said estate for a
Ordered, That notice thereof be gi
weeks successively, in The Kepublb-.u
a newspaper published in Belfast, in

At a IT* bate Court held at Brifast. within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
June, A. 1). 1914.
M. KIMBALL of Frankfort.guardian
of Etta S. Kimball of Jackson, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying for a license to sell and convey
certain real estate described in sod petition at.
public or pnvaie sale lor the benefit of said
w rd.
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tlnordcr to be published three weeks successively
in Tiie Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast. that they may appear at a Proel'ast, uithiu and for
bate Court, to be held ai
said County, on the I4tli d iv of July, V. I)
before
noon, and show.
clock
ol
the
at
ten
1914,
cause.it any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \N Leonard. Register.

1

DANIEL

that all persons interested may atlei
bate Court, to be he'd at Belfast, on t
ot July next, and slow cause, n
have, why the said account should not
JAMES LIBBY.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \N. Leonard, l

Curtis B. Mitchell and
of the last
ol Unity, in
said County of Wulc.o, dec* ased, having presented a petition praying that they nay be appointed trustees of said estate for the use and
benefit of Mary J\ Mitchell and that letters of
trust issue to them according to law.

tFALDu SS.— In ( ourt of Probate
VV fast, on the 9ih day ot June i'
Haley, executor oi the last will
Haley, late 11 Prospect, in said <
ceased, having presented Ins first a
count ot administration of said est u

Ordered,That the s id petitioner sgive notice to
all pei sons interested by causing a (ropy of this
order to be published llnee weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and tor
saiil County, on the 14t!i day of July, a. I).
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioners should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

Ordered, That notiee theieol
weeks successively in The liepublinewspaper published m Belfast, in
that all persons interested may attei
hate Court, to be helu at Belfast, "i;
of July next, and show cause,
have, w hy tile said account shornlowed.
JAMES LI BUY
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard.

u ut

wpj

L

anee.

a

■

Register.

VI.T A LDO SS.—in Court ot Probate.
VV
last, on the 9th day of June. 1
eriek L. Palmer, administrator on r
Dennis Moody, late ot Monroe, in
deceased, having presented Ins lit"
account of administration of said
lowance.

Probate Court, held at Belfast, witnin and
for the County of Waldo, on the 9th day of
June, a. D. 1914.
P. MITCHEI L, Curtis B. Mitchell and
Alice Vein Sawyer, executors of the last
will of Curtis E. Mitchell, late of Unity, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praving that the actual market value of
the properly of said estate, subject to an in
heritance tax in the State ot Maine, the person',
interested in the succession thereto, and the
amount of the tax thereon, may be determined
by the Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner sgive notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to he published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Beltast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami tor said
County, on the 14th day of Julj, a. I). 1914.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show,
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
James LIBBY, .Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w Leonard, Register.

LUCY

A

P

At

Ala

By special arrangement with the publishers of McCall’s Magazine, the recognized

*

A

Arthur W. Leonard.

BELFAST, MAINI

!

A certain instrument, purporting t<>
will and testament of Frank 1
late of Searsport, in said County of v.
ceased, having been presented for proln
Ordered, That notice be given to all p
terested by causing a copy of this
published three weeks successively
publican Journal, published at Belfast,
may appear at a Probate Court, to
Bellast, within and for said County.
t
ond Tuesday of July next, at
clock before noon, and show cause, i!
have, why the same should liol be
proved and allowed.
JAiYKS LIBBY
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur w. Leonard. I;

A

BRIGHT young woman, nineteen years or
over, who has the ambition to become
» teacher ot Commercial branches in a High
School at a good salary, should address “PRIVATE SECRETARY, Washington St., Dover,
4w23
N. H.”

n

j

lk

v

P.

j

IT

At a I’robate Couit held at Belfast,
for the * ottnty of V aldo, on the s
dav of June, a. 1). 11)14.

hand

A

Our “Home= Readers’
MISS

*i-

MITCHELL,
Alice Vein Sawyer, executors
rUCY
will of Curl is E Mitchell, late

i

DENTIST,

co n

In court oi Probate,
IT’ALDO
VV fast, on the 9th day of June.
E. .Smalt, administrator on the a
F. F»>y< late of Palenuu, in said <
ceased, having presented Ins th-t
count ot adnnnistii.tion ot said
lowance.
Ordered. That notice thercf he
|
Weeks successivei> in The Ivepuhha m-wspaper published in BeltaM,
; ty, thai an persons ini* n "ted n.a>
I’Vobate Cnuit, to be helu at Belfast,
of July
next, and show ea; day
: they have, why the said account >1.
I allowed.
JAMES LIBBY
At a Probate court held at Belfast, within and
A true copy. Attest:
fer the County of Waldo, on the 9th nay of
lAirrHUH Y\ 1 EONAIB 1
1914.
June, a. 1>.

j

olden, golden days, shining through
mystic haze.
In this unromantic time wash day isn’

such

Pr

<•

Troy.
Mrs. James Bither of Unity visited at
the home of her parents, George Fernald,
and wife

Company,

good* of every deFurniscription.
ture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furnitiiP
a specialty. If voi
have anything t<
sell drop me >
no«»a
card and von will receive » prompt call.
*
WAI.TKIUI. ak-mbs.
Corner Cross and bcderal sir is. Belfast,

Mrs. Louisa Bennett is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Henry Prentiss at East

O’er the washboard then she bent, as
the long hours slowly went; ana sh«
rubbed and rinsed and wrung, till upor
the line were hung all the children’s Sun

FOR SALE

marriage.
“No, I won’t”

“What do you mean?”
“I’m satisfied.”
“Satisfied? Well, I like that.

olden, golden days which the
bards and dreamers praise, Monday wa;
a day of dread, and the housewife lefl
her bed long before the break of dawn
then she "put the boiler on,” carriec
water by the ton, and the day’s work
was begun.

—

^

at

NORTH TROY.

|

In those

true.

DON’T

Eunice oi Horticulture

aDove snows tne nuge

WASH DAY THEN AND NOW.

lows:
Our dear E. M. S. C. we grieve to depart,
5four frolic and labor hold place in our hearts;
May we e’er support thee, eacii doing his part.
Proclaim all thy virtues, thy standards hold

£

photograpn

the Panama-Pacific International Exposition at San Francisco
The building will be constructed almost entirely of
in 1915.
glass. The huge dome will be 186 feet in height and 152 feet
In diameter.
At night colored searchlights placed within the building
will play upon the inside of the dome, giving it the appearance of a
magnificent soap bubble, iridescent with all the colors of the rainbow.
The building will cover five acres.

vuluptas est, Lenora P. Hodgdon;
thorus, Katy-sis; presentation of prizes
»nd diplomas; the class ode benediction:

\

The Centaur

TURE AT WORLD’S GREATEST EXPOSITION.
1IE

protect the

otherwise; to

babies.

COLOSSAL GLASS DOME FOR PALACE OF HORTICUL-

pse

ever

or

Copyright, 1914, by Panama-Pacific International Exposition Co.

rhe Problem of Rural Betterment: (a)
rhe Effect of Mechanical Inventions,
Ydrial F. Barnard; (b) The New Agrimiture, Earl G. I. Smith; (c) The School
:he Social Center, Evelyn 1. Nichols; (d)
rhe Possibilities of the Church, Estelle
vl. Bradeen; quartet, Don’t You Mind
the Sorrows; valedictory essay, Labor

Our dear Alma Mater, we’ll

that you have the

GENUINE

JRADUATION AT BUCKSPORT SEMINARY.

Hill;
“That’s lucky. We shall not have to To all that has made with much joy our hearts
girl apparently
is
age.
fill.
quarrel about it; but, Beriously, there at
To teachers and schoolmates we bid our adieu.
a saying, ‘Act in haste and repent
“Oh, heavens!” she exclaimed.
A clatter of wheels was heard coming leisure.' Now, suppose we both drop To all dear around us we now say adieu.
it
I
think
the matter for the present.
rapidly.
“Drive on.”
likely that some legal action Bhould be AMERICAN CARRYING TRADE AT
his
horses
be
to
effected,
The coachman whipped up
taken if a separation is
LOW EBB.
and in another moment my unintentional and it will require time to determine
Meanwhile
be.
should
action
whirled
was
bride
what that
away.
We have some trade with the growing
Her carriage had scarcely turned a I ask the same privileges as the man
markets of the world, but our goods are
corner where its rattle was not so dis- you were to have married and no more. I
carried by our trade rivals. This was
tinctly heaid when another came tearing would like to call upon you.”
One hundred years ago
so.
down the street and stopped before the
I could see that this view of the case not always
sea foreign
doctor’s door. I moved away a few was a relief to her. She granted me the there was engaged in deep
trade under our flag a total of 981,019
and
permission 1 desired, and when we sepapaces where I would not be seen
than we have today; one
awaited further developments.
rated by a few grotesque remarks on the tonnage, more
hundred years ago we carried in AmeriA man iurnped out of the carriage, situation I got her to laughing.
90 per cent of our trade. In
ran up the Bteps of the doctor’s residence
It turned out that so far as her intend- can Bhips
Some one ed marriage was concerned the episode 1861, the highest point we ever reached
and pulled the bell furiously.
in deep-sea tonnage, the total number of
came to the door, and I heard questions with me that prevented it was a godwe carried 65 per
and answers, but not with sufficient dis- send. The man was worthless, and her tons was 2,496,894, and
in ships of
When he discovered my cent of our own trade. In 1909,
tinctness to make out their purport. father knew it.
steam vessels,
Then the man ran down the steps, got accidental part and how it had saved his ail kinds—sailing vessels,
and vessels of small size up to t he largest
into the carriage and was driven away. daughter from a mesalliance he became
of 940,a
Notwithstanding the seriousness of very friendly with me. He had a keen size—all toid, we had tonnage
less than 10 per
the situation, there was something ludi- sense of humor, which I fed. The result 068, and were carrying
less
than
were
There
While John was suffer- was that he took a fancy to me, took me cent of our trade.
crous about it.
seven first-class steamers on the Atlantic
ing for the want of a doctor and might into his business, and I eventually beto European ports; no steamers
have died for all I knew, instead of get- came his son-in-law both in fact as well plying
plying between South American ports
ting him one I had got married. Could as in law.
and our own ports under the American
anything be more ridiculous? The curiosflag, save four on the Red D. Line tc
ity that had led me to flash a match in
THE E. M. C. SEMINARY.
she was like
ports in the Caribbean Sea. There
my wife’s face to see what
were six on the Pacific Ocean engaged in
prompted me to investigate further. I
of
t.ift
the business of this country; we are almounted the Bteps of the doctor’s house Annual Meeting of the Trustees,
almost eliminated from the greal
and rang the bell.
$6,000 Received. New Principal and ready
struggle of the ocean-carrying trade.
A man in clerical dress answered the
Elected.
Faculty
To be sure, we have a coastwise tonnage,
He seemed very much dissummons.
turbed and in an irritated voice said:
BuckspciRT, Me., June 17. At the an- the largest of ary coastwise tonnage ir
the world, amounting to 6,371,862 tons;
“Well, sir?”
nual meeting of the trustees of the East
but this is Btrictly coastwise and cannot
“Does Dr. Brainard live here?”
a
Tuesday
Conference
Seminary
Maine
be considered as affecting this question,
“No, sir. Dr. Brainard lives next
Levi
of
estate
the
from
of
for this trade we protect by laws forbid$6,000
gift
door, No. 28. This is 26.”
ding foreign vessels to engage in it. The
I went home. My mother was the Stewart of Chicago through Hon. D.D.
rivals
only one in the house still up. She was Stewart of St. Albans is to be added to tonnage among our foreign trade
the endowment fund; also a legacy of wras distributed as follows:
waiting for me.
18,709,527
“Where have you been all the time?” $2,000 from the estate of Mrs. Thissel of i British.
German. 4,202,553
East Corinth.
she asked impatiently.
A new principal and new faculty with French.- 1,952,660
“Mother. I’m married!”
Hon. Parker Japanese. 1,242,699
one exception was elected.
“Married!”
*r
Norwegian. 1,977,978
“You mnrripH
Spafford, president of the board, presid- And the world’s
total, 40,325,618. All
“Why, I thought you went for the ed. Others present were: Lester Strout these nations
subsidize, and since 1890
of Milbridge, treasurer; Rev. Charles F.
doctor.”
“So I did, and got married instead. I Smith of
Camden, secretary; Rev. British tonnage has doubled, German
tonCharles W. Lowell of Corinna, Rev.Hor- tonnage haB trebled, and Japanese
couldn’t help it.”
“Couldn’t help getting married! Have ace B. Haskell, Rev. A. E. Morris of nage increased by ten times.— "RestorJ.
Sloat
to
the
High Seas,
Old Town, Rev. Frederick Palladino of ing the Flag
you lost your senses?”
for June.
“I got into the house of a dominie by- Bangor, Rev. Oscar S. Smith of Bangor, Fassett in National Magazine
A runaway Rev. Thomas Whiteside of Orono, Rev.
mistake and fell asleep.
Accidents will happen, nut the best regulatcouple, chased by the girl’s father, came Arthur J. Lockhart of Winterport, E.
Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil for
to the house in a hurry, and they were L. Brann of Bangor, Rev. C. G. Gar- ed families keep
such emergencies. Two sizes 25 and 60c at all
married in the dark.”
land of Rockland, Rev. A. E. Luce of stores.
“What’s their marriage got to do with Uld lown.
Two new members were elected to the
you?”
“Nothing except they thought I was board of trustees, Dr. H. H. Plummtr
the groom who, I suppose, was to have of Union and Dr. Charles D. Woods of
met the bride there, and before I got Orono, director of the Maine Experiment Station. They succeeded A. I. Irfairly awake they married me.”
“Oh, dear; oh dear! What a terrible ving and James H. Jones. Rev. A. J.
to
Lockhart was re-eclected.
thing
happen!”
▲
"If you saw my wife you wouldn’t
The school will open next fall with an
think so.”
entirely new faculty with one exception.
“I thought you said it was dark and Elmer R. Verrill, for the last five years
♦
you couldn’t see her.”
principal of Lee Academy, was elected
"I struck a match just as she was principal.
He is a graduate of Bates
about to leave me.”
College with post graduate work at UniCollege.
“Well, my son, it s nearly uay. Go versity of Maine and Columbia
I
Mabel A. Randall wiil be preceptress
to bed and get what sleep you can before
is
a gradShe
in
and instructor
English.
you have to get up again. I’m sorry
for the poor girl who made the mistake. uate of Simmons College and Emerson
I hope she won’t have much trouble in College of Oratory.
Frank A. Morris, University of Maine,
her
annulled
with

marriage
having
and being remarried

only guarantee

to

Name.
Town
R. F. D.

a

^
a
a

^
^
^
a

^
+
▲

T*

♦
A

^
♦

or

State.

▲

or

Street

Box No.

$

or

I understand this entitles
me
to select any McCall Pattern
free from ‘the first copy of McCall's
I receive and that I am to send postal 'card, giving size and ‘number
of free pattern direct to McCall Co.
Subscriptions may be new or renewal)
FREE.

♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

t
%

♦
▲

X
X
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Probate Court, to be held

A true copy,

Ordered, that notice thereof be
weeks successively, in Tlte Kepul
a newspaper published m Belfast, m
that all persons interested may annate Court, to be held at Belfast, on
of July next, and show cause,
have, why the said account should
JAMBS LI Hi
ed.
Attest:
A true copy
Arthur tv. Mon a in
\IT A MX) SS.— In Court ot ProbatW fast, on the 9tlt day of June.
E. Parsons, executrix of tie* last

F. Parsons, late <>f Thorndik-*. u
deceased, bavin*- presented Iter
account of administration of said

Ordered, that notice thereof t
weeks successively in The Kepul''
m
newspaper published m Belfast,
that all persons interested may
bate Court, to he held at Bell i"'
day of July next, and show
they have, why the said account
allowed.
JAMES Lit
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard.
ltr a

W

BOO sS.—In Court

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo ou.the second Tuesday of June, a. D. Ifel4.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Hattie M. Edgecomb
Thomas, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested bv causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at <
Belfast, within and for said Gonnty, on the
second Tuesday of July next, at ten of the
clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

ot

Proha;

fast, on the 9th day of June.
Barrabeg, executor of tlit* last v.
Larrabee. late of Monroe, in said
ceased, haviun presented his first
count of administration of said est.-;
ance.

1

Ordered, that notice thereof i-«weeks successively, in The Keput
a newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may aih
bate Court. to be lielu at Belfast, «»ti
of July next, and show cause.
have, w iiy the said account should
e’

Register.

t:

iowauce.

A

A

JAMES LIBBY
Attest:
Arthur W.Leonard

I17ALD0 SS—In Court of Probate.
W fast, on the 9:1. day of June. 1‘*
Field, administrator, with the w
liite. lat
on the estate of Fred G.
in said County deceased, having
fourth and final account of admin
said estate for allowance.

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of W aldo, on the second Tuesday of June, A. J). 1914.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Samuel A. Kendell,
late of Stockton Springs, in said ('minty of Walbeen presented for probate,
deceases.having
do,
and accompanied by a petition praying for administration of said estate with will annexed.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard.

Belfast,

T.

successively

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of July next,' at ten ot the clocx
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

at

day of July nexr, and show -a
they have, why the said account
be allowed.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Ci untv of Waldo, on the 9th day of
June, A. I) 1914.
KID WARD T. GILBERT, guardian of Hazel F.
£j Gilbert of Monroe, in said County of Waldo,
having presented a petition praying for a license
to sell and convey certain real estate described
in said petition for the benefit of said ward at
private sale, having an advantageous offer for
t he same.
Ordered. That tin* said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
in
order to be published three weeks
The Repifbliean Journal, a newspaper published
at Beltast, that they may app< ar at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for said
County, on the 14th day of July. A. l». 1914,
at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause,
if any they have,why the prayer of said petitioner suouiil not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

/

^

Ordered, That notice thereof be
successively, in The Kepubh--u
newspaper published in Belfast,
ty. that al! persons interested may
weeks

a

JAMES BlI BS

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur

WALDO
fast,

1

W. Leonard.

SS.—In Court of Probate,

ou the 9th day of June,
Jackson, administratrix with th<estate of James I. Ja
the
ed.on
Northport, in said County, deceased,
oi

A.

sented her first and final account
tion of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof l><
weeks successively, in The Hepubl
a newspaper published in Belfast, in
that all persons interested may aiibate Court, to be held at Belfast,
day of July next, and show cai
shthey have, why the said account
allowed

JAMES L1BBV

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard,

..

,

Parcel
Eggs by

The Business Farmer's

Marketing that Otters PosslProducer
o( Hetter Prices lor the
for the Consumer.
Articles
Fresher
22. That
-tjivGTONi D. C., "tlune
|,e marketed successfully by
method fret_ and that this

tcm of

f'

I

i

Par',

!

Post

ADVERTISING

SELLS
PRODUCE

for the

price

better

a

cures

fresher article for the
and
|,as now been demonstrated to
-faction of the experts in the U.
The De:,t of Agriculture.
imiucted tests that covered a
jive months. At the end of
a

!

A

cel post

a

man

oc

conclusion

to the

came

whose flock was too

lives too far from express

rmit him to ship his eggs in
commercial case which holds

experiments the
t shipped 9,131 eggs in 466
these 327, or slightly less than
were broken, but only 209 or
of these

'^1,

lay

foundation for a poultry plant that to
flay is paying $5,000 profit a year.
Tt pays to advertise. Mr. Farmer. Appreciate your opportunity for placing
your wares before the public through
the medium of the
dally or weekly
press, the billboard, the postcard, the
circular letter, the catalogue or through

than 2.3 per cent were ab-

„ss

wasted. The others, though
aid still be used. The perbreakage, moreover, will be
iced, it is said, when the emthe post office become more

handling

to

;

mgs

snouiu oe

urse

essential.

exhibits at fairs and shows. It will
profit every farmer that markets cash
crops (be they grains, grasses or live
stock) to maintain an accurate mailing list containing the names and addresses of possible purchasers who re
side in his vicinity. This mailing list
should be the basis of his personal
advertising. At regular intervals he
can inform his patrons what he lias to
sell and what price he wants for it.

fragile

such

properly [jnuv

implies

This

id some expense and is one
no attempt should be made
any but the
for they alone

parcel post

b>

■

of

eggs,

More-

remunerative prices.
customer who

buys in

small

any considerable proporlrchases is undesirable or
ictive in appearance, he will

■<:

ask for deductions

that

on

simply discontinue his
producer, therefore, must

will

nil the eggs the postman
what he represents them

by candling

be done

them,

.he process of testing eggs
.iirht through them so as to

|

Jition of the contents,” is
many producers, who rely on
meting to eliminate all bad
i.owever, impossible to avoid
■

I
!

candling

and

accident

il

is

extra precaunle outfit can be made out

wisable

as an

lamp and an ordinary
sufficiently large to be
the lamp, after the ends

and
box
j

moved, without risk of fire.
supply air to the enclosed

■

;

edge

should be cut in the

s

box rests. A round hole is
the box at the level of the
;

egg

while

is in darkness.

The

room

e

by

candling
against this hole

and the

done

foi

he sold $800 worth of seec
within a year. A roadside bulletii
board on which he affixed notices in
dieative of the farm produce which lit
had to sell was instrumental in in
creasing an Illinois farmer’s bank ac
count $1,000. a
simple “ad.” run in
several Issues of a
city newspaper en
abled a Missouri farmer to
tht

i,

u se

GEORGE H. DACY.
Wisconsin farmer spent SI.23

I TUP

B.

THE
E.

MERCIER.

year-olil country lad, belongs

the In-

rejected.

"f much loss.

eggs should

A

broody hen

accidental exposure to

or

a

may start incubation
egg to spoil and irjure the
putation. It is advisable,

rature

retain the fertile eggs for
dispose of them in some
n

through

the

of soiled

true

parcel post,
eggs. Eggs

he washed when intended

r
ss

trade, since the process
ural mucilaginous coating

the nores of the shell.

thorough

elimination of the

that remain should be

ggs

icked in

a

container of

-teboard, metal, wood
material.

The

or

cor-

oth-

post office

require this container to be
r at nothing can escape from
,g>

and each egg in addition to
separately in excelsior, cot-

such material. Any soft
the purpose quite well. As
'ainer itself, there are many
'he market and the Department
ue

i

s

just fourteen years old and
born in Tallapoosa county, Ala.,
the 4th day of December, 1899.
I
am

was

have lived on the farm all my life, and
I have only had school advantages to
the extent of attending the common

school

only during the idle seasons
from the farm work, and for this reason my education is limited.
In preparing my land for the corn I
first cut the stalks with a stalk cutter and turned the land on the 1st of
March with a two horse plow from ten
to twelve inches deep. 1 then double
cut the land with a disk harrow, and
on the 7th of April I laid off the rows
three feet apart and bedded the land
with a one horse turner and planted
the corn in the water furrow, using
The corn
200 pounds of 10.4 guano.
came up to lie a perfect stand.

!

:'

v e

irregular in shape, unusually
thin-shelled. Containers that
uadly stained by broken eggs

replaced by new ones and the
upped as neatly as possible,
'•ry effort should be
.1 tractive a package

made to

posBi-

as

hands of the customers. The
ose will be little and the re''eased trade great.
r

the

shipments

that the pro-

range to make, the
rt: to sell his
eggs.

cheaper
Within

second zones of the

;
r
■

11

parcel

a package costs five cents
pound and only one cent for
al pound.
Ordinarily eggs
r 1 1-2
pounds a dozen, which
rational weight of the wrap-

packweigh between two

tntainer, would make
■

Keeping the Cultivator Going.
The first plowing I used a cultivator
deep enough to loose the soil. The
second plowing I used a single stock
with scooter and scrape and applied
400 pounds of 10.4 guano. The third
cultivation I used a harrow and apI
plied 000 pounds of 10.4 guano.
then thinned out the corn to a stand of
The
about eight inches in the drill.
fourth cultivation I again used the
harrow and applied S00 pounds of 10.4
guano, also giving it a good hoeing.
The fifth cultivation 1 harrowed again
and applied 200 pounds of 10.4 guano,
The sixth plowing I
a top dressing.
harrowed and applied 100 pounds of
nitrate of soda. The seventh plowing
I used a rianet Junior cultivator very

success

v.en

eggs

pounds.

'e

W Ask For

Gardener’s Notebook.

insects of all kinds, these little creatures reveling in the warm weather
and the bright sun. and unless we are
continually on the lookout for them
'they very soon get the upper hand of

But here let it be remembered
that birds are invaluable in helping to
keep down insects, so that the kingus.

song sparrow, catbird,
Baltimore oriole, chirping sparrow,
rose breasted grosbeak, house wren
and many others should be most emphatically encouraged to build in and
around the bouse and garden.

bird, phoebe,

A Beetle Trap.
In planting melons and squash one
must always keep a sharp outlook
for melon and squash bugs, which may
either be picked off the vines or traps
set by planting a number of extra
squashes between the ones that are to
remain and then cover the leaves with
paris green and lime, although the old
fashioned way of covering the young
squashes, melons and cucumbers with
a frame covered with fine mosquito
netting is perhaps as good as any to
protect the vines.
Be sure also to dust the young winter cabbage plants at night with pyrethrum pow-der mixed with flowerformer to five
one pound of the
pounds of the latter—which discourages
the moths that lay their eggs there.
After the strawberry bed has done
fruiting, if it is to be kept over another year, go over it with a mowing machine or scythe, gather up the leaves
and burn when dry; then plow a furrow or two on either side of the matted row. leaving a strip four feet
wide: fill the furrows with stable maThe new
nure and harrow them well.
leaves will soon start again, and the
bed will be nearly as good as ever. In
the tomato bed watch for tomato

in It.
All this may seem to the beginner
to be n vast amount of unnecessary labor, but it is always well to remember
the fact that it is possible a number of
the little chicks may have been born
with tlie germ of some disease, and
therefore it is only by using the greatest of precautionary measures and the
most thorough methods of cleanliness
that one may be quite sure of having
destroyed all the germ life to which
fowls are so often subject. Indeed, it
will be found that the most successful
poultrymen, and the ones who carry
off the blue ribbons at the shows, are
Invariably those who leave no stone
unturned to keep everything to do with
their poultry houses and yards, etc.,
up to date and in the most immaculate
condition, and surely these are the men
whose example must be followed if

.-..

a

E. K. PARKINSON.
June, in spite of its line days, is unfortunately also an ideal month for

Varnish the Old Machines.
If the machine has been in use for
several seasons it should be wiped, off
with a damp cloth and the top. sides
and legs given a fresh coat of varnish;
also, if it happens to be of the hot water type, empty out all the water, filling it full again with fresh clean water, and leave it until needed for use
again, when it should, of course, be refilled again, but do not leave it next
winter where the water may freeze

which are a great nuisance,
and perhaps the best plan to get rid
of them is to go over the vines by hand
and pick them off.
Keep the weeds out of the onion
rows or they will soon choke out the
Like corn, onions are
young onions.
surface feeders and must be continually cultivated to do well. Fine cauliflowers are hard to raise.
They require a constant supply of soil moisture, and great care must be exercised
to see that the heads do not become
worms,

omaiMi
GENUINE

return

to

the

Probate Court.

a

Following' is a report of the June term of the
Waldo County Probate Court, Judge Libby of
Unity presiding:
Petitions for probate of wills were allowed in
estates of Mary J. Shaw, late of Springfield,
Mass ; James Lawrence, late of Groton, Mass.;
Augusta M. Berry, late of Troy.
Petition in regard to collateral inheritance I
tax was allowed in estate of Eliza C. Dyer, late

Final, av. 6 years, 1909-1914.bu 77,0* 0
OATS—June 1 forecast.bu5,400,0. 0

it is

More nealtnrui tnan

Forinfants, invalids and growing children.
Pure nutrition, upbuilding the whole body.
In vigorates nursing mothers and the aged.

Agrees with the weakest digestion.
Keep it on your sideboard at home.
A quick lunch prepared in a minute.

SOME KNOWN FACTS
ABOUT RHEUMATISM

••

basis the wholesale price of
eggs on the open market and add to this
a certain number of cents a dozen for
as

a

Care
new-laid parcel post eggs.
taken, however, to see that

the

Children

the entire

output and it will in

conse-

quence be unprofitable to divert any of
the supply to home purposes. This difficulty can be overcome by preserving
eggs in the spring, when they are plentiful and cheap. A solution of water
glass, which can be ob tained at drug
stores

for 75 cents

a

gallon,

should be

used for this purpose, each quart being
diluted with 10 quarts of water which
has been boiled and cooled. The eggs
should be

packed

in stone

jars

or

crocks

and the solution poured over them, or
they may be carefully placed in the solu-

day. Eggs kept in this way
perfectly good but naturally they do
command the prices of those newly-

tion each
are

not

laid.

The

boiling, but
turing the
fkatr

arc

shells

sometimes

breuc

in

this may be avoided by puncend with a pin just before

Hrnnnort infn the

water

for distribution granted in estate of
Skidmore, late of Liberty,
Emily
Petitions for allowance w ere granted in estates of Charles H. Monroe, late of Searsport;
Matilda B. Briggs, late of Freedom.
Petitions for administration were granted in
estates of Henrietta T. Nichols, late of Searsport; Lillian V. Reed, late of Searsport; Ansel
L. White, late of Belfast; Mary E. Mathews,
late of Searsport; Fred L. Curtis, late of StockPetition
F.

7 cents.

The postage on this
If another dozen

1

Cry

MAKING AND FEEDING OF
SILAGE.

Silage during the last three decades
has come into general use throughout
the United Stales, especially in those
regions where the dairy industry has
reached its greatest development. Silage
is universally recognized as a good and
cheap feed for farm Btock, and particularly bo for cattle and sheep, are the
observations made in Farmers' Bulletin

Mill

Sites, Farms,Sites

for,Summer Hotels

tendency to rheumatism once estab- j
lislied, the pain often returns with every
change of weather, showing that the
poison is still in the blood awaiting favorA

and

Camps

able conditions to become active and
trouble.

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

One fact is known and acknowledged
by all medical writers and tiiat is ihe
rapid thinning of the blood when the
rheumatic poison invades it.
Building
up the blood is the best remedy for rheu-

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

cause

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location fora new start

the enriched blood is able to
throw oil' the poisons of the
For this reason rheumatic sufdisease.
ferers should he interested in the success
which Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills have had
in the treatment of this painful disease.
A book. “BuildingUp the Blood,” will
be sent free on request by The Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady,
N. Y. It contains directions regarding
diet, baths and hygiene for rheumatic

matism

in

as

overcome

life.

or

patients.

Dr. Williams’ pink Til's
all druggists everywhere.

sold

are

Undeveloped Water Powers,
Un united Raw Material
AND

Perming Land

Good

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
are invited ami will receive attentions
when addressed to any agenc of the

by

MAINE

SuesineSilk
39 CENTS

CENTRAL,

or

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

C.NTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

,

i
\

<

matte a

spec-

ialty of Suesine
Silk and keep,
or
order, all
shades. We
send the goods
by mail everywhere
on

\

W

but

prepaid

are

we

A

WEEK.

BELFAST AND BOSTON $3.50.

receipt of

(ROUND

TRIP $B 50.)
TUR3INE STEEL

STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
AND CAMDEN.
Leave Belfast at 5.U0 p. m
daily, except
Sunday, for Boston. Leave Belfast at 7 30 a
m. daily, except
for
Monday,
Searsport, Bueksport, Winterport and Bangor.

receiving

still

RETURNING
Leave India Wharf, Boston at 5.00 p. m.,
daily, except Sunday, and leave Belfast at 7.30
a. m. daily, except Monday, for Bangor and intermediate landings.
FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.

con-

tinue our

Out fishin’;
He doesn’t knock his fellow men,
harbor
Or
any grudges then;
A feller's at his finest when
Out fishin’.

TRIPS

BANGOR LINE.

NEW
GOODS

m
SjB

SIX

price.
We

FISHIN.’

EASTERN
STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION.

Discount

SOMETHING NICE

comrades to the poor,
Out fishin';
All brothers of a common lure,
are

Out fishin';
The urchin with the pin an’ string
Can chum with millionaire an’ King;
Vain pride is a forgotten thing
Out fishin’.

feller gits a chance to dream,
Out fishin’;
He learns the beauties of a stream.
Out fishin’;
An’ he can wash his soul in air
That isn't foul with selfish care,
An' relish plain an’ simple fare
Out fishin’.

at low

prices for

TRY CRAWFORD’S

cash

Imported

MarcellusJ.Dow!
BROOKS, MAINE.

Puff

Paste

Crackers

I

AND

Gifford’s

Piquant Cheese
CO.,

WHEREAS,

—

578.

Silage is the best and cheapest form
in which a succulent feed can be provided for winter use, continues the bulletin.
An acre of grain can be placed in the
silo at a cost not exceeding that of shocxing, husking, grinding, and shredding.
Crops can be putin the silo during weather that can not be used in making hay or
curing fodder, which is an important consideration in some localities.
A given amount of corn in the form of
silage will produce more milk than the
same amount when shocked and dried.
There is less waste in feeding silage than
in feeding fodder. Good silage properly
fed is all consumed, and in addition very
palatable. Like other succulent feeds it
has a beneficial effect upon the digestive
organs, and more stock can be kept on a
given area of land when it is the basis of
the ration.
On account of the smaller cost for
labor, silage can be used for supplementing pastures more economically than can
soiling crops, unless only a small amount
of supplementary feed is required. Converting the corn crop into silage clears
the land sooner than if the corn crop is
shocked and husked, and because of these
advantages silage, in the general opinion
of dairy farmers, has increased milk production per cow and has increased the

$500,000

| Za. [

HIGHWAY BONDS

New England Order
of Protection

plainer
ith postage at 9 cents, it would
jatK
before, cost 17 cents to market two
^
8 1-2 cents
dozen. By
%z',: "ggs,
U11<H*0Zen
is estimated

are sick!
Your Stomach, Liver, KidSatisfied customers will soon laxy—you
ducts.
and whole system need a Tonic. A
build up his business for him. Any post neys,
Tonic and Health Builder to drive out the
office will furnish complete information waste matter—build you up and renew your
or
a
in regard to reputation and rates, and, strength. Nothing better than Electric Bit^
l°tB>
8 Ul’
the several State Ex- ters. Start to-day. Mrs, James Duncan,
M
arketing cost can be reduced as already stated,
a dozen.
periment stations have information in Haynesville, Me., writes: “Completely cured
of shipping me after several doctors gave me up.” 50c
"re the
container can be used more regard to the various typeB
y.,
and (1.00, at your Druggist.
nCe’ th'8 C0Bt can °* courBe *}e boxes. The results of the U. S. GovBucklen’s Arnica Salve for Cuts.
Bon
of the matter
ernment’s
investigation
conreduced.
Large sized
(j:
BulleFarmers’
in
been
have
published
Itch! Itch! Itehl-Scratch! Scratch! Scratch!
stand from two to four trips,
The more you scratch, the worse the itch. Try
on,'B three to five, so that it will tin 594, of tbe Department of AgriculDoan’s Ointment. For ecxema, any skin itchl!
will be sent free on request.
Producer to induce his customer ture, which
ing. 60e a box.
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Quarries,
Factory

selves.

fishin’;
His thoughts are mostly good and clean.

A

couee.

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
A. A. HOWES &
In the matter of
,
In Bankruptcy.
DRUGS AND MEDICINES
H.
John
Parlin,
GROCERIES,
A feller has no time fer hate.
1
Bankrupt,
Out fi§hin’;
the
Hale, Judge of
He isn’t eager to be great,
j To the Hon. Clarence
ton Springs; Joseph H. Overlock, late of LibDistrict Court of the United States for the
Out fishin’;
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
erty; George W. Ward, late of Troy.
He isn't thinkin’ thoughts of pelf,
District of Maine.
Willard S. Morse mi 1 Hester
Or goods stacked high upon a shelf.
Petition to mortgage real estate granted in
John H. Parlin of Searsmont, in the County
!
Morse, both of Belmont, in the County
But he is always just himself,
of Waldo, and State of Maine, in said District,
estate of Doris L. Harmon, et als minors of
of Maine, by their mortState
and
Waldo
of
5th
the
Out fishin’.
on
that
day
respectfully represents,
Waldo.
gage deed dated November 24, 1911, an l re1 of July, 1913, he was duly adjudged bankto
be
a friend,
A
feller’s
glad
of Deeds, Book 303,
in
Waldo
in
returned
corded
Registry
Warrants and inventories were
rupt under the Acts of Congress relating |
Out fishin’;
Trust Company,
to* bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered j Page 190, conveyed to Waldo and
estates of James Applin, late of Belfast; Flora
A helpin’ hand he’ll always lend,
existing unall his property and rights of property, aad a corporation duly organized
Out fishin’;
A. Kenney, late of Knox; Ezra Delano, late of
the
State
of
laws
of
the
der
Maine, and havhas fully complied with all the requirements
The brotherhood of rod an’ line
of
at Belfast, in the County of Waldo
Monroe;
its
office
F.
miDor,
Hazel
Gilbert,
touchurt
C;
ing
of
of
and
the
orders
Acts
Prospect;
of said
An’ sky an’ stream is always fine;
and State of Maine, three certain tracts or
Thomas B. Kane, et als., minors, of Frankfort;
ing his bankruptcy.
Men come real close to God’s design,
parcels of land, situated in said Belmont,
he prays, That he may be decreed
Wherefore
of
late
fishin’.
Out
Searsport.
J. Fred Towle,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
the Court to have a full discharge from all
by
of
Catherin
estates
First. The farm known as Charles Wotton
Accounts were allowed
A feller isn't plotting schemes,
debts provable against hi6 estate under said
or Eber. Hall farm, being the sam| conveyed
are
exdebts
as
such
Out fishin’;
ine Mayo, late of Monroe, final and distribubankruptcy Acts, except
to W'illard S. Morse by Mary A. Hall by deed
He’s only busy with his dreams,
cepted by law from such discharge.
tion; Charles W. Coombs, late of Belfast, first
dated September 3, A. D. 1887, and recorded in
Out fishin’;
Dated this 15th day of June, A. D. 1914.
the
and final; Winifred Nichols Stevens of SearsRegistry of Deeds for the County of WalJOHN
H.
PARLIN, Bankrupt.
His livery is a coat of tan.
do, Volume 228, Page 436.
His creed: to do the best he can;
port, guardian's third and final; David B. Cobb,
The northerly half of the farm
Second.
THEREON.
NOTICE
ORDER OF
A feller’s always mostly man,
late of Searsmont, first and final, and same by
formerly known as the George W. Morse farm,
Out fishin.’
District of Maine, ss.
SearsB.
Cobb
&
Co
D.
of
same
conveyed to said Willard S.
surviving partner
being the
On this 20th day of June, A. D. 1914,
—Edgar A. Guest, in Detroit Free Press.
Morse by George W. Morse by deed dated June
mont; Carrie O. Merrill, late of Cunningham,
on
reading the foregoing petition, it is
recorded in Waldo Registry of
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had 18, 1895, and
Kansas, final; Eliza C. Dyer, late of Troy, firet
Deeds, Volume 277, Page 392
UNITY.
the 31st day of July,
upon the same on
and final; Harriet E. Clark, late of Knox, first
The
Third.
northerly part of .a tract forin
at
Court
Portland,
A. D 1914, before said
known as the "Allenwood W'ood Lot,”
and final; John F. Mahoney, late of LincolnThe graduating exercises of the High said District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; merly
the
same
being described in a deed to said Wilin The
ville, first and final; Mary V. Dodge, late of school were held in Odd Fellows hall, Fri- and that notice thereof be published
C. Morse, dated January 13,
Journal, a newsy aper printed in lard S. Morse by A.
Alfred
W.
Republican
and
a
Johnson,
before
first
final;
June
large
12th,
Searsport,
and recorded in the Registry or Deeds
day evening,
said District, and that all known creditors, and 1902,
late of Belfast, trustee’s final; George F. Ran- and appreciative audience. The hall was other persons in interest, may appear at the for said County of Waldo, Vol. 280, Page 20.
with evergreen said time and place, and show cause, if any
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
dall, late of Montville, first and final; William very prettily decorated
of
and the class colors, green and gold. they have, why the prayer of said petitioner has been broken; now, therefore by reason
H. Teddy, minor of Rockland, guardian’s acthe
breach of the condition thereof said Waldo
the
not be granted.
There was but one graduate and
should
secof
late
suid
claims a foreclosure of
Belfast,
count; Abbie P. Johnson,
And it is further ordered by the Court, That Trust Company
four girls of the junior class gave readmortgage.
ail known credond and final; Charles W. Johnson, late of BelThe following program was well the Clerk shali send by mail to
ings.
fifth
this
Dated
day of June, A. D. 1914.
this
and
order,
itors copies of said petition
fast; second and final; Lendel T. Shales, late of rendered, all doing credit to themselves:
WALDO TRUST COMPANY.
addressed to them at their places of residence
Kev.
ORLANDO E. FROST,
Tozier’s
orchestra;
prayer,
Belfast, first and final.
By
Music,
as stated.
Qxi-OA
Itu Prpnirlpm (inlu fliit.hnri7.eii.
“A
Petition for license to sell real estate was James Ainslee; music, orchestra;
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
I
“The
____
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
granted in estate of Chester B. Stephenson, Second Trial,” Gertrude Libby;
Horror of the Woods,” Amelia Walton; at Portland, in said District, on the 20th day of
late of Belfast.
1914.
D.
A.
“The Death Disk,” Violet Thompson; June,
Petitions for probate of wills were presented
William
“What
orchestra;
music,
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
in estates of John E. Clark, late of Prospect;
Beulah Walton; essay,
Did,”
Henry
« % MAINE STATE
Hattie M. Edgecomb Thomas, late of Belfast; “Music,” Sophia Tozier; music, orchesA true copy of petition and order thereof*.
Frank E. Whitcomb, late of Searsport; Samuel tra; presentation of diploma, Supt.
Clerk.
E.
HEWEY,
JAMES
Attest:
By virtue of the authority vested in him
A. Rer.dell, late of Stockton Springs; George Charles Gannett; address to the graduate,
under Chapter 130 o the Public Laws of 1913,
Rev. James Ainslee; benediction.
W. Bartlett, late of Hampden.
and under the direction of the Governor and
Frank McCorrison, who had his hand
State of Maine
Petitions for license to sell real estate were
| Council, the Treasurer of the
cut off in the saw mill, was obliged
partly
offers for sale coupon bonds of the State of
minor
Hazel
F.
Gilbert
in
of
estates
presented
d.
it
to have
amputat
Maine in the denominations of $500 and $1,000
of Monroe; Etta S. Kimball of Jackson.
in the aggregate principal amount of $500,000
of
trustee granted
Petition for conformation
and maturing serially from one to forty years,
in estate of Curtis E. Mitchell, late of Unity.
bearing date of July 1, 1914, and interest at
An Ideal land Progressive Fraternal and four per cent per annum, payable semi-annualPetition for administration presented in esly. Said bonds to be denominated “State HighSocial Insurance Order for Men and
state of Florence Uiimore uutcnier, late 01
way Bonds,” $63,000 of above amount maturing
Women. Organized November, 1887.
Boston.
in 1915 and 1916, and the balance in thirty-eight
years.
Petition in regard to collateral inheritance
Belfast Lodge, No. 140, was instituted in the
No bids for said bonds at less than par will
tax presented in estate of Curtis E. Mitchell
of Belfast December 28, 1889, and ex- be received.
Beautiful hair, thick, fluffy, lustrous and ab- City
those
invitation
to
a
cordial
tends
prowishing
late of Unity.
No bids for any part of said bonds condisolutely free from dandruff is not so much a tection at minimum cost to become members
tioned upon the length of the term they shall
Notices were ordered on accounts of estate! gift of nature as a matter of care and propel
and
of
health
this
good
lodge. Anyjperson
will not of
run will be received.
of George R. Williamson, late of Belfast nourishment. Hair is like a plant—it
habits between the ageB of 18 and 45 will be
In the event of an over subscription for said
healthy and beautiful unless it has attenCertificates issued for $600, $1000 and bonds by two or more bidders at the same
trustee’s; James A. Haley, late of Prospect grow
eligible.
nutriment.
and
tion
proper
times.
at
all
Information
gladly given
Parisian Sage, daintily perfumed and easily $2000.
final; Hollis F. Foye, late of Palermo, first anc
price, they being the highest bidders therefor,
EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin. Sec'y. the bonds will be divided among them in prothe roots oi
final; Samuel Larrabee, late of Monroe, firsi applied, tones up and invigorates
18
IDA A. MAHONEY, Cor. Sec’y.
■6m
to the amount of their respective bids,
nourishthe
and
furnishes
the
necessary
portion
hair,
and final; Freu G. White, late of Belfast, fourti
and in case of such apportionment the amonnt
ment to not only save and beautify the hair,
Monroe
term bonds received by each bidlate
of
the
short
of
Dennis
J.
and final;
Moody,
but also stimulates it to grow long, heavy, soft,
der will be determined by the Treasurer of
first and final; George N. Stevens, late of Lib- .fluffy and radiant with life.
State by lot, unless the several bidders awardWhen used frequently and rubbed into the
erty, first; Roecoe J. Pearley, minor of Unity
ed such bonds agree.
scalp, it will simply work wonders. Just one
Bids w ill be opened at the office of the Treasfirst; Annie H. Webster, late of Belfast, firs
application stops itching head, removes danlate
of
urer of State o.i the first day of July, 1914, at
exand final; James L Jackson,
Northport druff and cleanses the hair of all dust and
o’clock.
two
first and final; Henry F. Parsons, late of Thorn
cessive oil.
A
with some land, CenThe Treasurer of State w ill reserve the right
Since Parisian Sage, which can be obtained
dike, first and final.
2w25
to
Address
from A. A. Howes & Co., or at any drug store, trally located.
reject any or all bids.
for
W. SIMPSON,
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels, wil I never disappoints, it is no longer necessary
JOSEPH
Journal.
any woman to be humiliated because of thin,
lead to chronic constipation. Doan’s Reguletf
Treasurer of State.
streaky, fadfed, lifeless or unattractive hair.
C. F, W.
24tf
operate easily. 20c a box at all stores.

FOR FLETCHER’S

should be

there is no

of Troy,

or

I

There are many things that are still
unknown about rheumatism. The treatment of it is still far from satisfactory.
Doctors realize this but nobody ia more
fully aware of it than the suli'erers them-

feller isn't thinkin' mean.

The rich

tea

rvich IVlilK, malted grain, hi powder rorm.

Out

obviously advantageous
Final, av. 5 years. 1909 1913.bu6.029.000
both to the producer and consumer that BARLEY—June 1 forecast.bu 142,000
Final, av 5 years, 1909-1913.bu 118,000
the eggs be shipped in large quantities
99
HAY—Condition June 1,1914.
and consequently economically, it must
1, 10-year
96
average.
be remembered in taking orders that the
110
CLOVER—Acreage, per cent of 1913
99
Condition June 1, 1914.
supply of eggs undergoes the greatest
96
10-year average
fluctuations. In times of scarcity it is
94
1914.
June
1,
PASTURE)—Condition
not good policy for the producer to send
94
Condition June 1,10-year average
91
ali his output to one customer, neglect- CABBAGES—Condition June 1,1914
95
Condition June 1, 8-year average.
ing his other friends, nor in times of ONIONS—Condition June 1, 1914....
92
£1
Condition June 1, 8-year average.
plenty can he expect to dispose of his
98
June 1. 1914....
APPLES--Condition
entire stock to his regular customers.
91
Condition June 1, 10-year average
94
These points must be given due consid- j PEARS—Condition June 1, 1914.
91
June
Condition
average.
1, 6-year
eration and the quantities that are to be
BLACKBERRIES—Condition June
91
supplied at each season of the year
1. 1914.
92
Condition June 1, 8-year average.
carefully stated in the contract. The RASPBERRIES—Condition
June 1,
91
price, too, varies with the supply. One
1914.
91
this
Condition
June
average.
is
to
1,
of
8-year
method
determining
good
take

A

containers

ment.

Although

OUT

UADI lAftf’C

nvItLIvil 9

A void Imitations—Take No Substitute

sunburned.
The secret of success lies in a deep
preparation of the land and frequent
surface tillage. As soon as the heads
are well developed protect them from
the sun by drawing the leaves together over them and tying them.

is looked for.

MAINE CROP REPORT.

The only drawback to marketing eggs
by parcel post appears to be the time and
trouble involved in packing them. This
re included in the
package the
is compensated for by the extra price
'*laze would not be more than 9
cents,
be obtained for pro-instead of 7 cents a dozen eggs. that can always
profits per acre.
ducts that are absolutely reliable. At
011)6 value of the
and
cost
the
eggs
Hot Weather Tonic and Health Builder.
81
'J|,S'“KP must be added the cost of the bottom, therefore, the shipper’s success
Is
Are you run down—Nervous-Tired?
he
the
care
with
which
anJ the wrapping. For two depends upon
everything you do an effort? You are not
''kRs this may be estimated at 8 safeguards the regulation, of his pro'■l,irt"

Hints From

MORTON.

will be found helpful for those who
have finished their first “Incubator season:” First take out the trays, brush
them thoroughly and wash them with
hot water, to which has been added a
tablespoonful of some good disinfectant to a gallon of water. The washing
over set the trays in the sun for an
airing and to dry. Disconnect the
lamps and give them and the flues a
good cleaning, and when wiping out
the lamp flue a milk bottle brush will
prove an excellent cleaner. Brush out
the bottom of the incubator and go
over it with warm water and the disinfectant, as specified above.

Try a Bulletin Board.
Who would ever hear of Bill Jones'
auction sale if Bill had not had huge
placards printed and distributed broadcast announcing that lie was selling
out? AVho is going to know that you
have some fine boar pigs or some gilts
or some superior seed grain fur sale
unless you get busy and advertise the
fact? Mouth to mouth and house to
house publicity is perhaps all right in
its place, but usually it is too slow
in effecting sales. What the average
farmer who lias something to sell
should do is to ascertain the names
and addresses of possible purchasers.
Then he should keep plugging away at
them until he makes a sale.
lightly.
A simple bulletin board either inTlie cost of this one acre of corn will
closed in a glass front case or open
be found as follows:
could profitably adorn the front gate Preparing the land. $1.30
post of every farmer who has any- Plowing the corn. 1.00
the corn. 1.00
thing to sell. It will catch the eye and Hoeing
Work of horses. 2.40
notice of every passerby. Where it is
Gathering the corn. 8.00—..
kept up to date it will accomplish many Rent of land. 6.00
26.70
sales during the twelve months of the 1 Fertilizers
-50
Seed corn
year. Classified and display “ads.” in j
the locnl newspapers and in agriculTotal cost of labor and fertilizing... $46.40
tural journals also aid the farmers in ! £32 5-7 bushels of corn at 90 cents a
209.44
bushel
marketing their cash crops. The efficiency of the parcel post as an aid in l-Tofit to balance. $163.04
marketing farm produce has measurOf course all this meant lots of extra
ably increased farm sales. There is no
work, but then if I hadn't been workplace at present for the farmer who
ing on my corn I should have been
“has something to sell and does not
doing something else.
know how to locate a purchaser.”

possibility of any misunderstanding arising in regard to the basic
price. To obviate this, the quotations
ure investigators have not atdecide which is the best, ln- published in a given newspaper or some
be accepted.
\ refer
inquirers to the various other similar authority may
Eggs are scarcest and highest in_the
periment stations which have
Chickens should, therefore, be
fall.
formation on this question.
hatched early enough to begin laying at
g eggs it is well to sort them
Moreover little difficulty
season.
is practical
according to size this
will be experienced then in disposing of
■!' and to
keep for home use those

i

O.

Unfortunately it is frequently a
great temptaiion to put off this work
until winter, when it always seems as
though there would be more leisure.
But this is a greut mistake and the result invariably the same—dirty, germ
filled incuba tors—and this just when
they are the most needed.
A tried and experienced poultryman
has, of course, his own particular methods at such a time, but the novice, on
the other hand, is often puzzled to
know Just how and with what to start
In.
The following suggestions, then,

periodically. Estimates, as Of June 1, 1914, with ComThe postage required for this is of course
rket. Fertile eggs deterparisons, made by Bureau of Statistics.
deducted from the bill for the next ship76,000
ALL WHEAT—June 1 forecast.bu
■iy in warm weather and are
only infertile

■

;r

INCUBATORS

MrtTCe

lamp reveals the contents

e

r-

RABnCM

tors.

222.7 bushels on one acre at the cost
of 19.9 cents per bushel.
The following letter from the lad
tells how he raised this splendid crop-

on

I

i

ing

ternational record of corn production.
Walker js the champion boy corn
grower of Alabama, having produced

I

rlMlllf! I ID nC

About the middle of June the hatchseason is almost over, so the time
has come for cleaning up the incuba-

To Walker Lee Dunson, a fourteen-

md those that show any de■

m

A CHAMPION FOURTEEN-YEAROLD CORN GROWER
W.

advertising

of particular

was

FARN

100 printed
postcards. He used tliost
cards to advertise the
fact that lie of
fered seed corn for sale. As a result ol
this simple and
inexpensive method ol

...

it
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SEAR^PORT.
relatives in
MiM Coretm Gray is visiting

Prospect
11. A. Cook of Dexter is

spending a few days

in town.
Geo. L. Hammons of Chicago was
town

a

visitor in

Tuesday.

returned
Isaac Wallace and son Raymond
Inst week from Millmocket.
PhiladelB. M. Plummer and wife of
Capt
phia were in

town

Monday.

Kate Dow
Mrs. Cora E. Dow and Miss
rived Saturday from Pittsfield.

ar-

Herbert Partridge returned Wednesday
from a business trip to Boston.
closed a
The spool factory, which bad been

Roulstone, who have been on a ten days’ trip
through Maine, New Hampshire, Massachueetts, Vermont and Connecticut in Mrs. Nick*
arson's Pesrless touring ear, returned home

I ROYM.

Tuesday.
Mr. and Mn. Charles P> Treat and Miss
the
Treat, who have been spending a week Bt
Sears port House, have rented the E M Glidden house on West Main street for the RumMr. Treat is a well known New York
mer.
railroad contractor and built the Seaport road
from Northern Maine to Sea report.

BAKING POWDER

the village
Superintendent Wentworth has
in fine condition.
cemetery lots and grounds
has rented the Dyer
Harry Benson of Bangor
shore for the summer
weBtern
the
on
cottage
Mies Lucy T. Robs, who has been attending
home last
school in Orange, N. J., returned

week.
of Bangor
Eugene T. Savage and family
on the western
spent Sunday at their cottage
shore.
discharging at
Barge Nesquehoning finished
Mack’s Point Friday and sailed for Newport
News.
at the A. A.
George E. Carr, night watchman
his family
C. plant at Mack’s Point, is visiting
in Rockland.
Paris was in
Mrs. J. H. Stewart of South
Mr. and Mrs. Wiltown last week, the guest of
liam T. Wheaton.
liall Friday
Don’t forget the dance at Union
orchestra. Dancing
evening. Music by Jaris
at 8.30 promptly.
is
Miss Edith E. Colson of Goffstown, N. H.,
D.Sweetser
the guest of Capt. and Mra.Jo.eph
on

muBiuau

artist, is
Harry Peavey of Monroe, tonsorial
at his barber
at work for Thomas L. Wagner
shop on l- ain street.

articles of food may be
readily made at home, all healthful, delicious, and economical, adding much
variety and attractiveness to the menu.

Miss Roulstone Piano.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Dodge’s Corner.
Seavey and two children of Somerville, Mass.,
arrived last week and will occupy Sur.nyside
cottage for several weeks....Charles Seavey
is gaining every day and thinks that he will
soon be about.... The Ladies Aid of Swanville
met with Mrs. T. D. Nickerson and daughter
Harriette on the afternoon of June 20th and
with other friends celebrated the 80th birthday of "Aunt Nan" and the 6th birthday of
Milton, the little bod of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Nickerson. Miss Harriette served ice cream
and cake and assorted candies. About 40 were
present and all joined in wishing both many
pleasant birthdays_Mr. and Mrs. Earl Haley
and little daughter Helen have been visiting
Mrs. H.
relatives and friends in this locality.
will bar

remembered

as

Bertha Bradford.

Miss Leora Partridge, Church street, return
ed June 11th from a trip to Old Town and Bangor.

The Auxiliary Aid of the Umversalist parish
entertained Tuesday afternoon for needlework by Mrs. Herbert Mixer, Sylvan street.
was

is in

Miss Mabel F. Simmons. School street,
Boston for a brief visit with her sisters, Miss
Lillian A. Simmons and Mrs. Walter F. Kimball.

Mrs. Everett Staples left Saturday afternoon
a Sunday visit with Mr. and Mrs. Henry F.
Libby in Pittsfield, returning Monday afterfor

noon.

Mr. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat, Church street,
went to Bangor June 17th to witness the
Knights of Pythias parade and spent an enjoyable day.
The much desired rainstorm visited Stockton
June 16th, to the visible improvement of every
flower-bed and garden. It is now dusty again

j

with his father-in-law, Frank Heath, Cross
street, returned', last Saturday from a visit
with relatives in Dexter, Maine, and left Monday for Bar.gor to enter the Eastern Maine
General hospital for surgical treatment for
trouble of several years standing.

a

Dr. G. A. Foster of Sacramento, Cailfornia,
arrived Saturday by train from Boston to join
his wife and babe at the home of her parents,'
Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin, Middle street
He will remain for a visit before returning to
his hospital observation work in the departHe and wife inment of advanced surgery.
tend leaving for their California home late in

July.
Mrs, Carrie R. Devereux, accompanied by
her daughter Jennie and husband Albert Reed
of Waverly, Mass., arrived on Tuesday’s boat.
This is Mrs, Devereux’s first visit since the
She
loss of her home by fire two years ago.
will spend the summer in her new home on
Sandypoint road. Capt. Chas. B, Devereux
and wife of New York arrived Sunday and will

spend a few days at his old house on>*SandyBrooks.
of
point road.
News
The
in our highways.
Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, Church street, was
Miss Lena Wescott, the guest for several notified by telegram Monday morning of tfte
While cranking an automobile, June 23d,
and Mrs. L. arrival Sunday of a most welcome little son in
reOwen Miller had both bones of one arm broken. weeks of her uncle and wife, Capt.
ing relatives in Bangor the last ten days,
Church street, left Friday for the home of Mr and Mrs. E. S. Willard of
M.
Partridge,
the
of
Monroe
wife
and
turned home Saturday.
spent
Willis Small
her home in Castine.
Wakefield, Mass. Mrs. Willard was formerly
P. Clif
Capt. Jeremiah Merithew, a former Sears- week-end with his sister, Mrs. Hattie
a daughter
officer ford.
Messrs. H. L. Hopkins, Church street, and Miss Madge Clifford of this town,
port boy, was in town last week as first
School street, drove to Bel- of Mr. Leonard Clifford, the twin brother of
John
McLaughlin,
a
are
to
Elliott
of the steamer Carolyn.
A.
spend
T.
Mr. and Mrs.
Stockton offiers ci ngratulafast last Thursday to take in the big circus, Mrs. Thompson.
William J. Putnam and wife of Dorchester, few weeks at their home in Brooks, and are
tions to her daughter, so happy in her young
matters.
business
aside
from
the
now here fitting it up.
Maes., are receiving congratulations on
motherhood.
Mrs. Clarence S. Adams and little daughter
birth, June 12th, of a son.
Charles F. Bessey has recovered his health
There will be no meeting of the Ladies' Aid
arrived SunMass,
of
is
Madeline
and
Bridgewater,
in
Knox
home
bis
the
at
is
back
to
so that he
John B. Black, who was confined
of her parents, Capt. Society of the Universalist parish the present
the
remain
to
guests
business.
day
financial
house several days by illness, has recovered able to look after his
to the general public under
and Mrs. Charles Cole. School street, for two week as a supper
and is able to be out again.
the auspices of these ladies will be served in
Mrs. E. D. Bessey and children, who spent weeks.
About twenty-five members of Penobscot the week-end with the family of E. T. Bessey
the Masonic banquet hall (through tho courLast Friday evening Bethany Chapter, O. E.
Lodge, K. of P., went to Bangor Thursday to in Thorndike, returned to Brooks Monday
tesy of Pownal Lodge, F. and A. M.) at twenty
S., held a special meeting in Masonic hall,
All are invited to enjoy the
attend the field day exercises.
evening.
of St. cents per plate.
observance
the
to
proper
preparatory
meal prepared by these housewives,
Steamer William Chisholm arrived ThursSome twenty-five of our most prominent John’s Sunday on June 21st at the Universalist appetizing
of
famous for their delicious cookery. In the
day from Newport News with 2,200 tons
Knights attended the Pythian celebration in church.
following the six o'clock supper, the
evening,
coal to the Penobscot Coal Co.
it
was
that
Bangor last week and they report
Monday, the new schedule upon the Bangor annual parish meeting of the Universalist soSteamer Penobscot, Capt. Harding, arrived an elegant affair.
& Aroostook R. R., went into effect. Stockton
ciety will be held in the hall.
Thursday from Newport News with 3,760 tons
6 35
departures are: for Boston or Banger at
next Sunday evening will be
The
meeting
Co.
Coal
From Cape Jellison piers the following shipof coal to the Penobscot
a.
9
SO
are
at
arrivals
3.30
m
and
;
p.
held out of doors, instead of in the Union a. m. and
report was telephoned Monday afternoon:
ping
Miss Desire Nickels arrived Saturday from
church as is the custom. It may be in the m. and 6.05p. m.
June
18th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a
her
with
mother,
the
summer
to
Boston
spend
Leather’s grove, opposite the church. There
Mrs. Luther Winehip of Augusta and Mrs. j general cargo from New York, and sch. Senastreet.
Main
on
MrB. A. V. Nickels,
of their
will be good singing, and it will doubtless be
George Robinson of Portland, guests
tor Saulisbury sailed with lumber for Boston.
Dr. and Mrs. Edward Calderwood and sons, made interesting.
sister. Mrs. Albert G. Colcord, East Main June 19tb, sch. L. A. Plummer arrived with a
who have been visiting Capt. and Mrs. H. G.
for
last
left
Saturday
for a fortnight
sch.
cargo of cement from Cartaret, N. J.; and
Frank H. Quimby is one of the very best street,
Curtis, returned to Roxbury, Mass. Thursday,
their respective homes.
Charlotte T. Sibley arrived to load lumber.
farmers in Brooks. For the past six months
i
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Kneeland and daughter
Mrs. Elden Shute, Sylvan street, who had June 20th, steamer City of. Philadelphia arrived,
his cream check has averaged over ICO dollars
Phyllis of Dorchester, Mass., arrived Saturday
month and from his one hundred acre spent the preceding week in Boston, arrived light, to load paper for Boston. June 21st, j
per
and are with Mrs. F. A. Curtis on Park street.
During her absence her steamer Millinocket sailed with a cargo of pafarm he raises hay enough for his large stock. home last Friday.
Amos D. Carver and wife arrived Saturday
If you want to see good farming, call at his young dsughter, MisB Louise, boarded with per for New York, and sch Julia Frances arfrom Brooklyn, N. Y., and will spend the sumrived from Rockland to load iumber.
Mrs. Eben Libbey, Sylvan etreet.
place and see his buildings, faim and stock.
C. Nichols homestead on Main
Miss Ullias Nichols of Northampton, Mass.,
is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. L. L. Nichols on Water street.
Miss B. Edith Thurston, who has been visit-

mer

at

the J.

street.

Mrs. W. P. Putnam, who was in town to attend the funeral of Capt. Joseph N. Putnam,
returned to her home in Dorchester, Mass.,

Friday.

Biooks has a case of getting married under
difficulties. Saturday afternoon, June 20th, a
us all, who had
young man, well known to
wooed and won one of our fairest daughters,
still in the High school class, decided it was
time to take her from the troubles of school
life to his own personal companionship and
The
her happiness.
to enhance

Mrs. J. L. Lancaster, the guest of her parents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Giiffin, Middle
to
street, for a number of weeks, was called
join her husband in Boston last ihursday
She will return later to complete her vUit.
Mr, John McLaughlin while in Bangor June
17th bought a fine pony to add to his remarkably well equipped livery stable, Main street.
He can furnish anything needed by his numerous patrons, from automobiles to saddle

Ex-Gov. F. W. Plaisted of Augusta and
Judge Ralph P. Plaisted of Bangor, with a thereby
party of friends, were at the Sears port House
maid must have shared his opinion and
Sunday.
abetted the scheme, for we have not learned
Shepard Shute is night-watchman at the A. that she did not quietly and promptly prepare horses.
It is underA. C. plant at Mack’s Point during the absence herself for the occasion.
The Current Events Club was entertained
of George E. Carr, who is visiting relatives in stood thst the
Old Man discreetly kept
Wednesday afternoon by M!bs Leora Partridge,
Rockland.
the
that
couple
and
happy
the
of
way
out
Church Btreet. "Domestic Science” was the
Snnimpr

visitors

are.

hecnnnino' to arrive and

Bangor, Boston, Brooklyn
many people
and New York have been guests at the Searsfrom

port House.
Maude I. Smith, a teacher in the Higgins
Classical Institute, Charleston, arrived Tuesday to spend the summer vacation at her
home in town.
Miss

Miss Mabel I. Nichols, who has been teaching at Milo Junction, returned home Thursday
and will spend the summer with her mother,
Mrs. C. M. Nichols, on Water street.
Stmr
Penobscot, Capt. Harding, sailed
Wednesday for Norfolk. Capt. Harding was
accompained by Miss Cleaves of Sears port and
Mies Buzzell of Boston, as passengers.

John Ladd left last week to visit his brother
Edward Ladd, wbo is seriously ill in Rockland,
This is the first time Mr. Ladd has been away
from home over night for over 18 years.
Miss Uthel M. Nichols, who has been teaching in Ashburnham, Mass., arrived home Tuesday and will spend the summer with her
mother, Mrs. C. M. Nichols, on Water street.
B. & A. railroad.
Trains now arrive here
from Bangor at 6.10 p. m. instead of 5 p. m.
and will leave at 3.40 p. m. instead of 1.40 p. m,

Change of time
Monday, June 22nd.

on

the

Carolyn, Capt. Calhoun, arrived
Thursday from Newport News with 3,306 tons
Steamer

of coal to the

Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co. at

Point, finished discharging Saturday
sailed for Newport News.

Mack’s

fair start. The wouldbe grocm is, howand perhaps
ever, known as a reckless driver,
Monbeing unusually nervous, at the Brooks,
he waa proceedroe, and Jackson four corners
in bis
ing at a high rate of speed,and absorbed
companionship did not notice an auhad

a

pleasant

tomobile coming from Monroe at a sharp clip.
There was a cry, a squeal, a slight collision,
occuand the carriage was tipped over and the
out. and
pants were unceremoniously spilled
with the
the horse, unhurt, started for home
in the
carriage. There they were, marooned
Monroe. The
and
Brooks
of
wilderness
bushy
of pluck
young man is, however, possessed
acrosa
and energy and he immediately started
to his
lots to intercept his flying steed.which
credit he did and after several miles drive got
And
back to where he bad left the lady.
but hopeful
now, behold she had disappeared,
anhe began a search and at laat found that
other automobile had taken her back home by
he found
aoother route, and there at last
another start.
her, unhurt, and willing to make
This time they were successful in their quest.
and of
And a minister of standard position
said the words

high acquirements promptly

that made them

man

and wife.

K.NUX.

guests of relain
tives in town Sunday, and made the trip
in town
their new Maxwell car....The schools
School.
all closed last week, except the Center
Mr. and Mrs. Will Abbott motored to Knox.
in their new auto....Miss Mildred

Harry Rich and family

were

County Correspondence.
THORNDIKE.
The service at the uenter church last Sunday was well attended. Mr. Carson spoke from
Luke 18-37, "Jecus of Nazareth passeth by."
The choir rendered good music. There will be

topic under consideration. This was
East Thorndike
meeting of this association before the annual
summer

vacation.

Albion P. Goodhue and daughter,
Carrie A. Gardner, Middle street, drove
to Bion B. Sanborn’s log cabin on the Sandypoint shore of Fort Point cove last Sunday,
where Mr. and Mrs. L. Albert Gardner were
spending the day for a quiet rest.
Master

Mrs.

Hr. March Eimi of Boston, an especially
well prepared shoemaker, has decided to locate
in our village, having hired rooms in Hopkins’
block in which to carry on his business. He
has gone to Boston to bring his wife and babe
to Stockton for a permanent home.
Last Sunday evening Rev. A. A. Blair delivered a fine, practical discourse in the Universalis! pulpit before the members of Pownal
Lodge, F. A A. U. and the ladies of Bethany
Chapter, O. E. S.. in observance of St. John’s
Sunday. The text was David’s words to his son
Solomon: “Show thyself a man.”

TROY.
Mr. Manley Lancaster of Bangor carried a
A little daughter came to the home of Mr.
party of friends to Nortbport last Sunday, call- j and Mrs. Heber Seaver June 20lh..... Miss
ing on bis return upon his brother, Ur. John E. ; Etta Bagley, a trained nurse from the Bennett
1
Lancaster, East Main street. He took Mrs. school in Millbroolc, N. Y., is spending the
Albert M. Ames, Church street, back in his summer vacation with her brother Roy in his
automobile to spend a few days with his wife ! Some at Troy Center....Mr. and Mrs. Fred
and attend the “Trades’ Carnival,” in Bangor ! Bagley of Detroit visited his brother and sisthe present week. Mrs. Lancester was prev- ter Sunday... .Many from Troy attended the
at M. C. I. June 19th. The class
ious to her marriage Miss Carrie Snow of this
j graduation
lumbered 64, 8 having parts. MisB Clare W.

village.
1
one of our smart Troy girls, had
Wednesday, June 24th, Albert M. Ames and Linscott,
irst honor in science and mathemathics and
C.
Pittsfield,
M.
ComI.,
the
Belfast
the
R.
Hichborn
from
at
home
is
joined
Harry
The-heavy showers early last Saturday morn- Webb
"Science and Superstition," was fine.
summer....J. C. Aborn, Mrs. J. G. mandery, Knights Templar, of which they are I ler essay,
ing were a great help to gardens, but the tem- for the
Mrs. M. W. Dodge spent several days in
Mrs.
of
Belfast,
Aborn
m embers, to go by special boat to Rockland,
Aborn and Miss Alice
at
48
above
late
in
the
afternoon
and.
perature
Pittsfield last week, visiting old friends and
Julia Collins of Rockport, and Miss Nettie where the Augusta and Belfast Ccmmanderies
the strong northwest wind kept the ground
Frank Seavey, who has
s
been invited by the Rockland Commandery leighbors.Mrs.
had
were Sunday guests at B. L. Aborn
Mannuccia
nice and cool with no danger of garden truck
>een visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. V.
is working for Mrs.
Mannuccia
t o participate as the letter’s guests in a shore
Nettie
_Miss
Mrs. Bert Stevdrying up under the rays of the sun.
and

....

Sunday,

,...

Mrs. A. J. Nickerson, Miss Jessie C. Nickarson, Miss Rebecca M. Ross and Mrs. Flora

Willis McFarland... Mr. and Mre. M. O. Wilof Belfast were in East Knox, June 20th
an grange business.
son

FLIES ARE HERE
WE ARE RIGHT HERE WITH

PYRAMID FLY CATO HERS
TWO FOR FIVE OBNT8.
WIRE SWEETER FREE TO EVERY CUSTORER.

OLD OORNERDRUG STORE
<

dinner.

Miss Mary Calkin, eldest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Calkin, School street, arrived
h erne last Saturday frem Wellesley College,
h aving completed her course at that institution. Stockton congratulates her first alumna
of Wellesley College upon the task accom-

plished

so

worthily.

Charles Calkin, School street, accompanied
by his daughters. Misses Phrebe and Grace,
r eturned the middle of last week from a
week’s trip to Boston and Wellesley, Maas., fo
attend the Commencement exercises of Wellesley College, his eldest daughter. Miss Mary,
being one of the graduating class, numbering
this year S04—nil receiving their degree, an
unusual thing.
B, P. Andrews of Allora, Mexico, who with
his wife and babe; is spending the summer

B. Mitchell, is with her sister,
in Pittsfield, en route for her home in
Brockton, Mass..i.Mrs. Ada Estes, who for a
is now able to
long time has been seriously ill,
ride out....Mrs, Ripley Stevens is critically
ill.... Mrs. John Richmond of Vermont is vieitMrs. Mayo Bickmore.
ng her parents, Mr. and
....Augustus Stevens has 26 extra fine lambs
from 17 sheep... .Old neighbors and friend* of
Alpbonso Hillman, who, with his family, some
to Romford Falls,
yean ago moved from Troy
has partially recoverire glad to learn that be
ad from a recent serious illness. Last week
the sad news came that their youngest daughter, Mrs. Charles Taylor, died suddenly June
L5th, leaving a husband and three small chiliren. Much sympathy is expressed for the
many friends in
Badly afflicted ones, who have of
Mr. Hillman e
rroy, who are hoping to hearere
that
they mil
Eomplete recovery and friends long
in his native
be able to visit old home
sns,

town.

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.

I

Sold by W. A

HALL, Belfast, Maine.

E. H. BOYINGTON
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THE

BOYINUTON OPTICAL

CO.,

44 South Main Street, Winterport.
OFFICE

DAYS, MONDAYS AND

TCl5Il»YS

WILL BE AT
Forest House, Monroe,

July

1st.

July

4th.

Wednesday

r,

York's Hotel, Brooks, Thursday, July
The Hotel, Thorndike, Friday a. m..
Ju,y3,
Central House, Unity, Friday p. n*., Julyj,
Bellows' House, Freedom, Saturday l

—.s

r

send your Mailorders to

Why

We have the
the

f

same

same

Chicago?

goods ami

prices

35% AUTOMOBILE SUPPLY CO.
OF MAINE
W. E.

RICKER, Mgr.,

No. 155 Park St., Portland. Maine.
Our 1914 Catalogue is complete with
most everything for the Automobile,
May we have the pleasure of u ailing
12\v22
you one?

|

V

_

Notice of Appoint!
-OF-

MILK INSPECTOR
I hereby give notice as required by law. th
I have been duly elected and have qualif-iif
the duties of Milk Inspector for tne City
Belfast for the municipal year 1914

GILES G. ABBOTT, Inspector
3w26

Odd Fellows Building Associatio
ANNUAL

STOCKHOLDERS

hereby given

is

NOTICE
meeting of

MfcHi.Y

that

in-

the stockholders

Building

Association will In
Fellows’Hall, at Belfast, on We»in<
at
o’clock
7
1, 1914,
p. m for the
ticers and the transaction of sue.,
ness as may properly come bef<
RALPH H. HOWE.\ i
ing.
A true copy. Attest:
SAMUEL ADAM
Belfast, Maine, June 23, 1914— \v.i
lows’

;.

..

Mrs. Sadie Gallant and two children from
Berlin, N. H., are spending a few weeks with
her mother, Mrs. Avon Larby-Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Barden and child of South Monroe were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements Sunday

Bangor

Homer-Lowell.

Roy Randall

original poem and music appropriate
period represented. The same idea was

an

to the

carried out in the supper menu, which was as
follows: baked beans, brown bread, white
bread, pickles, cottage cheese with sage flavoiing, strawberries and cream, caraway cookies,
as a
fruit cake and squash pie, with lemonade
beverage.

The supper

was a

fitting close

to

a

delightful afternoon.

AMERICAN

GILES G. ABB

Tel 137-2

In Bucksport, June 16,
and Miss Gladys H. Luw-

ir

Lincolnviilr .1
26tf

Belfast

Hayford Block,

Should there bo any unsettled I
of any kind against the Hayford
erty, persons holding such arpresent or send at once to the Tr
justment. This property has t-< n
transferred July 1st next.
CHARLES W. FREDEKh
Belfast, June 25, 1914— lw26p

DIED
>

FOR SALE

Burrill. In Waterville, June 24, Mrs. EsBurrill, formerly of Belfast, aged 78

ther A
years.

|

The

frank da vis farm.

on Swan I.ake Avenue, Earr
Carter. In North Stonington, June 12, inabout 18 acres, 8 in wood lot, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvia Carter, aged 2 I
ing fields. House of 8 rooms him
days.
Also the Davis and Cupti
Clark. In Rockland, June 18, Charles A. | water.
Temple Heights. Inquire at the
Clark, aged 75 years, 6 months and 1 day.
J. F. STEPHENSON M
Cummings. In ,Waldo, June 19, Elmira A.
2w26
High Strer t
Cummings of Swanville, aged 72 years and 3
months.
Delano. In Vinalhaven, June 9, Richard
Delano, aged 59 years.
Donlin. In Quebec, June 19. John D. Donlin,
formerly of Frankfort.
Eaton. In W'interport, June 19, Thomas D.
We have 460,000 old growth (■
Eaton, aged 74 years.
to Belfast. These shingle
Gould. In East Union, June 11, Mrs. Martha coming
at reduced prices from the car
L. Gould, aged 54 years and 6 months.
DURHAM
JLeach. In Orland. June 9, Margaret Leach, at shop.
aged 2 months and 1 day.
Noyes.
In Castine, June 9, Mrs. Sarah
Frances Noyes, aged 77 years, 7 months and 4

fant

NOTICE

Parks. In Montville, June 19th, Fred F.
Parks aged 50 years and 15 days.
St. Clair. In Rockland, June 17, Arabelle
(Hatch), widow of T. J. St. Clair, aged 61 years

Notice Is hereby given that Bo"1'1
!
of Sear8port Savings Bank of Sfitr-ts
will
Finder
lost.
been
has
Maine,

and 4 months
York. In Lewiston,

June 17, Sewall N. York
of Waterville (formerly of Rockland) aged 46
years.

j

return same to or notify
JAMES G. NICHOLS. Treasur
3w25

NOBODY SPARED
Kidney ilia seize young and old.
come with little warning.
Children suffer in their early years—
Can’t control the kidney secretions.
Girls are languid, nervous, suffer pain.

v

LOST

days.

Kidney Troubles Attack Belfast Men and
Women, Old and Young.

SHIP NEWS.

fitted stove weed, buildii
a small quantity

lumber.

ell, both of Bucksport
Linton-Waining. In Belfast, June 20, by
Rev. Arthur A. Blair, Kenneth A, Linton and
Miss Lela Waining, both of Belfast.
In Bangor, June 23, by
Ward-Marden.
Rev. C. W. Collier, Frank L, Ward and Mrs.
Flora Marden, both of Prospect.
In Bucksport, June
Weymouth-Grindle.
6, Alfred G. Weymonth of Bucksport and Miss
Esther F. Grindle of Orland.

....C. W. Nealey was a passenger on Saturday’s boat for Boston.Misses Louise Libby
and Laura Bickford, students of Bangor High
school, are at their homes for the summer vacation_Mrs. Sarah Moody and daughter,
Miss Harriett, of the village called on Mrs.

ings,

Homer

For

gravel, and

Wotton of Rockland.
Hall Frost. In Bangor, June 22, Robert H.
Hall of Brewer and Miss Mary Olive Frost of

WII'lLa OURl'CR

■

nf Waldo.

us particulars of
heating problem.

1

...

nroRR

them.

upon

Send

...

week....Miss Jennie j ....Mr. and Mrs. J. D. McEdward of Bang*r
1
Gross, who has been attending school in Ban- conducted religious services at the Grange
of
gor, returned home last week....The schools hall Sunday afternoon.... A joint meeting
in town will close Friday, June 26th....Mr. : the school committees of Winterport, FrankCarson went to Castine Monday to attend the j fort and Monroe was held in Winterport recommencement exercises at the Normal School. cently and Frederick M. Nickerson was reC. E.
His mother is with friends in Albion during elected Superintendent of schools
his absence... Will Farwell and H. M. Hig- j Bartlett and wife drove to Pittsfield Sunday to
gins went to Bangor June 17th to the great K. visit E. W. Bartlett, returning Monday-Mrs
of P. convention. Henry met many of his Mary Haley entertained the Ladies’ Club Wedfriends from Aroostook county while there, nesday afternoon, June 17th. Twelve members
which made the occasion one oi special pleas- of the Club were present, with Mrs. Eva
ure to him... The recent showers of rain were
Nealey, Mrs. Luella Nealey and the Misses
showers of blessing to all nature, and if we Conant as guests. All were requested to wear
can have some nice sunny weather corn and
costumes of an antiquarian period and nearly
’taters will rush along some. Field strawber- all came garbed in gowns of by-gone days. The
ries are ripening well, while raspberry and prise was awarded to Miss Viola Conant. After
bushes
promise of an abundant the customary game of whist there were read-

rkaploa Rurnoa

depend

your

...

last

give
blackberry
yield....A. S. Higgins, H. M. Higgins and
Ross C. Higgin; are having hay pressed by the

trustworthy. You

can

A Clarion will keep
your house, store, hall
or church warm in the
\most severe weather.

ing barges Herndon for Bangor, Thomas ton
for Saco, and Back Ridge for Boston; 22, ar,
WEST NORTHPORT.
A Hall, St John, N B.
Mias Katherine D. Kittredge of Belfast is sch Mary
Jacksonville, June 17. Ar.sch Wm E Downes,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Hurd. Boston.
Mias Blanche Pitcher has gone to Lincolnville
Newport News, June 18. Ar, sch Frederick
fer a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pitcher. Roessner, New York.
Norfolk. June 18. Ar, sch Susie H David....Dr. and Mrs.[,Carl H. Stevens of Belfast son,
Digby and Weymouth, NS.
with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charleston, June 18 Ar, schs White Wings,
spent Sunday
David Baird, Philadelphia; Fairfield,
Baltimore;
Mason 1. Stevens....Mr. and Mrs. Henry D.
sld, sch Emma S Lord, New York.
Clark of Belfast are at their summer home Norfolk; 19; June 18.
^ld, sch Fred W Ayer,
Gulfport,
for the season... .Mrs. John Wight and two Cardenas.
Port Reading, June 19. Cld, sch Sarah L.
children of Wayland, Mass., accompanied by
Lubec.
Mrs. Wight’s father, are expected today to oc- Davis,
Wiggins, S C, June 19. Ar, sch John Bosthe
handsome
bungalow “Wymount," sert, Whittier, New York.
cupy
Mobile, June 16. Sld, sch Alice Lord, Pensa- \
just completed. Mr. Wight and Mrs. Lydia
cola.
Wight will join them later_The Ladies Aid
Savannah, Ga, June 20. Ar, sch Frederick
held an enjoyable entertainment in Brainard W
Day. Philadelphia via Norfolk.
schoolhouse June 17th. Ice cream and candy
Bangor, June 17. Sld, sch Grace Davis, New
York; 18, ar, schs Wawenock, Smiths Landing,
were on Bale, and 89,99 was netted for the
N Y; Kit Carson, Boston; sld, sch Fannie F
chapel fund. The committee was: Mrs. Hall, Franklin; 19, sld, schs Elsie A Bayles,
Dwight Greenlaw, Mrs. Mason I. Stevens, New York; R L Tay, Boston; Catherine, do; 22,
%a_p_-1. di—1,
ar, stm L N Stoddard, Newport News; sld, sch
A F Kindberg, Boston.
Sears-. ort, June 19. Ar, stms Carolyn, PhilaSEARSMONT.
William Chisholm, Norfolk; sld, barge
delphia;
Ebenezer Cobb and Rev. J. N. Palhier motorNeequehoning, Perth Amboy; 19, ar, stm Peed to Augusta and Kents Hill last week and nobscot, Norfolk; 21, ar stm Massasoit, Boston
called on Rev. and A&rs. W. C. Baker in Wayne. (and proceeded eastward); sld, stm Carolyn,
.The Ladies’ Aid have elected the following
Stockton Springs, June 17. Sld, sch Senator
officers for the ensuing year: Miss Angie Mil- Saulsbury, Boston; 19, ar, stm Millinocket,
lett, president; Mrs. Fannie Cobb, vice presi- New York; schs L A Plummer, New York;
Charlotte T Sibley. -; 20, ar, stm City of
dent; Mrs. A. B. Ripley, treasurer, Mrs. Ralph
Philadelphia, Boston; sld, stm Millinocket,
The society solicits New York; 21, ar, ech Julia Frances, to load
P. Fowler, secretary.
etc,...The
lumber.
comforters,
tacking
sewing,
plain
Calais, Me, June 17. Ar, sch Blanche H
friends of Mrs. Mary L. Barker are sorry to
King, Philadelphia; 21, ar, sch Wm Cobb, Elizalearn that, after buying her ticket from Los
bethport.
Boothbay Harbor, Me, June 18. Ar, sch
Angeles to Lawrence, Mass., via Seattlfe, she
Susan N Pickering, New York; 21, ar, sch Lizwas seized with an attack of lumbago and will
zie Lane, Lynn.
postpone her visit another year....Mr. and
Eastport, June 20. Ar, sch Mary E Morse, I
Mrs. L. S. Robinson of Rockland were guests New York for Calais.
Rockland, June 22. Ar, schs F C Pendleton,
of the Misses McFarland June 13th and 14th..
R L Tay, Bangor for Boston; Samuel
At the annual meeting of the Oak Grove Boston;
mi_n_a T„1_A
XT V. Ploin A Rovlao
the
officers
following
Association
Cemetery
Bangor for do.
were elected: David L. Craig, president; M|
O. Wilson, treasurer; Ernest S. Wing sexton
BORN
and superintendent of the yard; J. E. McFarland, clerk. The directors are E. S. Wing, J.
Bowden. In Orland, June 10, to Mr. and
F. Marden and A. L. McCorrison. Charles E.
Mrs, Lester Bowden, a daughter.
Plaisted was elected a member of the associaCargill. In Pittsfield, June 22nd, to Dr.
tion.... Mrs. A. B. Ripley fell and sustained a and Mrs. W. L. Cargill, a daughter.
Carter. In North Stonington, June 16, to
bad sprain of the ankle Sunday morning....
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvia J. Carter, a son, Elmer
Miss E. F. Miller will go to Winterport to the
Pearl.
W. C. T. U. county convention and will be the
Littlefield. In Belfast, June 23, at the
Waldo County Hospital, to Mr. and Mrs. Eben
guest while there of Mrs. Albertie George...
F.
Littlefield, a daughter.
Misses Helen and MaryCobb attended the gradPage. In Bucksport, June 12, to Mr. and
uation at Kents Hill last week.... Mr. and Mrs. Mrs.
Harry C. Page, a daughter, Virginia
Elon B. Gilchrest and Miss Florence E. Dun- Frances.
SEAVER. In Troy, June 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
ton of Belfast called on friends in town June
Heber Seaver, a daughter.
of
and
Mrs.
13th....
daughter
Carolyn Long
New York were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
MARRIED
H. E. Plaisted. ..Miss Angie Paine was awarded the gold medal prize at Kents Hili for exBartlett-Chase. In Dixmont, June 10, by
cellence in music-Mrs. J. F. Paine and
Rev. David Brackett of Belfast, Hemy Roy
daughter Angie are attending the Commence- Bartlett of Newburg and Miss Laura A. Chase
ment exercises at the Castine Normal school, of Dixmont.
Carroll-Thompson. In Rockland, June 17, ;
where anotber daughter, Miss Minnie, graduLawrence H. Carroll of Camden and EthelL ;
as
teacher
has
a
fine
The
latter
ates.
position
Thompson of Rockland.
Clough-Wotton. In Bucksport, June 18,
ingthe public schools of Milo.
John J. Clough of Rockport and Miss Osca A.

prayer meeting at the church this, Thursday,
evening....Mrs. Will Libby and two children
of Unity passed June 21st with her father, H. Anna White Sunday afternoon-Master
1 M. Higgins... .Robert Patterson and his broth- Coleman Lord went to Pittsfield Saturday to
er Fred were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
spend a week with his cousin, E. W. Bartlett
Wing in Albion for several days recently.... ....Edward Larby of Perham, Maine, is the
relatives in j guest of hia parents, Mr. and Mrs. Avon Larby
the last Miss Evelyn C. Higgins visited
a

are

Simple to manage,
economical of fuel, strong
and durable.

Maine Medical association in Portland_Mrs.
J. G. Vance and Mrs. J. W. Libby were in
Unity on buaineaa June 16th....Misa Hasel
Harris from Massachusetts is visiting her
grandmother, Nellie Banton.

The*1 Royal Baker and Paatry Cook,"

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

J

Mrs. Abbie C. Keen* has returned homo after
passing the winter with bar son, Hon. Carter
B. Keene, in Washington, D. C.... Quite a
largo number of th* K. P’s from the village
attended th* field day in Bangor last waek....
Me ears. Knowles Bangs and Marshall Lawrence
attended the State G. A. R. encampment ia
Lewiston last week.... Mr. Charles Johnson of
Fairfield was the guest of bis sisters, Mrs.
Martha Vote and Mias Henrietta Johnson, Juno
18th and 19th,...Mr. Roy Libby of Burnham
was’ in the village on business June 19th....
Dr.iA. M. Small and his brother. Dr. M. M.
Small, attended the recent meeting of the

more

containing five hundred practical
receipts for all kinds of baking
and cookery, free. Address Royal
Baking Powder Co., New York.

Wm

FREEDOM.

delieious and healthful food
By the use of Royal Baking Powder a

great many

vipiting

bar mother in Montvillo for tbs
past few months, has returned homo....Hr*.
Abbia Howard from Belfast ia in town visiting
relatives....George Filler has returned bom*
from Vinalhaven.

Insures the most

effect. The choir and orchestra were made up
of the following young people: Choir, Eleanor
Closson, Lilia Shute, Gertrude Wentworth,
Young, Bernice
Annie Whittier, Evelyn

McCaalin, Ruth Scarbor, Mabel McElhiney,
Valma Webber, Isabel Frame, Edith Parse,
Kathryn McElhiney, Gladys Rose, Gordon
Butman, Clair Shute, Austin Shute. Orchestra, Ralph Gilkey. Henrietta Gregory, Sumner
Small, Alton Small, Fulton McElhiney, Charles
Clements. Accompanists, Miss Shute Organ,

I

I CLARION FURNACES'

relatives—lira. Georgia Jackson, who has

bean

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Congregational Church Notes. Sunday,
June 21st, was observed as Children’s Day.
The music for the morning service was
furnished by the Junior Choir and Young

Peoples Church Orchestra. Mr. McElhinay
spoke upon the Boyhood of Christ, reading as
his scripture lesson the story of the Boy Jesus
week for repairs, reopened Monday.
visiting Jerusalem at the age of twelve. The
the winter in
Mrs. Ella Mowry, who spent
Primary Class of the Sunday school occupied
the front seats, thoroughly enjoying the entire
California, arrived home Wednesday.
her par- service. At the close of the sermon, Mildred
Miss Nellie Bailey has been visiting
ten days.
Lucile, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Frederick
ents in Monroe for the past
and Jane Reed, daughter of Mr. and
lesSawyer,
will
give private
Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee
Mrs. Edson Fletcher were christened. The
sons in the new dances, by appointment
Carnations,
winter on decoration was In shades of pink.
Mrs. Ula B. Blee, who spent the
gladiolus and peonies were used with pleasing
returned home last week.

the Pacific coast,

NORTH SEAKUIONT.
A. K. Paul from Boston is kart on business.
....H. W Ladd baa gone to Pittsfield to visit

TO LET
cottage at thl.

Ashore
Has three
and

a

sleeping

kitchen, also

Apply

a

rooms,

large piaz

to

LOUVILLE 1. POTTLh.

Often

PORTS.

New York, June 16. Ar, sch Sarah L Davis,
A
Nantucket; Odell, Calais; 17, sld, b^h Carrie
Bucknam, Bangor; 18, cld, sch Edward H
schs
Blake, Charlottetown, PEI; 19, ar,
Warner Moore, Hillsboro, N B for Newburgh,
N Y; Daniel Bailey, Stonington, Me; N E
20, ar, schs
Ayer. Bangor, via New Bedford;
Gen E S Greeley, Fernandina; Susie P Oliver,
C
Stockton; Melissa Trask, Bangor; Harold
Beecher, Boothbay; Annie B Mitchell, Long
22,
Vinalhaven;
S
Abbie
sch
Walker,
Cove; sld,
N S.
ar, ach M V B Chase, Two Rivers.
Boston, June 19. Sld, schs* Ralph M HayJames
Norfolk;
N
S;
Wyoming,
ward, Cheverie,
Roth well, Vinalhaven; Margaret, do; Charlie
C
PenF
sch
and Willie, Rockport, Me; 20, cld,
dleton, Rockland; 21, aid, sch Wm E Litchfield,
Senator
New York and Charleston; 23, ar, sch
Saulsbury,' Stockton; aid, atm City of Philadelphia, Stockton.
u
Philadelphia, June 18. Ar, ach LavimaL MT
Snow, San Juan and Mayaguez; aid, ach
Whitmore for Stonington; tug Coneatoga, towI

Women worry, can’t do daily work.
Men have lame and aching hacks.

If you have any form of kidney ills
You must reach the cause—the kidneys.
Doan’s Kid ley Pills are for weak kidneys—
Have brought relief to Belfast people.
Belfast testimony proves it.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are a fine kidney remedy,” says Mrs. Hattie Wallace of 85 Waldo
avenue, Belfast. "They have been uaed in my
family for the past four years and I and others
have had great benefit from them. I willingly
recommend this remedy to other kidney sufferera.’’
Mrs. Wallace is only one of many Belfast
people who have gratefully endorsed Doan’s
Kidney Pilla. If your back aches—if your
kidneys bother you, don’t simply aak for a kidDOAN’S
ney remedy-aak DISTINCTLY FOR
KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mrs. Wallace
bad—the remedy backed by home testimony
50c at all stores. Foeter-Milburn Co., Props.,
Buffalo, N. Y. “When Your Back is Lame—
Remember the Name."

»

EELFAST

PRICE CURRNt

Corrected Weekly for The
PRODUCE MARKET.

Apples,per bbl,1.50a2.59j Hay,

7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
2 60a2 76 Lamb.
Beans, pea,
Lamb :>k
3
60
Y.
E.,
Beans,
28a32 Mutton
Butter,
8a 10, Oats. 3J
Beef, sides,
91 l*otat.».
Beet,forequarters,
60 Round IL
Barley, bu,
24 straw.
Cheese,
18 rurkey.
Chicken,
18 fallow
Calf Skins.
20
Veal.
Duck,
20
Wool, unw
Egg-.
18 Wood. 1 ar
Fowl,
18, Wood.
Geese,

■

BET

RETAIL PRICE.

Beef, Corned,

18

All.

>'
9
*

*****

Butter Suit. 141b.. 18-22 Oat Me*»
®1 Onions.
Corn.
16 Oil, keros*
Cracked Corn,
80 Pollock.
Corn Meel.
24 Pork,
Cheeae.
Plaster
186
Cotton Seed,
10 Rye Meal.
Codfish. dry,
Shorts.
Cranberries,
20s22 Sugar.
Clover Seed,
6 76-6 76 Soft, T
Flour,
*"8 50 Sweet Pott
H. (J. Seed,
U Wheat Meal.

Ladd.

i

Lime.

*

